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Introduction n 

I tt is common practice in psychological research to consider large representative sam-
ples.. The reason for this is a concern with the generality of the results: The aim is 
too generalize the results beyond the sample that was studied, to the population from 
whichh the sample was taken. However, it has been pointed out that the results ob-
tainedd in such samples are not necessarily informative if one is interested in psycholog-
icall  processes that operate within individuals (Baldwin, 1946; Cattell, 1966; Epstein, 
1994;; Galtung, 1967; Skinner, 1938). Psychological processes such as information pro-
cessing,, learning, coping, emotions, and cognitions imply change or variability at the 
levell  of the individual (Lamiell, 1997). To study such intraindividual phenomena, to 
determinee the nature and the possible generality of them, one needs other techniques 
thann the standard large sample techniques. One such alternative is t ime series analysis, 
whichh is the topic of this thesis. The application of t ime series analysis in psychology 
iss based on viewing the individual as a stochastic system that varies over t ime accord-
ingg to specific probabilistic laws (Chassan. 1959). In this view, t ime series analysis 
iss a technique that allows one to uncover the laws that determine the structure of 
intraindividuall  variability. This makes t ime series analysis a potentially powerful tool 
inn studying the nature of psychological processes. But despite this apparent appeal 
off  t ime series analysis for (some branches of) psychological research, the number of 
applicationss is relatively small. 

Thee purpose of this chapter is to provide a brief historical account of how the large 
samplee approach became dominant in psychological research, and to indicate in what 
sensee this approach is limited. In the first section, the beginnings of psychology as an 
empiricall  science are traced. Three psychological movements can be distinguished that 
coexistedd at the end of the nineteenth century and each is characterized by its own 
subjectt mat ter and methods of research. In the second section, it is explained why the 
researchh methods based on large samples became dominant during the first decades of 
thee twentieth century, resulting in a scientific psychology that is primarily concerned 
wit hh the investigation of the distribution of variables in the population. In the third 
sectionn the limitations of this so-called interindividual approach are discussed. It is 
explainedd that these limitations follow naturally from the specific purpose that these 
techniquess were designed to serve. In the fourth section, it is argued that t ime series 
analysiss overcomes the limitations associated with the standard approach. In addit ion 
i tt is indicated how time series analysis has been applied in psychological research and 
severall  unresolved issues that arise from these applications are discussed. The outline 
off  the remainder of this thesis is presented at the end of this chapter. 
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1.11 Psycho logy in search of it s subject 

Inn most accounts of the history of psychology, the foundation of the first psychological 
laboratoryy by Wilhelm Wundt in 1879 in Leipzig is identified as the beginning of 
psychologyy as an empirical science. However. Danziger (1990) identifies two other 
contemporaryy movements that had a major impact on the establishment of psychology 
ass a separate science. In comparing these three movements. Danziger (1990) focuses 
primari lyy on what was considered to const i tute the subject of psychology in each of 
thesee movements. In this section it is argued, along the same lines as Danziger, that 
alll  three movements had their own subject of psychological research, and that, as a 
result,, these movements are characterized by different ideas about how psychologically 
relevant,, scientific knowledge should be obtained. 

Inn Wundt 's laboratory the experimental methods from physiology were applied to 
philosophicall  questions for the first t ime in history. This resulted in a new science, 
connectedd to, though separate from both physiology and philosophy. In experimental 
physiologyy normal individuals were conceived of as being characterized by the same 
physiology.. Wundt, who was trained as an experimental physiologist, applied a similar 
vieww to mental processes, and he considered individual persons as instances of certain 
commonn human characteristics. He tried to replicate the results found in one individ-
uall  using other individuals, while controlling for variables that caused interindividual 
differences.. If a t tempted replication failed, introspection was used to identify possible 
causess of interindividual differences (Thome k Henley. 1997). While this approach can 
bee characterized as a single-subject approach, Wundt 's experimental psychology was 
farr from idiographic: Not the individual's characteristics, but the universal processes 
thatt characterize normal minds were considered relevant. 

A nn alternative experimental psychology was initiated around the same t ime by 
Jeann Mart in Charcot. In 1862 Charcot became head of the Salpêtrière hospital in 
Pariss where hysterical patients were treated (Boring, 1929). At first, Charcot thought, 
thatt hysteria was a physiological disorder. However, he became convinced of the psy-
chologicall  basis, after he was confronted with a patient suffering from hypnotic induced 
symptoms,, whom Charcot believed to be actually suffering from hysteria (Thorne & 
Henley,, 1997). In 1878 he began to demonstrate the effects of hypnosis before students 
andd colleagues using hysterical patients (Boring, 1929). This experimental psychology 
developedd by Charcot is often identified as the beginning of clinical psychology.1 

Thee third contemporary movement, which had a major impact on the formation 
off  psychology as an empirical science, was initiated by Francis Galton. Galton was 
inspiredd by the evolution theory of his cousin of Charles Robert Darwin, but also by the 
conceptt of the Average Man developed by the astronomer Adolphe Quetelet (Cowles, 
1989:: Desrosières, 1998; Hankins, 1908). In 1835. Quetelet applied the law of errors, 
whichh was used in astronomy to account for errors in observation, to human trai ts and 
sociall  phenomena (Hankins, 1908). He showed that human physical appearance, such 
ass length and chest width, as well as many sociological and so-called moral phenomena, 
suchh as number of bir ths, sti l lborns, deaths, suicides, marriages, and crimes, follow the 
normall  curve. Quetelet compared society to a body having as its center of gravity the 
Averagee Man, a fictitious being that represents perfection in beauty and goodness 
(Hankins,, 1908). According to Quetelet, this average is the type that nature tries to 

11 One of the attendants at Charcot's demonstrations was Sigmund Freud, who later founded psycho-

analysis. . 
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replicate,, and individuals' departures from this average are errors of nature, which are 
causedd by accidents that are random, numerous, and small. 

Galtonn was greatly impressed by Quetelet 's work (Hankins, 1908; Rabinowitz, 
1984).. But rather than considering the departures from the average as nature 's errors. 
Galtonn adopted a Darwinian approach to the distr ibution of human characteristics. 
Hee interpreted the departures from the average as deviations that were essential to 
thee mechanism of natural selection (Cowles. 1989: Salsburg, 2001). According to Gal-
ton,, these deviations were not due to accidents, but to heredity (Desrosières, 1998). 
Inn order to study the importance of heredity Galton established his anthropometr ic 
laboratoryy at the International Health Exhibit ion in London in 1884, where he mea-
suredd the mental faculties as well as the physical appearances of over 9000 visitors 
(Cowles,, 1989; Desrosières, 1998). Galton tried to summarize these vast amounts of 
da taa by means of scatter plots, but he lacked sufficient mathematical background to 
developp the actual index of correlation (Thorne & Henley, 1997). Therefore, he urged 
hiss student Karl Pearson to develop the correlation into a statistical measure, which 
resultedd in the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient.2 The correlation of-
feredd the opportunity to investigate the relationship between two variables without 
manipulat ingg either one. Hence, i t facilitated the formulation of a psychology that 
wass scientific, but not experimental. 

Galton,, Pearson, and the biologist Raphael Weldon (who had introduced them to 
eachh other), created a new discipline called biometrics, aimed at studying the laws that 
stemm from evolution theory (Cowles, 1989; Desrosières, 1998). They also collaborated 
inn founding Biometrika, a journal started in 1901, which was intended to disseminate 
articless on statistical tools to study heredity and natural selection (Cowles. 1989; 
Desrosières,, 1998). In the editorial of the first appearance of Biometrika it is writ ten 
thatt the unit of their enquiry "is not the individual, but a race, or a statistically 
representativee sample of a race." (p. 2, Biometrika, 1901). Hence, the psychology 
stemmingg from the work done by Galton and Pearson is a psychology directed at 
interindividuall  differences. 

Thee comparison of Wundt 's psychology, Charcot 's psychology, and Galton's psy-
chologyy clearly shows that each of these movements is characterized by its own subject 
andd corresponding methods. To Wundt and his followers the subject of empirical psy-
chologyy was the general mind that is characterized by universal mental processes. The 
appropriatee research method was an experimental single-subject approach, where the 
researcherr a t tempted to replicate the results using multiple subjects. Charcot and his 
followerss considered the psychologically disturbed mind of hysterical patients to com-
prisee the subject of empirical psychology. Although hysterical patients were sometimes 
comparedd to normal controls, most typically the research done by Charcot consisted 
off  demonstrat ing the effects of hypnosis using a single subject. To Galton and his 
followerss the appropriate subject of psychological research was the variation in the 
population.population. Their psychological research required large representative samples from 
thee population to be studied. This kind of psychology has sometimes been referred 

22 While Galton and Pearson are often considered the discoverers of the correlation, the economist 
Franciss Edgeworth already published on the correlation as a "product-moment'" in 1893. three 
yearss before Pearson published his correlation index (Desrosières, 1998). However, Edgworth did 
nott have the connections that Pearson had, and he was not interested in popular topics like eugenics 
orr politics (Desrosières, 1998). Hence, his publication on the correlation has gone largely unnoticed. 
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too as "variable oriented" (e.g., Magnusson, 1998), as it focusses on the distr ibution of 
variabless in the populat ion, rather than on individual persons. 

Thee coexistence of these three movements in the beginning of psychology shows that 
theree is no prior subject of psychology: What is considered the appropriate subject of 
scientificc psychology is a mat ter of consensus, depending on t ime, place, and culture. 
Danzigerr (1990) shows that, although studies based on the single-subject approach 
weree present in force in psychological scientific journals at the end of the nineteenth 
century,, the large sample approach superseded the single-subject approach in the first 
decadess of the twentieth century. This development proceeded until psychological re-
searchh was almost exclusively based on the large sample approach. 

Beforee discussing how this one-sided development limit s scientific psychology, it is 
explainedd how the study of intelligence has contributed to the increasing popularity 
off  the large sample techniques during the first decades of the twentieth century. 

1.22 T h e t r i u m ph of t h e p o p u l a t i on 

Galtonn was convinced that most mental and physical features were inherited. This 
convictionn led him to the notion that the quality of the human race could be improved 
byy selective breeding of the healthiest and most gifted people, while discouraging the 
reproductionn of less fortunate (Desrosieres. 1998: Leahey. 1987: Thorne & Henley. 
1997).. Galton coined the term "eugenics" to refer to this idea3 (Cowan, 1972: Thorne 
&&  Henley, 1997). Eugenics provided Galton and others with a strong motivation to 
developp a valid measurement of intelligence, since intelligence was often considered as 
beingg identical to evolutionary fitness (Cowan. 1972: Thorne & Henley. 1997). 

Inn his search for a measure of intelligence Galton employed several physiological 
testss in his laboratory, as he expected reaction times and sensory activity to be appro-
priatee indicators of intelligence (Thorne & Henley. 1997). These measures showed very 
l itt l ee correlation with each other and with education and occupation, which served a.s 
externall  measures of intelligence (Thorne & Henley, 1997). But Charles Spearman, who 
hadd earned his Ph.D. under Wundt, realized that these disappointing results could be 
part lyy explained by the fact that Galton's measures were not reliable (Thorne & Hen-
ley.. 1997). Rather than to establish the reliability of a measure by the use of repeated 
measurements,, Spearman developed a method to correct the correlation between two 
variabless for the unreliability of the two measures (Spearman. 1904). This resulted 
inn a primitive form of factor analysis, by which the relationships between multiple 
variabless is explained by one underlying construct. To explain the interrelationships of 
severall  measurements of intelligence. Spearman posited a general intelligence factor, 
wrhichh he called "g". Each test also measured something that was not measured by 
anyy of the other tests and Spearman called this specificity, indicated by "s! ' . Although 
nott everyone was convinced of intelligence represented as a single, general factor, most 

33 An example of Gallon's eugenic proposals was to organize exams by which the ten most talented 
menn and women in Great Britain could be selected, and to offer them 5000 pounds if they chose to 
marryy each other (Leahey, 1987). However, according to Hermans (2003) not all of Galton's ideas 
weree this innocent. Still, eugenics appealed to people all across the political spectrum (Hermans, 
200;S;; Leahey, 1987; Rabinowitz, 1984}. This can be illustrated by the political orientation of the 
twoo men who developed the first statistical techniques used in studies of eugenics: While Galton was 
aa wealthy member of the British elite and a liberal, Pearson was a socialist with a great admiration 
off  Karl Marx. Pearson was actually born Carl Pearson, but he began writing his name as Karl in 
admirationn for Karl Marx (Van der Vli s k Heemstra, 1989). 
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hereditarianss eventually accepted Spearman's theory (Thorne k, Henley. 1997). As a 
result,, determining an individual's level of "g" became synonymous with determining 
his/herr mental abilities. 

Butt hereditarians and eugenicists were not the only ones interested in valid mea-
suress of intelligence. The industrialization had resulted in specialized occupations for 
whichh special education was needed. This had increased the need for valid selection 
methodss based on intellectual abilities: schools had been using exams to determine 
theirr pupils' level of education, while phrenologists had been serving as consultancies 
regardingg mental abilities and personality characteristics during the nineteenth cen-
turyy (Boring. 1929; Danziger, 1990). Once reliable measures of intelligence became 
availablee these were applied in the education system and in the army for selection 
purposess (Thorne & Henley, 1997). These successful applications convinced people 
thatt psychology was a science that could be put to use in real lif e problems (Thorne fc 
Henley.. 1997). It is not surprising that among policy makers and the general public the 
appliedd psychology stemming from the Galtonian movement became the most popular 
off  the three movements: A psychology devoted to interindivklual differences was sim-
plyy far more relevant to them, than a psychology of the general mind associated with 
thee Wundtian movement, or the psychology of the disturbed mind associated with the 
workk of Charcot. 

Thee research methods and statistical techniques developed in applied psychology 
weree eventually also adopted in the study of general processes and in clinical psychol-
ogy.. The fact that, individuals differ has become accepted in these fields of psychology 
ass well. This has led to the conclusion that large representative samples are needed 
too determine the laws that underlie the distribution of variables in a population and 
itt has resulted in the widespread belief that the large sample approach is the only 
appropriatee method to obtain psychologically relevant scientific knowledge. 

1.33 Limitat ion s of th e populat ion approach 

Thee work of Galton and Pearson was concerned with samples so large that a possible 
discrepancyy between population parameters and sample based estimates of these pa-
rameterss were trivial . However, the mathematic ian Ronald Aylmer Fisher realized that 
thee need for large samples made statistics unpractical in its applications (Box Fisher. 
1978:: Salsburg. 2001). To overcome this l imitation. Fisher developed techniques to 
statisticallyy compare the theoretical parameter of a probability function (e.g.. mean, 
variance,, correlation) with the est imate of this parameter calculated from the sample. 
Inn so doing, he laved down the foundations for inferential statistics and null-hypothesis 
testingg (Box Fisher. 1978: Salsburg, 2001). 

Galton,, Pearson, Spearman, and Fisher can be identified as the four men who 
layy the foundations for most of the statistical techniques still \ised in psychological 
researchh today. But there is another characteristic that binds them: their mutual in-
terestt in eugenics (Box Fisher. 1978; Salsburg. 2001). Actually, it is no coincidence 
thatt these founders of modern statistics were supporters of the political ideal of eu-
genics:: A concern with finding proof for the existence of natural selection and the 
inheritancee of intelligence formed the key motivation for these men to develop statis-
ticall  techniques (Cowan. 1972; Cowles. 1989: Desrosières, 1998: Rabinowitz. 1984). As 
Desrosièress (1998) puts it: "I t was in the important laboratory devoted to biometric 
researchh that mathematical statistics was born." (p. 104). 

file:///ised
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Realizingg that many statist ical techniques that we use today were developed for 
thee study of heredity helps to identify two important features of these techniques. 
First,, as natural selection is a mechanism that operates at the level of the population, 
thee statistical techniques that were developed to study this are necessarily concerned 
wit hh the populat ion rather than the individual. Pearson (1895) was aware of this 
l imitation,, as he wrote: "In the first place, we must definitely free our minds, in the 
presentt s ta te of our knowledge of the mechanism of inheritance and reproduction, 
off  any hope of reaching a mathematical relation expressing the degree of correlation 
betweenn individual parent and individual offspring." (p.255). A second feature of the 
techniquess developed for biometrics concerns the assumption that the variables that 
aree studied are trait- l ike. Because Galton and his followers assumed they were studying 
t ra i ts,, they t reated all si tuational and other temporal effects as irrelevant. That is. all 
intraindividuall  variability is considered random measurement error that contains no 
valuablee information (Cowles, 1989; Thorne & Henley, 1997). 

Methodologicall  techniques themselves are neither good or bad, but the application 
off  a tool may be more or less appropriate in the light of a particular research ques-
t ionn (Grayson, 2004). The features discussed above are inherent to the large sample 
techniquess developed by eugenicists, which implies that they are also present in appli-
cat ionss that are not of a eugenic nature. In these alternative applications one needs 
too evaluate whether the features of these techniques are consistent with the nature of 
thee research question (Grayson, 2004). A considerable part of psychology is concerned 
wi t hh the distr ibut ion of a t ra it in the populat ion, and with differences between the 
distr ibut ionn of variables in different populations, or within the same population at 
differentt occasions. Research questions that are related to the selection of individuals 
fromm a population or with the characteristics of a particular populat ion are well within 
thee domain of scientific psychology. Such questions can be studied appropriately with 
thee interindividual techniques stemming from the Galtonian movement. 

However,, there is also a significant part of psychology that is concerned with de-
scribingg and understanding psychological processes that unfold within the individual 
overr t ime (Chassan, 1959; Gregson, 1983). Examples of these are learning, habituat ion, 
adapt ion,, development, problem solving, information processing, appraisal, evaluation, 
thinking,, acting, feeling, and coping, to name a few. Such processes imply some kind 
off  change within the individual over t ime. This change may be characterized by a 
smooth,, increasing or decreasing trend, or a kind of U-shaped trend, or a step-wise 
phasee transit ions. Other psychological processes are characterized by variation around 
aa constant mean. The lat ter are called stat ionary processes. 

Althoughh many psychological theories are intended to explain psychological pro-
cessess taking place within the individual, most research aimed at investigating these 
theoriess is based on the use of interindividual techniques associated with the large 
samplee approach. The justification for th is application of these techniques rests on 
thee following (implicit ) assumption: The distribution of a variable in the populat ion 
mirrorss the variability within an individual associated with psychological processes 
(Epstein,, 1980; Lamiell, 1990; Magnusson, 1998; McCrae & John, 1992; Nesselroade 
&&  Molenaar, 1999). However, it has been recognized by psychologists and other social 
scientistss that this assumption is not necessarily valid, neither for trends representing 
growthh (Heathcote, Brown, & Mewhort, 2000; Skinner, 1938; Von Eye & Bergman, 
2003),, nor for (co-)variances and correlations associated with stat ionary processes 
(Grice,, 2004; Lamiell, 1990; Nesselroade & Molenaar. 1999: Schmitz & Skinner, 1993; 
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Vonn Eye & Bergman, 2003). For instance, Gal tung (1967) stated that: ^correlations 
aree always collective and have no meaning for the individual case, whereas what we 
vaguelyy called 'mechanisms' always work at the individual level and make no sense to 
setss of elements. Correlations serve as warning signals that ' there may be something 
interestingg there at the individual level', but just as much as they may warn us about 
nothing,, they may fail to warn when there is something." (p.48). In Chapter 5 the 
exactt relationship between correlations found at the interindividual level and station-
aryy intraindividual processes is discussed in detail. Here, we suffice by concluding that 
theree is a discrepancy between the level at which a vast amount of psychological the-
oriess are formulated and the level at which most psychological knowledge is obtained 
duee to the dominant statistical techniques. 

1.44 T im e series analysis and the individua l as the uni t of 
psychologicall  research 

I ff  we want to obtain knowledge about intraindividual psychological processes and 
aboutt the lawfulness that underlie them, we must employ a technique that allows us 
too make statements about the structure of variability within the individual, rather 
thann about the distribution of variables in the population. To state this problem more 
clearly,, we distinguish between the unit of analysis and the unit of research. The units 
off  analysis are the cases in the analysis, i.e., the members of the population, also 
referredd to as the elements of a set (Galtung, 1967; Hofstee, 1994), or the objects of 
aa class (Allport . 1946). In contrast, the unit of research is the population, set or class 
thatt is considered. It is important to realize that the lawfulness established in a given 
studyy pertains to the unit of research and not to the unit of analysis. If the individual 
iss our unit of analysis, the results do not inform us about what is going on at the level 
off  the individual, but about the laws operat ing at the level of the population.4 

Iff  we wish to obtain insight in the psychological processes operating within indi-
viduals,, we need to consider the individual as the unit of research rather than as the 
unitt of analysis. By considering a set of units within an individual, we can determine 
thee laws that pertain to the individual. A unit of analysis that one could consider in 
thiss respect is the measurement occasion. By sampling a great many occasions within 
thee same individual, one can determine the lawfulness underlying this set of occasions 
andd the regularities thus found pertain to the level of the individual. Such data are 
calledd a t ime series and may be studied through the use of t ime series models. 

Althoughh t ime series analysis can be a useful technique in the investigation of 
psychologicall  processes, there are relatively few applications in psychological research. 
Beloww we discuss two major currents of t ime series applications in psychology. In 
addition,, we address some unresolved issues that arise from these applications. 

44 This may be illustrated by the following example. Suppose we have established a negative relation-
shipp between exercise and weight in women, while we have found no relationship between exercise 
andd weight in young adults. Then, if we consider a particular young woman, which of the lawful 
relationshipss applies to her? The law found in the population of women, or the law found in the 
populationn of young adults? The answer of course is that these laws pertain to the level of the 
population,, not to individual cases from these populations. 
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1.4.11 Au to reg ress i ve m o v i ng average m o d e ls 

Thee two most basic classes of t ime series models are the autoregressive (AR) models 
andd the moving average (MA ) models, which w-ere separately invented in 1927 (Tong. 
2001).. Characterist ic of AR models is that the current, observation is regressed upon 
previouss observations (Box & Jenkins. 1976: Granger & Morris. 1976). The part of an 
observationn that cannot be predicted based on previous observations is called the ran-
domm shock or the innovation. In MA models the current observation is conceived of as 
aa weighted sum of current and previous random shocks (Box &: Jenkins. 1976: Granger 
icc Morris. 1976). These two classes of t ime series models have been combined in what 
hass been called the autoregressive moving average (ARMA ) models, which is the most 
popularr class of linear t ime series models. ARMA models are said to be stationary, 
whichh implies that the propert ies of the series (i.e.. the moments) are time-invariant 
(Hamilton.. 1994). So-called first-order stat ionary t ime series are characterized by a 
constantt mean over t ime. 

Thee class of stat ionary t ime series models has been extended in several ways. To 
includee polynomial t ime trends and seasonal or cyclic effects one may turn to autore-
gressivee integrated moving average (ARIMA ) models, of which ARMA models form 
thee stat ionary subclass. Also, ARMA models have been extended to include multivari-
a tee time series in vector autoregressive moving average (VARMA ) models. In these 
modelss lead-lag relationships are modeled as a form of causal relationships, where one 
variablee "leads" another variable, i.e.. changes in one variable are followed (in time) 
byy changes in another variable. An alternative cause-effect model is the so-called AR-
MA XX model, which includes exogenous variables (Hannan & Deistler. 1988). Other 
non-stat ionaryy extensions of the ARMA models include the cointegrated models and 
thee autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (ARCH) models (Hamilton. 1994). 

Thesee ARMA-based models have been extremely popular in econometrics to model 
thee dynamic consequences of events over time (Hamilton, 1994). Several a t tempts have 
beenn made to introduce these models into psychological research, but these models 
havee never acquired the status in psychology that, they have in econometrics. ARMA 
modelss plus polynomial t rends were proposed to study the development of an individ-
uall  (Holtzman, 1967; see also Ostrom, 1978), or to investigate the effect of an interven-
t ionn on a single individual in so-called interrupted t ime series analysis (Home, Yang. 
kk Ware. 1982: McCleary. Hay. Meidinger. McDowall. k Land. 1980: McDowall. Mc-
Cleary,, Meidinger, & Hay, 1980: see for other applications of interrupted t ime series in 
sociall  sciences: Cook & Campbel l. 1979; Hillmer, 2002; Van Buuren. 1997). Stat ionary 
ARM AA models were applied to study the sequential structure of daily mood variabil-
it yy (Hershberger, Molenaar, & Corneal. 1996). VARM A models have been used to 
s tudyy the lead-lag relationship of bodily changes and pregnancy evaluation (Van Bu-
uren.. 1997). and of stress and symptoms of Meniere's disease (Andersson. Hagnebo, & 
Yardley.. 1997). to study the dynamics of academic performance in children (Schmitz 
&&  Skinner, 1993), and to study the interaction between two individuals0 (Bakeman & 
Got tman,, 1997), for instance mother and child (Cohn & Tronick, 1988; Got tman & 
Ringland,, 1981). or spouses (Gottman. 1979). A sophisticated and potentially pow-

55 Strictly speaking, this uwe of time series analysis can no longer be called a single-subject approach. 
However,, it is an approach to investigate the reciprocal relationship of a single pair of individuals. 
Describingg the dynamics of a single pair of individuals over time is distinct from investigating the 
distributionn of variables of pairs of individuals in the population. Thus, this dyadic application of 
timee series analysis addresses the same issues as the single-subject approach discussed above. 
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erfull  application of non-stat ionary mult ivariate t ime series analysis can be found in 
Molenaarr (1987), where a general feedback model (which allows the parameters of the 
modell  to change over time) was used for the optimal control of the psychotherapeutic 
process.. Although these studies have indicated the usefulness of t ime series analysis in 
psychologicall  research, the applications have remained of a largely il lustrative nature. 

1.4.22 D y n a m ic factor  analys is 

Ann alternative approach to the analysis of multivariate t ime series in psychological 
researchh was initiated by Raymond B. Cattell (Cattell, Cattel l, & Rhymer, 1947; 
Cattel l,, 1966, 1967, 1978; but see also Baldwin, 1946, for an earlier application of 
thiss technique). Cattell proposed to subject multivariate t ime series to factor analysis 
inn what he coined F'-technique analysis. In contrast to standard factor analysis, where 
thee cases are made up by individuals, the cases in P-technique analysis are formed by 
thee measurement occasions. P-technique analysis can be used to determine whether the 
observedd (multivariate) series can be conceived of as being caused by an inferred latent 
factorr series of reduced dimension (Molenaar, 1985). The number of factors found 
inn P-technique analysis indexes the complexity of variability within the individual, 
whilee the pat tern of factor loadings indicates the structure of this variability (Jones L 
Nesselroade,, 1990). P-technique analysis is typically used to study stat ionary processes, 
thatt is, processes that are characterized by a constant mean and a covariance structure 
thatt does not change over time. However, it has proven possible to include a linear 
trendd as well (Baldwin, 1946). 

P-techniquee analysis has been applied to measurements of temperament (Hooker, 
Nesselroade,, Nesselroade, & Lerner, 1987), personality (Borkenau & Ostendorf, 1998), 
moodd (Howarth, 1977; Lebo & Nesselroade, 1978; Zevon & Tellegen, 1982), affect 
(Garfeinn & Smyer, 1991), psychosomatic symptoms (Cattell et al., 1947: Luborsky, 
1995),, work values (Schulenberg, Vondracek, k Nesselroade, 1988), and therapist-client 
relationshipp (Czogalik &: Russell, 1995; Multon, Pat ton, & Kivlighan, 1996; Pat ton, 
Kivlighan,, & Multon, 1997; Russel, Bryant, & Estrada, 1996), to name a few (see 
Luborskyy & Mintz, 1972, and Jones & Nesselroade, 1990, for overviews of P-technique 
applications). . 

A nn important criticism of P-technique analysis has been that the sequentiality of 
thee series is disregarded, that is, the observations are modeled as if they are indepen-
dentt of each other. However, t ime series da ta are sequential in nature and the lagged 
dependencyy of the observations can contain relevant information concerning the actual 
processs under investigation. Therefore, several suggestions have been made to over-
comee this l imitation of P-technique analysis. Molenaar (1985; Molenaar. Gooijer, & 
Schmitz,, 1992; Molenaar & Nesselroade, 2001) proposed a significant elaboration of 
thee P-technique, which has been called the dynamic factor model This model includes 
threee forms of lagged relationships that can be used to model the sequential dependen-
ciess of the series: (a) lagged factor loadings, relating current observations to previous 
commonn factors (cf. Brillinger, 1975; Geweke & Singleton, 1981) ; (b) autocorrelated 
errors,, where current unique factors are regressed upon previous unique factors of 
thee same variable; and (c) a lagged latent covariance structure, where the common 
factorss are modeled as a stat ionary t ime series process, for instance, as a VARM A 
modell  (see Molenaar et al., 1992; see also Engle & Watson, 1981). The dynamic fac-
torr model includes many specific variations that have been separately discussed and 
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appliedd in the psychological l i terature under names as the direct autoregressive factor 
scoree model (see Ferrer & Nesselroade, 2003; Nesselroade, 2001; Nesselroade, McArdle, 

Aggen,, & Meyers, 2002; Nesselroade k Molenaar, 2003), the process factor analysis 

modell  (Browne & Nesselroade, in preparation), the white noise factor score model (see 
Ferrerr & Nesselroade, 2003; Nesselroade, 2001; Nesselroade et al., 2002: Nesselroade 

&&  Molenaar, 2003), and the shock factor analysis model (Browne & Nesselroade, in 
preparat ion). . 

Thee applications of the dynamic factor model (apart from the P-technique ap-
plicationss discussed above) cover a wide range of psychological topics. It has been 
usedd to model physiological da ta (Immink, 1986; Molenaar, 1985), psychophysiologi-
call  da ta (Grasman, Huizenga, Waldorp, Boeker, & Molenaar, 2004; Molenaar, 1987; 
Molenaar,, 1993; Wood & Brown, 1994), cognitive and biomedical da ta (Nesselroade & 
Molenaar,, 1999), mental s ta tus of schizophrenics (Immink, 1986), television viewing 
behaviorr family members (Molenaar et al., 1992), the mood structure of patients with 
Parkinsonn disease (Shifren, Wood, Hooker, & Nesselroade, 1997), of daughters and 
stepdaughterss (Hershberger, Corneal, & Molenaar, 1995: Hershberger et al., 1996), 
andd of a pregnant woman (Nesselroade et al., 2002), and the mood structure and 
reciprocall  influence of spouses (Ferrer & Nesselroade. 2003). 

1.4.33 P a r a m e t er  e s t i m a t i on in t im e ser ies ana lys is 

Theree are several methods to estimate the parameters of t ime series models, which 
aree associated with the two currents discussed above.6 In all of these methods it is 
assumedd that the data are (multi-)normally distr ibuted. 

Thee parameters of an ARM A model may be obtained through the use of the mo-
mentss method, also called the univariate stochastic preliminary estimates (Box & 
Jenkins,, 1976). This method consists of expressing the autocovariances (i.e., the lagged 
covariancess of an univariate series) as functions of the model parameters. In this ap-
proach,, the AR parameters are rather easily obtained with the so-called Yule-Walker 
equations,, but the MA parameters have to be obtained through an iterative procedure 
(Boxx & Jenkins, 1976). This procedure is discussed in more detail in Chapter 2. The 
momentss est imates of ARM A parameters are not identical to the maximum likelihood 
est imatess (Box & Jenkins, 1976). 

Too obtain (approximations of) maximum likelihood estimates of ARMA param-
eterss a vast amount of algorithms was proposed between 1970 and 1980 (Ali , 1977; 
Ansley,, 1979; Box & Jenkins, 1976; Gardner, Harvey, & Phill ips, 1980; Newbold, 1974; 
Pear lman,, 1980; Phadke & Kedem, 1978). The point of departure in these algorithms 
iss formed by viewing the observed series as a single realization from a multivariate 
(normal)) distr ibution. Then, the likelihood function is identical to this multivariate 
distr ibut ionn and optimizing this function results in maximum likelihood estimates of 
thee model parameters (Hamilton, 1994). This expression of the likelihood function has 
thee disadvantage that it requires a large matr ix to be inverted at each iteration. Many 
off  the alternative formulations of the likelihood function were based on "prediction-
errorr decomposit ion". I t consists of predicting the current observation from (all) previ-
ouss observations. The discrepancy between the prediction and the actual observation 

66 Parameters of a dynamic factor model can also be obtained through analyzing the series in the 
frequencyy domain. See for details: Molenaar (1987, 1993). Here we restrict ourselves to methods of 
estimationn in the time domain. 
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iss called the error, which can be viewed as an estimate of the random shock. This 
proceduree is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. 

Thee formulation of t ime series models in terms of prediction-error decomposition 
iss sometimes referred to as the state-space formulation (Tong. 2001). This formulation 
provedd compatible with the Kalman filter algorithm, which was originally developed 
inn control system theory (Tong, 2001). The Kalman filter algorithm can be used to 
minimizee the prediction errors in order to find the best estimates for the model pa-
rameters.. Although it was initiall y used to estimate ARMA parameters, it can also be 
usedd for non-stationary time series models including trends and cyclic effects. Also, it 
hass been used to est imate the parameters in the dynamic factor model (Imniink, 1986: 
Molenaar,, 1985). 

Inn the l i terature on dynamic factor modeling a different approach was suggested 
forr the estimation of the parameters. Molenaar (1985) proposed to use the lagged 
covariancess in a structural equation modeling package to est imate parameters of the 
dynamicc factor model. This procedure has been called the (block-)toeplitz method, 
referringg to the toepli tz-structure of the covariance matr ix (see for details Nesselroade 
&&  Molenaar, 1999; Wood & Brown, 1994). I t has the advantage over the Kalman filter 
methodd that it can be carried out in any structural equation modeling program so 
thatt it is available to a wide audience. Van Buuren (1997) compared the parameter 
estimatess of ARMA models obtained with the toeplitz method with those obtained 
fromm a program based on the Kalman filter. These estimates proved not identical. 
Molenaarr (1999) suggested a possible cause for some of the discrepancies found by 
Vann Buuren. However, the exact relationship between the toeplitz method and the 
Kalmann filter method and their estimates has yet to be clarified. 

1.4.44 Mu l t i p l e sub jec ts and t i m e ser ies analys is 

Althoughh time series analysis is a powerful technique to study intraindividual variabil-
ity,, it is limited because the results pertain to a single subject. In a t tempts to overcome 
thiss limitation, psychological researchers have gathered replicated t ime series observed 
inn multiple subjects (Baldwin. 1946: Borkenau <L' Ostendorf. 1998: Hershberger et al., 
1995:: Hershberger et al.. 1996; Hooker et al.. 1987: Jones k Nesselroade. 1990; Nessel-
roadee & Molenaar, 1999; Shifren et al., 1997; Zevon & Tellegen, 1982). However, there 
havee been rather different approaches to analyze these data. We distinguish between 
fourr approaches, which we describe briefly and we identify their main characteristics. 

Thee first approach was suggested by Cattell (1966) and is called chained P-
technique.. It is suggested in case the series of each individual separately are too short 
too analyze alone (say, less than 50 repeated measures). In chained P-technique the da ta 
aree standardized within individuals, and thereupon subjected to factor analysis regard-
lesss of occasion or individual (Czogalik & Russell, 1995: Multon et al.. 1996; Pat ton 
ett al., 1997; Russel et al.. 1996). A rather serious disadvantage of chained P-technique 
iss that all interindividual differences in variances are lost due to the intraindividual 
standardization.. In addition, the intraindividual correlations are averaged across indi-
viduals,, flatting out all interindividual differences in the structure of covariation. 

Inn studies that included enough observations within each individual the intraindi-
viduall  structures of variation were determined for each individual separately (Borkenau 
&&  Ostendorf, 1998; Hooker et al., 1987; Shifren et al., 1997). These were then compared 
acrosss individuals. In addition, the intraindividual structure was sometimes compared 
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too the structure of variation found with s tandard factor analysis, which describes the 
distr ibutionn of variables in the population. Although in a few studies congruence co-
efficientss were calculated (e.g., Zevon & Tellegen, 1982), the comparisons were most 
typicallyy made visually (Jones & Nesselroade. 1990). 

A nn omnibus test for equality across individuals of intraindividual covariance struc-
turee was proposed by Nesselroade and Molenaar (1999). However, this approach re-
quiress both the structure and amount of intraindividual variability to be identical 
acrosss individuals, and it is therefore rather restrictive. 

Finally,, T immerman (2001; Timmerman & Kiers, 2003) proposed a multisubject ex-
tensionn of the dynamic factor model, which allows for some interindividual differences. 
I nn this model the da ta of mult iple individuals are centered (though not standardized) 
withi nn individuals. Al l these da ta are then analyzed with the so-called (lagged) si-
multaneouss component model of multisubject mult ivariate t ime series (Timmerman, 
2001;; T immerman & Kiers, 2003). Individuals are allowed to differ with respect to the 
(co-)variancess of their latent series, while the factor loadings (both pat tern and values) 
aree invariant across individuals (Timmerman, 2001; T immerman & Kiers, 2003). 

Clearly,, these techniques either impose significant equivalences across individuals, 
orr lack the possibility to impose equalities across subjects. In psychologically sub-
stantivee terms this implies that in some of these approaches certain universalities are 
superimposedd on the intraindividual psychological processes, while in other approaches 
i tt is impossible to statistically test whether such universalities exist. Obviously, both 
l imitationss are undesirable. In addition, in all these approaches the data are centered 
withi nn individuals so that differences in intraindividual means are ignored. 

1.55 Outl in e of th i s thesis 

Timee series analysis is potential ly a useful technique in psychological research that 
iss applicable to a wide range of psychological phenomena. However, there are several 
issuess that require clarification. As indicated above, there are some questions concern-
ingg the est imation of parameters and the analysis of multisubject t ime series data. In 
addit ion,, the exact relationship between interindividual and intraindividual variability 
requiress clarification. Also, it is unclear if and how interindividual and intraindividual 
techniquess can be combined, and how results obtained using these techniques may be 
integrated.. These issues are addressed in this thesis. 

Thee organization of the chapters in this thesis is based on considering the com-
plexityy of the da ta that the models are designed to handle. Repeated measures data 
mayy be characterized by three features: (a) the number of subjects N, (b) the num-
berr of measurement occasions T, and (c) the number of variables M. We begin by 
consideringg univariate single-subject t ime series data (i.e., N = M = 1, and T large), 
andd follow through with increasing complexity to end with multivariate multi-subject 
t imess series da ta (i.e., M > 1, and both N and T large). 

Chapterr 2 consists of a simulation study based on Van Buuren (1997). I t is con-
cernedd with univariate single-subject t ime series (M = Af = 1, and T large). Van Bu-
urenn investigated the est imates of ARMA parameters obtained with the toeplitz 
methodd in a structural equation modeling package. He concluded that the estimates 
weree maximum likelihood est imates even though the estimates were not identical to 
(approximationss of) maximum likelihood estimates obtained with a Kalman filter pro-
cedure.. The discrepancy between these two procedures was particularly large for pure 
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M AA models. Molenaar (1999) provided a possible explanation for this result. To in-
vestigatee the nature of the estimates of ARMA parameters obtained with the toeplitz 
methodd and to evaluate Molenaar's comments concerning pure MA models, we car-
riedd out a simulations study. We conclude from the simulation results in combination 
wit hh analytical results that these estimates are actually moment estimates instead of 
maximumm likelihood estimates. Depending on the nature of the model (i.e., pure AR, 
puree MA , or mixed ARMA) , the discrepancies between the moment estimates and the 
t ruee maximum likelihood estimates run from asymptotically insignificant to severe. 
I nn addit ion it is shown that the chi-square statist ic and the standard errors of the 
parameterr estimates are not reliable for specific ARMA models. 

Inn Chapter 3, an alternative method to fit  t ime series models with SEM software 
packagess is proposed and il lustrated using multi-subject univariate t ime series da ta 
(i.e.,, M = 1 and 1 < N < T). I t is shown how algorithms to est imate ARMA parame-
terss (e.g., Ansley, 1979; Mélard, 1984) are derived from the initial likelihood function 
wheree the t ime series is viewed as a single realization of a mult ivariate distr ibution. 
Thee alternative SEM-approach proposed in Chapter 3 consists of using this original 
formulationn of the likelihood function. I t consists of optimizing the raw data likelihood 
functionn in SEM software that include a raw data option. It is also shown how station-
aryy t ime series models can be combined with linear and quadrat ic trends. In addit ion 
i tt is shown how multiple t ime series may be compared using the raw data method and 
thee toeplitz method (i.e., N > 1), and how hypothesis of identical processes underly-
ingg these multiple series can be tested. This opens up the possibility to analyze t ime 
seriess data of multiple subjects simultaneously and investigate the similarities between 
them. . 

Inn Chapter 4, a switch is made to the more common situation where the number of 
subjectss N is large while the number of occasions T is small (say, N > 100, and T < 
10).. In the SEM l i terature two important models for such data can be distinguished: 
thee simplex model which is related to the AR model, and the latent growth curve 
model,, which consists of fitting trends with random trend parameters to the observed 
covariancee structure. Curran and Bollen (2001) have combined these two models in 
whatt they call the autoregressive latent trajectory model (see also Bollen & Curran, 
2004).. In Chapter 4 it is shown that a particular version of this autoregressive latent 
trajectoryy model can be rewritten as a latent growth curve model with autocorrelated 
errors.. This alternative formulation has two advantages: first, the parameters are easier 
too interpret, and second, it does not require the nonlinear constraints that are needed 
inn the autoregressive latent trajectory formulation to start up the process. Although 
thee main purpose of this chapter is to show the equivalence between these two model 
specification,, it also serves indirectly to indicate the difference between time series 
analysis,, which is in essence a single-subject approach, and longitudinal panel da ta 
suchh as latent growth curve modeling, which is a technique within the interindividual 
tradit ionn init iated by the eugenicists. The results obtained in this Chapter are shown 
too generalize to the multivariate case (i.e., M > 1). 

Inn Chapter 5 multivariate, multi-subject t ime series data are considered (i.e., M > 
1,, N > 1, and T large). This Chapter discusses the rationale for the use of t ime 
seriess analysis in psychological research. This rationale is based on comparing the 
interindividuall  covariance structure of multivariate, cross-sectional, multi-subject data 
(i.e.,, M > 1, TV is large, and T = 1), to the intraindividual covariance structure of 
single-subjectt mult ivariate t ime series da ta (i.e., M > 1, N = 1, and T large). I t 
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iss indicated that for the interindividual covariance structure to be informative about 
processess operat ing within individuals a rather restrictive condition must hold. I t is 
suggestedd that, in case this condition does not hold, t ime series analysis can serve as 
aa method to obtain insight into the processes operat ing within individuals. A class of 
mult ivariatee stat ionary t ime series models is presented that forms a subclass of the 
dynamicc factor model. The use of these models is i l lustrated in an empirical example. I t 
iss shown how one can look for similarities in intraindividual processes across individuals 
(i.e.,, N > 1). In addit ion, alternative approaches to multi-subject data are suggested 
iff  similarities across individuals have proven absent. 

I nn Chapter 6 one of these alternatives is developed into a formal model called the 
integratedd t ra i t -state (ITS) model. This model accounts for intraindividual variability 
ass well as for t ime-invariant, interindividual differences, and may be used to analyze 
mult ivariate,, multi-subject t ime series da ta (i.e. M > 1, and N and T both large). 
I nn this model individuals can differ qualitatively from each other to the extent that 
theyy are entities of different kinds, while simultaneously meaningful quanti tat ive com-
parisonss can be made between them in as far as they are entities of the same kind. 
Thus,, in contrast to other multi-subject t ime series approaches such as the chained 
P-techniquee (Cattell, 1966) or the (lagged) simultaneous component model of multi-
subjectt mult ivariate t ime series (Timmerman, 2001), the ITS model does not impose 
uniformitiess across individuals concerning the intraindividual processes. Still , it of-
ferss the opportuni ty to test statistically whether such similarities exist. In addit ion, 
i tt allows one to impose constraints on the state structure to model intraindividual 
variabilityy and the trait s t ructure to model time-invariant interindividual variability, 
andd to test whether these constraints are tenable. We also consider what happens if 
s tandardd factor analysis, which is based on the assumption that intraindividual vari-
abilityy behaves like random error, is used when this assumption actually is not true. I t 
iss shown that the factor st ructure is then determined by a combination of the actual 
t ra itt structure and the (averaged) state structure. 

Byy combining interindividual and intraindividual techniques the ITS model inte-
gratess nomothetic trai ts and idiographic processes within a single framework. Thus, 
thiss model serves as a bridge between the tradit ional interindividual approaches, which 
aree based on the techniques that model the distribution of variables in the population, 
andd the intraindividual approach, which requires t ime series analysis. 
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Onn the nature of SEM estimates of ARM A parameters 

Thee use of structural equation modeling (SEM) software to fit autoregressive moving 
averagee (ARMA ) models to the covariance matr ix of relatively short series observed in 
largee numbers of cases, has been dealt with extensively (e.g., Curran & Bollen, 2001; 
Duu Toit & Browne, 2001; Jöreskog, 1971, 1979). Only a few papers have been devoted 
too the specification of ARMA processes as structural equation models for univariate 
seriess observed in a single subject (Hershberger et al., 1996; Hershberger et al., 1995; 
Molenaar,, 1985. 1999: Van Buuren, 1997). This involves fitting the models to the 
toeplitzz matr ix of the lagged auto-covariances using programs like LISREL (Jöreskog 
kk Sorborn, 1999). 

Vann Buuren (1997) went beyond specification and investigated the nature of SEM 
estimatess obtained by minimizing the (standard normal theory) log-likelihood rat io 
function.. To this end he carried out a simulation experiment and compared the SEM 
estimatess for the ARMA parameters with maximum likelihood (ML) estimates ob-
tainedd from SPSS ARIMA , which uses Mélard's algorithm (Mélard, 1984). The results 
weree mixed. For pure autoregressive (AR) and mixed processes, the averaged param-
eterr estimates obtained from SEM were (almost exactly) the same as the averaged 
parameterr estimates obtained from SPSS ARIMA . as were the standard deviations of 
thee parameter estimates. For pure moving average (MA ) processes the SEM estimates 
weree biased in 5 to 10% of the cases, and they were less efficient then the parameter 
estimatess obtained with SPSS ARIMA . Molenaar (1999) argued that this negative 
findingfinding may be due to the absence of invertibility constraints on the MA parameters 
inn Van Buuren's simulation experiment. Despite these disappointing results for pure 
M AA processes, Van Buuren concluded that the ARMA parameter estimates obtained 
wit hh SEM software resemble true ML estimates and treated them as such. 

Givenn Van Buuren's results, the nature of ARMA parameter estimates obtained 
byy analyzing the toeplitz matr ix in SEM software, is at present unknown. The aims 
off  this Chapter are to: (a) investigate the nature of SEM estimates; (b) replicate 
Vann Buuren's simulation experiment in the light of Molenaars comment concerning 
invertibility ;; and (c) investigate the behavior of the log-likelihood ratio test. 

Thee outline of this Chapter is as follows. In the first section two methods for esti-
matingg ARMA parameters are discussed. To i l lustrate how one can specify an ARMA 
inn SEM. it is described how an ARMA (1,1) is specified in LISREL. a SEM program 
(Jöreskogg & Sorborn. 1999). In the second section the nature of the estimates obtained 

Thiss Chapter has been published: Hamaker, E. L., Dolan, C. V., and Molenaar, P. M. C. (2002) 
Onn the nature of SEM estimates of ARMA parameters. Structural Equation Modeling. 9, 1547-368. 
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wit hh LISREL using the ML-method are discussed. In the third section several simu-
lationn experiments are presented. The first simulation experiment is a replication of 
Vann Buuren's experiment in the light of Molenaar's comment concerning invertibility. 
Thee second simulation experiment is aimed at investigating the nature of parameter 
est imatess obtained with SEM software is for an ARMA (2. 1) and an ARMA (1.2). 
Thee third and fourth simulation experiments were done to investigate the behavior of 
thee log-likelihood rat io test. Litt l e is known about this behavior in the present context. 
I nn the final section the util it y of SEM software in fittin g ARMA models to t ime series 
da taa is discussed and the circumstances under which it may be used are considered. 

2 .11 E s t i m a t i o n of A R M A p a r a m e t e rs 

Lett {yt} (t = 1.2. ...,T) be an observed univariate t ime series that is stationary, with 
E[yE[ytt]]  = fi = 0. and let {at} be an unobserved purely random process, with E[at]  = 0 
andd variance a2

a. Now {yt} is generated by an ARMA (p.q) process as follows: 

VtVt ~ 0iVt-i ~  - <PPyt-P = at- diat-i - ... - 8qat-q . (2.1) 

wheree <j, (i = 1. ...p) are the autoregressive parameters, and 0, (j = 1. ...q) are the 
movingg average parameters. On the basis of the observed series {yt} there are different 
wayss to est imate the ARM A parameters 0, and 6j. We briefly discuss the unconditional 
likelihoodd function, which uses the raw data, and the univariate stochastic model 
preliminaryy estimation, which uses the auto-covariances of the observed time series 
(Boxx k Jenkins. 1976). The latter is included as below it is shown that these are in 
factt SEM est imates. 

2.1 .11 Uncond i t i onal L ike l ihoo d Funct ion 

Thee joint distr ibution function of an ARMA (p. q) process may be written as 

'rT1 1 

p(y\^e,ap(y\^e,aaa)) = ( 2 7 r aa
2 ) - T / 2 | f 2 r 1 / 2 e x p { _ y i i y }  _ ( 2 2 ) 

wheree e^fi is the T x T covariance matrix of the observed series {yt} (Box k. Jenkins. 
1976).. Box and Jenkins showed through Equation 2.2 that the likelihood function of 
ann ARMA (p, q) process can be defined as: 

L(L(00.e.a.e.aQQ\y)\y) = ( 2 ™ r r / 2 | « r 1 / 2 e x p { - ^ ^ }  (2.3) 

wheree S(0, 8) is the uncondit ional sum of squares. To obtain the unconditional sum of 
squares,, one needs to calculate the initial values {y~k} {k = 0 . 1. 2....) of the t ime series 
beforee the observations started. This is done through what is called back forecasting 
(seee Box & Jenkins. 1976. p.213-217). From these initial values for {y~k}- one can 
calculatee the initial values for {a_f e} . From these initial values and the observed t ime 
series,, one can calculate the unconditional values for at. The unconditional sum of 
squaress for an ARM A (p, q) is given by: 

TT T 

S(0^8)=S(0^8)= ] T [at\y,0.9]2~ J ] H y . < M ] 2 (2.4) 
t=-xt=-x t=-Q 
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wheree Q is the point where the estimates oiy^k become essentially zero. In a pure MA 
processs this is at t — — q + 1. For a mixed process or a pure AR process, this means 
thatt the original process is replaced by a pure MA process of order Q (Box Kc Jenkins. 
1976,, p.216). 

Maximizationn of Equat ion 2.3 produces unconditional ML estimates, while mini-
mizingg Equation 2.4 produces what Box and Jenkins call unconditional least squares 
(LS)) estimates. These LS estimates are a good approximation of ML estimates, if the 
t imee series is sufficiently long (Box & Jenkins, 1976). 

Boxx and Jenkins describe alternatives to Equations 2.3 and 2.4, which they call 
thee conditional likelihood function and the conditional sum of squares. The term con-
ditionall  refers to the fact that these functions are conditional on the choice of initial 
values,, that is {y-k} and {a_fc} . There are several procedures to obtain suitable values 
forr the initial values. One way is to set {y~k} a nd {i-A- }  equal to their unconditional 
expectations.. For the purely random process these are zero, and given (i = 0. the ini-
tiall  values {y~k} can be fixed to equal zero too. Another procedure Box and Jenkins 
describee is to calculate the a's from ap+i onwards sett ing previous a's equal to zero. 
Inn that case only T — p a's are calculated. When there are no autoregressive terms 
thesee two procedures are equivalent. When T is moderate or large, the parameter es-
t imatess from the conditional likelihood function are sufficient approximations of those 
obtainedd through the uncondit ional likelihood function (Box & Jenkins, 1976). 

2.1.22 Un ivar ia t e S tochas t ic M o d el P re l im ina r y E s t i m a t i on 

Boxx and Jenkins (1976) also describe a procedure to find estimates for ARMA pa-
rameterss using just the auto-covariances of the time series. They call this procedure 
univariatee stochastic model preliminary estimation (USPE). These estimates may be 
consideredd as moment estimates. This procedure consists of two separate parts. In 
thee first part, the AR parameters fa are estimated using the (extended) Yule-Walker 
equations.. Est imates obtained by the Yule-Walker equations for pure AR processes 
aree known to have the same asymptotic properties as ML estimates (Box & Jenkins, 
1976.. p. 278-279). In the second part of this procedure, the MA parameters 8j and 
thee variance of the purely random process G\ are estimated by means of the Newton-
Raphsonn algorithm. In Table 2.1 the USPE expressions are given for the parameters 
off  ARMA processes in just the observed auto-covariances cm. 

2.1 .33 A R M A process in L ISREL : S EM speci f icat ion 

Forr our analyses of ARMA data in SEM software, we used LISREL (Joreskog & 
Sörbom,, 1999). Our model specification below and in the Appendix 2.A should not 
leadd to different outcomes in other SEM software. 

Lett r be the number of observed variables y. and let S be the r x r input matr ix 
wit hh observed variances and covariances. Now the measurement equation is 

yy = Ar) + e. (2.5) 

wheree A is a r x u matr ix with factor loadings, 77 is a u x 1 vector with latent variables, 
andd 6 is a r x 1 vector with measurement errors, which is uncorrected with 77. The 
structurall  equation is 
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Tabl ee 2.1. 

ARMA (( 1,0) 0 = ^ 

ARMA(2 2 

ARMA(0 0 

0)) 0! = 

022 = 

00 - -

<:\<:\  (co—<?2 
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ARMA(0 ,, 2) o-S = 2c§/ ( c0 - (eg - 2c? - 2ciy/cf - 2c0c2 - 4c= - 2 v
/ - c | ( - cg - 4c0c2 - 4c| + ic f ) 
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+2c0c22 + 2 v / - c | ( - cg - 4c0c2 - 4 c| + 4c2) j 

fllfll  = - ^ (c, + y C2 - 2C0C2 - 4c| - 2 7 ^ 2 + 4 c o C3 + 4(,4 _ 4 ^ 

2-,, l / 2 \ 

-- é-2 V c? - 2 c° c2 - 4 c l ~ V ^ i + 4coc3 + *4 - Aclc() \ I 

ARMA (( 1.1) 0 

°i°i  = £i (cue? + C2C0 - 2cic\ 

++  v/cgef - 2cgC2c2 + 4c0ctc2 + c^cg - 4ci,c\ + 4c\c\ - 4c?) 

Tabl ee 2 .1. USPE expressions for ARMA parameters. These were obtained by inserting values for p 
andd q in the general USPE expressions given by Box and Jenkins, (1976, p.498-500). 

T)T) = Brf + £ , (2-6) ) 

wheree B is a it x a matrix with structural coefficients of 77, and ( is a u x 1 vector 
withh residuals, which is uncorrelated with 77. Let S be the r x r structured population 
covariancee matrix, which is generated by 

EE = A(I - B p * ( I - B r 1 A + © (2.7) ) 

wheree >£ is the u x u covariance matrix of £, and © is the r x r covariance matrix 
off  e. Ordinarily the input matrix is the variance-covariance matrix of r observed vari-
ables.. The number of unique elements in this matrix is (r x (r + l))/2. To model 
ann ARMA (p, q) process in LISREL, one needs the toeplitz matrix with the lagged 
auto-covariancess of the observed series, that is. 

CO O 

C\ C\ 

C2 C2 

C\ C\ 

CO O 

c\ c\ 

C2 C2 

C\ C\ 

CO O 

 C p + q 

 *  cp+q-l 

 Cp+q-2 

__ccP+qP+q cp+q-l cp+q-2 CO O 
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wheree Co is the variance of the t ime series {yt} and cm is the auto-covariance at lag 
m.m. Because the diagonals of a toeplitz matr ix are made up by the same elements, the 
numberr of unique elements does not equal (rx(r+  l ) ) / 2 , as usual, but is in fact equal 
too the window size, that is p + q + 1. Still , LISREL treats the toeplitz matr ix as an 
ordinaryy input matrix, and therefore overestimates the number of unique elements. 

Too il lustrate how an ARMA process is specified in LISREL, we discuss the speci-
ficationn of an ARMA (1,1). The specification of other ARM A processes can be found 
inn the appendix. To model an ARMA (1,1) we need the 3 x 3 input matr ix, with the 
variancee of the time series, and the auto-covariances at lag 1 and 2. Because there 
iss no measurement error, 0 is a null matrix, so that the measurement model for an 
ARM AA (1,1) is formed by 

Thee structural model is formed by 

m m 

174 4 

1000 0 0 
00 100 0 
000 10 0 

'00000 ' ' 
00 001 0 
000 00 1 
000 00 0 
0000 0 0 

V V 
m m 
m m 
m m 
_m_ _m_ 

+ + 

ren n 
C2 2 
0 0 

Q Q 
LCaJ J 

Too start off the process, one needs several extra parameters that are est imated in the 

covariancee matr ix *J>: 

** = 

Vl. l l 
V'2.11 t'2.2 

00 0 0 
00 0 Qa'l 
00 0 0 0 

Thesee extra parameters are: v\,\, which may be interpreted as the variance of the t ime 
seriess yt: V2.2, which is the variance of the t ime series that is not accounted for by 
thee at ( that is the variance accounted for by yt-\ and <2f_i); and the covariance 1̂ 2.1 
whichh can be interpreted as the auto-covariance at lag 1. The structured population 
covariancee matr ix is formed bv 

££ = 
^1 , 1 1 

02,1 1 02.22 + K 
_0W_0W22.l.l ÓV2.2 + ( 0 + 0)<7* 0^2 .2 + {0 + Ó)r<7a + < 

Becausee the input matr ix S is a toeplitz matr ix, the structured population covariance 
matr ixx S has to be as well. Consequently, the elements on the diagonals have to be 
identical,, and the following constraints can be introduced: 

'01,11 = 02.2 + &a 

vv22..22 = (O + 0)2a2J(l-ó2 
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Insert ingg the expression for ^2.2 in those for tpi  ̂ and ^2,1 results in 

^1,11 =<j 2
a(e

2 + 26è + i)/{i-<p 2) 

V2,ii  = (<f>  + 6)al{(p0 + l)/(l-02) , 

Thesee constraints are not necessary in LISREL, since they do not affect the parameter 
est imates.. But they show that the unique parameters that have to be est imated are 0, 
00 and o\, and the total number of unique parameters that is estimated, is equal to the 
numberr of unique elements in the input matr ix, that is p + q + 1. The same applies to 
thee specification of other ARM A processes in LISREL. Consequently, all these models 
aree saturated despite the fact that LISREL reports several degrees of freedom for most 
off  these model specifications, and all these model specifications result in a \ 2 of zero, 
whenn the right window size is chosen to analyze a given (simulated) da ta set. 

Onee could increase the window size of the input matr ix, in order to gain degrees of 
freedomm and therefore have the opportunity to test the fi t of the model. We investigated 
thee effect of window size on the parameter estimates. For pure AR models, larger input 
matricess produce exactly the same estimates, but for pure MA models and mixed 
modelss the parameter est imates change when the window size of the input matr ix is 
altered.. The standard error of the parameter estimates decrease when the window size 
off  the input mat r ix is increased. Throughout this Chapter, the chosen window size is 
minimal,, that is, p + q + 1. 

2.22 What are LISRE L  es t ima tes? 

Vann Buuren examined the correlation between the parameter estimates obtained with 
SEMM software and SPSS ARIMA , which uses Mélard's method and yields true ML 
estimates.. This correlation varied from .77 to .99 for pure AR processes, and from 
.622 to .97 for mixed processes. For pure MA processes the correlations varied from 
zeroo to .81. Although these disappointing results for MA processes may be in part 
duee to the absence of invertibility constraints in Van Buuren's simulation experiment 
(Molenaar,, 1999), it is striking that the correlations for the parameter estimates never 
reachedd LOO. If the parameter estimates obtained with SEM software actually are ML 
estimates,, it would be reasonable to expect the correlations to be 1.00 (or slightly 
deviatee from 1.00 due to rounding off differences in the programs). Since this is not 
thee case, i t must be concluded that ML estimation using SEM software does not yield 
t ruee ML est imation. 

Thiss also becomes clear from a numerical example. We simulated an ARMA (1,1) 
processs of length T = 1000, with 0 = .80, 6 = - . 20, and a2

a = 1.00. When analyzed 
wi t hh LISREL, the parameter estimates are: 0 — .7891, 9 — —.2169, and a2 = .9840. 
I nn contrast, the true ML estimates are: ^ = .7979, 9 = - .1846, and a2, = .9886. 

Noww that it is clear that LISREL does not produce true ML estimates, we want to 
examinee the nature of LISREL estimates. To this end we consider the log likelihood 
rat ioo function that is minimized in LISREL. Let S be the observed covariance matr ix 
andd let £ be the structured population covariance matrix, as defined above. Then the 
functionn that is minimized in LISREL is 

FF = l o g | S| - l og lSI + t r J s i T1 ] - r . (2.8) 
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Thee associated \2-stat is t ie is calculated as \2(df) = (n — l)F, where n is the number 
off  observations. This X2(df) is asymptotically central ^ -d i s t r i bu ted w n e n the t rue 
modell  is fitted, and it is non-central distr ibuted when a false model is fitted. 

Too get analytic expressions for the parameter estimates of LISREL, we used 
MAPL EE (Heck, 1997). First, we obtained analytic expressions for the structured pop-
ulationn covariance matrices, and then found the expressions for F. Then we took the 
derivativess of this function directly to the parameters, set them equal to zero, and 
solvedd for the parameters. For the ARM A processes (1,0), (2,0), (0,1) and (1,1) this 
resultss in expressions that are identical to the USPE-expressions in Table 2.1. 

Forr an ARMA (0. 2) we encountered computat ional problems due to the limited ca-
pacityy of MAPLE. Therefore we entered the expressions from USPE in the derivatives 
off  the ML function. This resulted in complicated expressions in auto-covariances that 
MAPL EE could not simplify, but should be zero. Entering the following exact values for 
thee observed auto-covariances resulted in zero as expected for each of the derivatives: 
Coo = YÖÖÖ- C] = ~~ 5- an<^ c'2 ~ ~JÖ  ̂ Hence, we concluded that the parameter estimates 
obtainedd with SEM are in fact USPE estimates. For more complex models like an 
ARM AA (1,2) and ARMA (2,1) it quickly became analytically intractable even using 
MAPL EE to show that SEM estimates and USPE estimates are identical. We therefore 
carriedd out a simulation experiment which is described below. 

2.33 Simulation 

Inn this section we present the results of several simulation experiments. The first 
experimentt was aimed at replicating Van Buuren's simulation experiment in the light 
off  Molenaar's comment concerning the invertibility constraints. The second experiment 
wass designed to show that SEM estimates are USPE estimates for more complex 
modelss like an ARMA (2,1) and an ARMA (1,2), where we did not establish this 
analytically.. The third and forth experiment were done to examine the behavior of the 
likelihoodd rat io produced by SEM software using the ML-method. 

Too carry out these simulations, we used our own FORTRAN programs. We used the 
thee IMSL STATLIB routine RNARM to simulate data. This routine produces T+ 10 
dataa points, of which the first 10 observations are discarded to avoid the effects, if any, 
off  start ing up the simulated sequence. ML estimates were obtained with NPARMA, 
whichh uses Mélard's routine (Mélard. 1984). Mélard's routine calculates the exact 
log-likelihoodd function of any ARMA process (see also Harvey, 1996. p. 124). given 
thee data and parameter values. The quasi-Newton optimization routine NPSOL (Gill , 
Murray,, Saunders. Ik Wright. 1986) was used in conjuction with Mélard's routine to 
maximizee the log-likelihood function (Mélard. 1984). 

Inn fittin g ARMA models using SEM, we used the LISREL 8 program (Jöreskog 
&&  Sörbom. 1999) in preliminary analyses and in checking model specification. In the 
actuall  simulations, we used MLISV 1 which is an adapted version of our own LISREL-
typee routines to fit ARMA using SEM (Dolan & Molenaar, 1993). In this adapted pro-
gramm we minimize the log-likelihood rat io function by means of Koval's quasi-Newton 
routinee called VARMET (Koval, 1997). Standard errors are based on a central finite 
differencee approximation of the Hessian using exact gradients. This approximation 
iss known to be excellent (Dolan & Molenaar. 1991). Koval's optimizer and Mélard's 
exactt ML ARMA routine were downloaded from ht tp : / / l ib .s ta t .cmu.edu/apsta t /. 

http://lib.stat.cmu.edu/apstat/
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Prel iminaryy estimates were obtained by means of the IMSL STATLIB routine 
NSPE.. The routine NSPE is based on the USPE algorithm described in Box and 

Jenkinss (1976). 

2 .3 .11 E x p e r i m e nt 1 

I nn his simulation experiment. Van Buuren (1997) found that the parameter estimates 
obtainedd with SEM software were very good when compared to ML estimates for 
puree AR and mixed processes, but were biased and much less efficient for pure MA 
processes.. Molenaar (1999) argued that this negative finding for pure MA processes 
mayy be due to the absence of invertibility constraints on the MA parameters. To 
investigatee the effect of invertibility constraints on the estimates of MA parameter, we 
replicatedd and extended Van Buuren's simulation experiment. 

Forr each ARM A process 100 replications were simulated with length T — 50. and 
parameterr est imates were obtained with the three different programs described above. 
Inn Table 2.2 the averaged estimates for the parameters from the different programs 
aree shown, with the standard deviation of these estimates. MLISV 1 also produces 
standardd errors of the estimates. The averaged standard errors are displayed in Table 
2.22 as well. 

Inn the third column the number of valid cases is shown. Cases were considered 
invalidd if one or more of the following occurred: (a) NSPE failed to converge; (b) 
NPARMAA reported an error due to the fact that the parameter estimates were outside 
orr at the specified boundaries; (c) manual checks showed that one or more of the 
programss gave parameter solutions that were outside the boundaries of invertibility 
and /orr stationarity. 

Forr an ARMA (0, 1) the invertibility constraint is |0| < 1 (Box & Jenkins, 1976). 
Forr the first two ARMA (0,1) processes that are shown in Table 2.2 we used the same 
parameterr values that Van Buuren used. The other four ARMA (0.1) processes were 
simulatedd with parameter values further away from the invertibility boundaries. It is 
clearr that the closer the true parameter value is to one of the boundaries, the more 
invalidd cases are produced. 

Forr an ARM A (0. 2) the invertibility constraints are 6\ + 92 < 1- —#i +62 < I, and 
10211 < 1 (Box & Jenkins, 1976). Here, it is less obvious when chosen parameter values 
aree close to the boundaries. Again the first two ARMA (0, 2) processes have the same 
parameterr values as Van Buuren used, while the other two have different parameter 
values. . 

Whenn we compare our results to those obtained by Van Buuren, we find that the 
resultss for pure AR and mixed processes are quite similar. For pure MA processes, our 
M LL estimates obtained with NPARMA seem to be more accurate and efficient, than 
thee ML est imates Van Buuren obtained with SPSS ARIMA . In contrast, our SEM 
est imates,, obtained with MLISV 1 are a lot less accurate than the SEM estimates Van 
Buurenn obtained. For example, in the first two ARMA (0,1) processes we simulated, 
ourr averaged estimates for the MA parameter are closer to zero than the averaged 
parameterr est imates Van Buuren reports. This discrepancy seems to be due to the fact 
thatt we only retained the valid cases. In the first MA (1) we simulated, 50 cases were 
consideredd invalid, while in the second M A (1), 42 cases were considered invalid. When 
thee average parameter est imate was calculated over all 100 replications (including the 
invalidd cases), the MLISV 1 estimates approximated the SEM estimates Van Buuren 
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.95 5 

.95 5 

.96 6 

.98 8 

.98 8 

.85 5 

.87 7 

.80 0 

.18 8 

.83 3 

.07 7 

.82 2 

.29 9 

.90 0 

.43 3 

.94 4 

.84 4 
.199 1.00 
.16 6 
.21 1 

.16 6 

.21 1 

.20 0 

.17 7 

.17 7 

.30 0 

.15 5 

.15 5 

.26 6 

.17 7 

.20 0 

.20 0 

.16 6 

.19 9 

.24 4 

.11 1 

.16 6 

.24 4 

.89 9 

.89 9 

.69 9 

.65 5 

.88 8 

.17 7 

.01 1 

.80 0 

.76 6 

.75 5 

.97 7 

.67 7 

.54 4 

.86 6 

.86 6 

.77 7 

.99 9 

.87 7 

.63 3 

.89 9 

r 2 2 

1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 

1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 

1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 

1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 

1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 

Tabl ee 2.2. Simulation results (100 replications, T=50) of fitting ARMA (p,q) models by NPARMA, 
MLISV 11 and NSPE. The columns "valid n" shows the number of replications that were successfully 
analyzedd with the three methods. For each method, averaged estimates x and the standard deviations 
a(x)a(x) of these estimates are given. For MLISV1 estimates also the averaged standard errors a(x) are 
given.. The column n shows the correlation between the estimates from NPARMA and MLISV1, while 
thee column T-2 shows the correlations between the estimates from MLISV1 and NSPE. 
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reportedd for these processes. In the last section of this Chapter we will return to this 
topicc and explain why there were so many invalid cases in these simulations, and why 
thee number of invalid cases decreases as 9 is further away from the boundaries of 
invertibility. . 

Inn the last two columns the correlation r\ between the MLISV1 estimates and 
thee NPARMA estimates, and the correlation r~i between the MLISV1 estimates and 
thee NSPE estimates, are shown. As expected, the correlation between the estimates 
obtainedd with NSPE and with MLISV1 is always 1.00, while the correlation between 
thee NPARMA estimates and MLISV1 estimates is not. 

Anotherr apparent result in Table 2.2 is the discrepancy between the standard de-
viationn of the parameter estimates and the averaged standard error from MLISV1 in 
puree MA processes. Whenever there is a large discrepancy, the averaged standard error 
iss larger than the standard deviation. In Figure 2.1 the standard errors are plotted 
againstt the parameter estimates for the first ARMA (0.1) in Table 2.2. 

I tt is clear there is an increasing exponential function between the MA-parameter es-
timate,, and the standard error: The closer the point estimate comes to the invertibility 
boundary,, the larger the reported standard error is. This same relation is true for an 
ARMAA (0. 2). although here it is less obvious, because of the more complex invertibil-
ityy constraints. The standard error of ML estimates of the MA parameter of an ARMA 
(0.1)) equals: ^/(l - 6'2)/T (see Harvey. 1993, p.63). From this expression it is clear that 
whenn the estimate of 9 increases, the standard error decreases. It can be shown that 
thee standard error from MLISV1 for 0 equals ^(tf4 + 92 + l)2/{94 - 292 + 1)(T - 1). 
Therefore,, it must be concluded that the standard errors MLISV1 reports for the MA 
parameterss in pure MA processes are incorrect. 

e e 

F ig.. 2 .1. Standard errors plotted against estimated 6 for an ARMA (0,1) with T = 50. The dotted 
linee represents the standard errors from MLISV1. The solid line shows the values of the standard error 
whenn true ML estimation is used. 
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Tabl ee 2.3. 

pp q valid n 

22 1 98 

100 0 

11 2 99 

100 0 

PAR R 

01 1 

02 02 

e e 
< < 
èi èi 

Ö2 2 

9 9 

°l °l 
o o 

01 1 

02 2 

oi oi 
o o 

0i i 

02 2 

^ ^ 

NPARMA A 
truee x 

.500 .50 
-.200 -.19 
-.200 -.21 
1.000 1.00 
1.200 1.20 
-.800 -.80 
.300 .30 

1.000 1.00 

.200 .17 

.400 .38 
-.200 -.20 
1.000 .99 
.800 .80 
.500 .50 

-.300 -.30 
1.000 1.00 

a(x) a(x) 

.09 9 

.06 6 

.09 9 

.04 4 

.03 3 

.02 2 

.04 4 

.04 4 

.16 6 

.16 6 

.04 4 

.04 4 

.03 3 
..04 4 
.03 3 

MLISV V 
X X 

.48 8 
-.19 9 
-.22 2 
1.00 0 
1.19 9 
-.80 0 
.29 9 

1.01 1 

.24 4 

.45 5 
-.21 1 
.98 8 
.80 0 
.50 0 

-.30 0 
.044 1.00 

T(X )) tr,r) 

.10 0 

.07 7 

.11 1 

.04 4 

.03 3 

.02 2 

.04 4 

.04 4 

.28 8 

.28 8 

.06 6 

.05 5 

.04 4 

.05 5 

.06 6 

.04 4 

.11 1 

.06 6 

.11 1 

NSPE E 
X X 

.48 8 
-.19 9 
-.22 2 

.033 1.00 

.03 3 

.02 2 

.05 5 

.03 3 

.24 4 

.26 6 

.06 6 

.05 5 

.03 3 

.04 4 

.05 5 

1.19 9 
-.80 0 
.29 9 

1.01 1 

.24 4 

.45 5 
-.21 1 
.98 8 
.80 0 
.50 0 

-.30 0 
.044 1.00 

T(X ) ) 

.10 0 

.07 7 

.11 1 

corre e 

.89 9 

.93 3 

.88 8 
.044 1.00 
.03 3 
.02 2 
.04 4 
.04 4 

.26 6 

.28 8 

.06 6 

.05 5 

.04 4 

.05 5 

.06 6 

.04 4 

.93 3 

.96 6 

.80 0 

.98 8 

.74 4 

.74 4 

.85 5 

.96 6 

.76 6 

.88 8 

.52 2 

.93 3 

att ions 

r-i r-i 

1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 

1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 

Tabl ee 2.3. Simulation results (100 replications. T=1000) of Btting ARMA(2. 1) and ARMA(1,2) by 
NPARMA,, ML1SV1 and NSPE. The columns "valid n" shows the number of replications that were 
successfullyy analyzed with the three methods. For each method, averaged estimates and the standard 
deviationss of these averaged estimates are given. For MLISV1 estimates also the averaged standard 
errorss are given. The column n shows the correlation between the estimates from NPARMA and 
MLISV1.. while the column r2 shows the correlations between the estimates from MLISYT and NSPE. 

2.3.22 Expe r iment 2 

Too show that the estimates of MLISV l in more complex ARMA processes are USPE 
estimates,, we simulated two ARMA (2.1) and two ARMA (1.2) processes. The pa-
rameterr values were chosen to minimize the computat ional problems, such as problems 
associatedd with invertibility. For this same reason, T was set at 1000 in this simulation 
experiment.. The results are given in Table 2.3. 

Againn the correlation r~2 between the estimates from NPSE and MLISYT is always 
1.00,, while the correlation r\ between NPARMA estimates and MLISV l est imates 
iss not. Although we did not show analytically that the estimates obtained with SEM 
softwaree are the same as USPE estimates for these more complex models, these results 
aree a clear indication that SEM software does not produce ML estimates, but in fact 
producess USPE estimates. 

2.3.33 Expe r iment 3 

Severall  authors have used the \2 goodness-of-fit indices and the difference in \ 2 of 
nestedd models, to determine which ARMA model best described their t ime series da ta 
(Hershbergerr et al., 1995; Hershberger et al., 1996: Van Buuren, 1997). We investigated 
thee behavior of the \ 2 goodness-of-fit index. To this end we simulated several ARMA 
processess a 1000 times with T = 500. and estimated the parameters in NPARMA 
andd MLISV l several times. The first t ime we est imated all the parameters without 
restrictions,, which resulted in a log-likelihood for NPARMA which we wil l call logl\, 
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Tabl ee 2.4. 

NPARMAA MLISV1 

^'[x2l l 

1.00 0 
2.00 0 

1.00 0 
2.00 0 

1.00 0 
2.00 0 
3.00 0 

E\a\ E\a\ 

1.41 1 
2.00 0 

1.41 1 
2.00 0 

1.41 1 
2.00 0 
2.45 5 

X22 o% 

.988 1.38 
2.044 1.98 

1.077 1.43 
2.022 1.88 

1.033 1.43 
2.000 1.95 
3.000 2.43 

rejected d 

4.3 3 
5.2 2 

6.0 0 
4.7 7 

4.6 6 
4.3 3 
4.7 7 

XX22 a% 

.966 1.37 
2.033 1.96 

1.600 2.27 
2.800 2.99 

.988 1.29 
2.700 2.67 
4.200 3.52 

rejected d 

4.1 1 
4.6 6 

12.2* * 
12.0* * 

4.3 3 
10.5* * 
12.2* * 

**  p < 0.001 given n - 0.05 

Tabl ee 2.4. Results from fixing parameters at their real value. The first two columns show the process 
that,, was simulated. The third column shows the number of degrees of freedom which is equal to the 
numberr of parameters that was fixed. In the forth column the expected value of \2 for this number 
off  degrees of freedom is shown and in the fift h column the standard error of this \2 is printed. In 
columnss six through eight the results from NPARMA are printed, while in columns nine to eleven the 
resultss from MLISV 1 are shown. 

andd a \2 of zero in MLISV1. Then we fixed an increasing number of the ARMA 
parameterss to their t rue values, which resulted in a second log-likelihood for NPARMA, 
whichh we wil l denote as logh- and a \ 2 > 0 for MLISV1. Now the following should be 
t rue:: -2(logl2 - logh) ~ \2(df). where df is the number of parameters that is fixed 
inn the restricted model. For MLISV 1 we used the reported x2 of the restricted model, 
andd tested if it was ^ -d i s t r i bu ted with the number of fixed parameters as degrees of 
freedom. . 

Inn Table 2.4 the number of AR- and MA-parameters of the simulated model are 
shownn in the first two columns. The third column shows the number of degrees of 
freedomm (which equals the number of fixed parameters). Columns four and five display 
thee expected value for \ 2 and the standard deviation of this x2- I " columns six through 
eightt the results from NPARMA are shown, with in column eight the percentage of 
casess in which the model with fixed parameter(s) would have been rejected. As we 
adoptt an Q = .05. this should be about 5%. In columns nine through eleven the same 
resultss for MLISV 1 are shown. From the results in Table 2.4 it is clear that the \ 2 

fromm MLISV 1 for pure AR process is reliable, but this is not the case for pure MA 
andd mixed processes. 

2.3 .44 E x p e r i m e nt 4 

Finally,, to further investigate the behavior of the likelihood ratio from MLISV1, we 
simulatedd ARM A processes and then fitted an underspecified model. Until now the 
inputt matrices we used always had the smallest possible window size, that isp + q+1. 
Unfortunately,, when these model specifications are used, the models are not nested. 
Too be able to compare the fi t of different models to the same data set. we chose the 
minimall  window size associated with the larger (true) model. 

Thee results are given in Table 2.5. In the first two columns the order of the ARMA 
processs that was simulated is shown. The next two columns show the model that was 
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Tabl ee 2.5. 

Pop p 

pp q 

22 0 
00 2 
22 1 

Fitted d 

PP q 

11 0 
00 1 
11 1 

df f 

1 1 
1 1 
1 1 

N C ^ ^ 

22.3 3 
19.7 7 
5.8 8 

NPARMA A 
NCPP A % rejected NC \ 2 

21.3 3 
18.7 7 
4.8 8 

99.7 7 
99.4 4 
58.7 7 

22.0 0 
13.6 6 
6.4 4 

MLISV 1 1 
NCC X

2-di % 

21.0 0 
12.6 6 
5.4 4 

rejected d 

99.7 7 
91.5 5 
58.2 2 

Tabl ee 2.5. Results from fitting a misspecified model. In the first two columns the order of the 
simulatedd ARMA process is printed. In the next two columns the order of the fitted model is printed. 
Inn the fifth column the number of degrees of freedom is printed. 

fitted.fitted. In the fift h column the number of degrees of freedom is printed. Columns six 
throughh eight show the results from NPARMA. The noncentral (NC) \ 2 is obtained by 
—2{logl2—2{logl2 — logl\), where logl\ is the log-likelihood from the t rue model, and loglï is the 
likelihoodd from the underspecified model. The noncentral parameter (NCP) A equals 
NCC x - df. The next column shows the percentage of cases in which the misspecified 
modell  would be rejected. The last three columns show the results from MLISV1. Since 
fittingfitting the right model results in \ 2 = 0, the NC \ 2 1S equal to the x2 of the misspecified 
model.. The next column shows the value that is obtained by distracting the number 
off  freedoms from this \2'• The last column shows the percentage of cases in which the 
misspecifiedd model would be rejected in MLISV1. 

Againn it is clear t ha t the log-likelihood statistic from MLISV1 for pure MA pro
cessess is not reliable. The percentage of rejected underspecified models in MLISV1 is 
obviouslyy smaller than in NPARMA. For pure AR and mixed processes the results 
fromm MLISV1 are the same as from NPARMA. 

2.44 Conclusion 

Whenn window size is chosen to be minimal, SEM estimates of ARMA parameters 
aree USPE estimates. When the window size is increased, the parameter estimates for 
thee AR parameters stay the same, but the estimates of the MA parameters and the 
variancee of the purely random process {at} changes. The reported s tandard errors 
decreasee as the window size increases. 

Thee parameter estimates from SEM software for pure AR processes are similar to 
t ruee ML estimates. This is no surprise as the parameter estimates from SEM software 
aree the estimates obtained from the Yule-Walker equations. The Yule-Walker equations 
aree known to produce estimates with the same asymptotic distribution as t rue ML 
estimatess (Box & Jenkins, 1976). 

Thee results for mixed ARMA processes are good in general. The parameter esti
matess from SEM software seem to be asymptotically the same as t rue ML estimates 
(seee Table 2.3). But fixing an increasing number of parameters in an ARMA (2,1) did 
nott result in the expected central x2-distr ibuted statistic (see Table 2.4). 

Thee SEM estimates for pure MA processes are biased and reported standard er
rorss are incorrect. Implementation of Molenaar's comment concerning the invertibility 
constraintss did not result in bet ter averaged parameter estimates compared to those 
obtainedd by Van Buuren. Actually, the averaged parameter estimates were more biased 
inn our simulation experiment compared to Van Buuren. 
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Too understand why the averaged estimates obtained with MLISV 1 for pure MA 
processess are biased, we took a closer look at the invalid cases of the first ARMA 
(0,, 1) in Table 2.2 (with 9 = .80 and a2

a = 1.00). For this process, 50 cases of the 
1000 replications were marked invalid. Of these 50 cases, 37 cases failed to converge in 
NSPE,, 15 cases were at the specified boundaries in NPARMA (of which 4 cases failed 
inn bo th programs), and an additional two cases had estimates for 9 from MLISV 1 that 
weree larger than 1, and differed from the estimates obtained with NSPE. 

Thiss discrepancy between the results from MLISV 1 and NSPE can be explained 
byy the fact that for the auto-covariance structure of an ARMA (0,1) there are two 
equivalentt solutions: one within the boundaries, and one outside the boundaries of 
invertibility .. Using the expression from Table 1 for 9 in an ARMA (0,1), it can be 
shownn that the auto-correlat ion at lag 1 is equal to (see also Chatfield. 1989, p.34): 

Coo 1 + v£ 

Fromm this expression it is clear that for any value of 6, 1/9 produces the same auto-
correlationn structure (and therefore the same auto-covariance structure). This means 
thatt if one finds an est imate for 9 that lies outside the boundaries of invertibility, 
onee can use the corresponding 1/9. which lies within the boundaries. In the two cases 
mentionedd above, where MLISV 1 produced estimates for 9 that were larger than 1 and 
deviatedd from the est imates obtained with NSPE, this discrepancy vanished after the 
inversee of the est imates from MLISV1 were taken. This did not change the averaged 
est imatee for 6 and the standard deviation. 

AA similar analysis may be carried out of the failures to fit an ARMA (0, 2). Molenaar 
(1999)) has shown that for the covariance structure of an ARM A (0, 2) four equivalent 
solutionss exist. However this is much more involved due to the greater complexity of 
thee invertibility constraints. As with an ARM A (0,1), only one of the solutions for the 
99 parameters obeys the invertibility constraints. 

I nn the 37 cases NSPE failed to give a solution in the first ARMA (0,1) processes in 
Tablee 2.2, the auto-correlation at lag 1 was smaller than -.50. In these cases MLISV 1 
producedd a 9 of exactly 1, which is outside the boundaries of invertibility and obviously 
thee corresponding 1/9 doesn't change this. To understand why NSPE and MLISV 1 
cannott produce a solution in these cases, we have to look at the USPE expressions 
forr 9 and o\ for an ARM A (0,1). Both expressions contain the term y/cfr - Ac\ (see 
Tablee 2.1). To obtain a real valued solution for these expressions, (cjj — Ac\) > 0. This 
meanss that CQ > 4cf. Thus \ > ( ^ ) 2 and as a result - \ < ( ^ ) < \. This means that 
iff  one wants to fi t an ARM A (0,1) to a set of data with an auto-correlation at lag 1 
thatt is larger than .5 or smaller than - .5, this can not be done with SEM software. 

Usingg Equat ion 2.9, the expected auto-correlation at lag 1 for an ARMA (0,1) 
processs with 9 = .80 is -.49. For 9 — .50 the expected auto-correlation at lag 1 is -.40, 
whilee for 9 = .20 it is -.19. So the further away the value of 9 is from the boundaries 
off  invertibility, the further away the expected auto-correlation at lag 1 is from the 
boundariess that limi t the space of real valued solutions for 9 and a\. Thus the reason 
thatt the number of invalid cases increases as the value of 9 approaches the boundaries 
off  invertibility, is that the number of cases increases where the absolute value of the 
auto-correlationn at lag 1 exceeds the limi t of .5. 

I nn an ARM A (0,2) there are again certain restrictions placed on the observed auto-
correlationss to ensure a real valued solution when USPE is used (see Table 1). Through 
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thee MA parameters in mixed processes there are also restrictions placed on the auto-
correlationn structure to obtain real valued solutions of the parameters. However, these 
restrictionss are much more complex than for an ARMA (0, 1). Still the point remains 
thee same: Not all t ime series data that are generated by pure MA or mixed processes 
cann be analyzed as such on the basis of the observed auto-covariances. 

Overall,, the toeplitz method should not be used to obtain estimates for ARMA 
parameterss when the t ime series is short, or when a pure MA process is expected. For 
puree AR processes the estimates obtained with the toeplitz method have the same 
asymptot icc distribution as ML estimates, although they can differ appreciable from 
unconditionall  ML estimates in some situations (Box & Jenkins, 1976), For mixed pro-
cessess the results were contradictory. Hence, in these cases estimates obtained with the 
toeplitzz method should be handled with caution. Although SEM can be useful for ex-
tensionss to multi-group, multi-indicator and multivariate analyses, the Kalman Filter 
implementationn is preferable (Harvey, 1993). In the following Chapter an alternative 
SEMM approach to t ime series analysis is presented, which results in actual maximum 
likelihoodd estimates (see also Hamaker. Dolan. k Molenaar. 2003). 

2.55 Append ix 2.A 

LISRELL specifications for ARMA processes. 
A R M A ( 1 , 0 )) 0 = .8, a2

a = 1.0 
daa no=100 n i=2 ma=cm 
cmm sy 

2.7393333 2.181159 2.739333 
moo ny=2 ne=2 ly=i d ps=sy,fi be=fu.fi te=ze 
frr ps (1,1) ps(2.2) be(2.1) 
on n 

A R M A ( 2 , 0 )) ói = .8, 4>2 = - . 2, a2
a = 1.0 

daa no=100 n i=3 ma=cm 
cmm sy 
1.9006122 1.282996 1.900612 0.659540 1.282996 1.900612 
moo ny=3 ne=3 ly=i d ps=sy.fi be=fu.fi te=ze 
frr ps ( l . l) ps(2.1) ps(2.2) ps(3.3) be(3.2) be(3.1) 
eqq ps (L l) ps{2,2) 
ou u 
A R M A ( 0 , 1 )) 9 = - . 8, a2

a = 1.0 
daa no= 100 n i=2 ma=cm 
cmm sy 
1.6496500 0.800754 1.649650 
moo ny=2 ne=3 ly=fu.fi ps=sy.fi te=ze 

frr ly ( l , l ) ly(2,2) ps ( l , l) ps(2,2) ps(3,3) 
vaa 1 ly(1.2) ly(2,3) 
eqq l y (L l ) ly(2.2) 
e q p s ( l , l ) p s ( 2 , 2 ) p s ( 3 , 3) ) 
ou u 

A R M A ( 0 , 2 )) Öi = .5, 02 = -2, o'l = 1.0 
daa no=100 n i=3 ma=cm 
cmm sy 
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1.2871022 -0.396891 1.287102 -0.205974 -0.396891 1.287102 

moo ny=3 ne=5 ly=fu.f i ps=di,fr te=ze 
vaa 1 ly(1.3) ly(2,4) ly(3.5) 
frr l y ( l , l ) ly( l ,2) ly(2,2) ly(2,3) ly(3,3) ly(3,4) 

eqq l y (L l ) ly(2,2) ly(3,3) 
eqq ly(1.2) ly(2.3) ly(3.4) 
eqq ps( l) ps(2) ps(3) ps(4) ps(5) 
ou u 

A R M A ( 1 , 1 )) 4> = -8 e = - . 2, a\ = 1.0 
daa no—100 n i =3 m a = cm 
cmm sy 
3.7485099 3.192107 3.748509 2.548409 3.192107 3.748509 
moo ny=3 ne=5 ly=fu,f i ps=sy,fi be=fu.fi te=ze 
vaa 1 ly ( l , l ) ly(2,2) ly(3,3) he(2,4) be(3,5) 
frr be(3,2) be(3,4) ps ( l , l) ps(2, l) ps(2,2) ps(4,4) ps(5.5) 
eqq ps(4.4) ps(5.5) 
ou u 

A R M A ( 2 , 1 )) 0\ = -5, 02 = - - 2, 6 = .2, a\ = 1.0 
daa uo=100 n i=4 m a = cm 
cmm sy 
1.0705688 0.188178 1.070568 -0.124879 0.188178 1.070568 
-0.0919466 -0.124879 0.188178 1.070568 
moo ny=4 ne=7 ly=fu,f i ps=sy,fi be=fu,fi te=ze 
vaa 1 ly ( l , l ) ly(2,2) ly(3,3) ly(4,4) be(2,5) be(3,6) be(4,7) 
frr be(3.1) be(3.2) be(3.5) be(4,2) be(4.3) be(4.6) 
frr p s ( l j ) ps(2, l) ps(2.2) ps(5,5) ps(6.6) ps(7.7) 
eqq be(3.1) be(4.2) 
eqq be(3,2) be(4,3) 
eqq be(3,5) be(4,6) 
eqq ps(5,5) ps(6,6) ps(7,7) 
ou u 
A R M A ( 1 , 2 )) 0 = .4, 9i = .4, $2 = .2, a\ = 1.0 
daa no=100 n i=4 ma—cm 
cmm sy 
1.0431311 0.025493 1.043131 -0.193530 0.025493 1.043131 
-0.0747199 -0.193530 0.025493 1.043131 
moo ny=4 ne—10 ly=fu.f i ps=di.fi be=fu,fi te=ze 

vaa 1 ly ( l , l ) Iy{2,2) ly(3,3) ly{4,4) be(l,5) be(2,6) be(3,7) be(4,8) 
frr be( l ,2) be( l ,6) be( l ,7) be(2,3) be(2,7) be(2,8) 
frr be(3,4) be(3.8) be(3,9) be(4,9) be(4.10) 
eqq be{1.2) be(2,3) be(3,4) 

eqq be(1.6) be(2,7) be(3,8) 

eqq be(l ,7) be(2,8) fr ps(5,5) ps(6:6) ps(7,7) ps(8,8) 
eqq ps(5) ps(6) ps(7) ps(8) 
vaa 1 ps(9) ps(10) 

ou u 
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ARMA-basedd SEM when the number of t ime points T 
exceedss the number of cases N: Raw data maximum 
likelihood d 

Longitudinall  structural equation modeling (SEM) has generally addressed the t ime-
dependentt covariance structure of a relatively small number of repeated measures, 
T,, observed in a relatively large representative sample, N. Early formulations, like 
Jöreskogg (1971, 1979; see also Anderson, 1960; Humphreys, 1960), were strongly in-
fluencedd by the t ime series l i terature (e.g., Box & Jenkins, 1976). Most of these for-
mulationss focus on first order autoregressive (AR) models. These models describe the 
covariancee structure, but it is also possible to add a trend (Hanna & Lei, 1985; Mandys, 
Dolan,, & Molenaar, 1994). These models are used extensively, and SEM specifications 
havee been extended to multivariate autoregressive moving average (ARMA ) models 
(Duu Toit & Browne, 2001) and multiple indicator ARM A models (Sivo, 2001). 

Other,, more recent developments in longitudinal SEM, have concentrated on local 
descriptionss of growth curves by means of random coefficients modeling (e.g. Rovine 
&&  Molenaar, 1998; Rovine & Molenaar, 2000) and latent growth curve modeling (e.g. 
Duncan,, Duncan, Strycker, Li , & Alpert, 1999; McArdle & Epstein, 1987). In these 
modelss the focus is on describing individual trends by modeling the covariance struc-
turee as well as the means. These two methods of modeling longitudinal da ta with SEM 
havee also been integrated into the combined autoregressive latent curve model (Curran 
&&  Bollen, 2001; Rovine & Molenaar, 1998). In this model the level and shape of the 
curvee are random coefficients, whereas the residual covariance structure is modeled 
wit hh a first order AR model. 

Inn stark contrast to SEM, where it is customary for T to be small (say 6) and for N 
too be large (say 150), the l i terature on tradit ional ARMA modeling is usually directed 
att a single realization comprising many observations, i.e. N — 1, and T > 50 (e.g. 
Boxx & Jenkins, 1976, Chatfield, 1989, Harvey, 1993). The aim of this Chapter is to 
considerr the problem of ARMA-based SEM of t ime series data, in the situation that 
NN is small, T is intermediate and T > N. To the best of our knowledge, this situation 
hass received no attent ion in the SEM li terature. 

Too il lustrate such a situation, suppose one has developed a new treatment for 
patientss suffering from anorexia nervosa. To determine the effect of the t reatment, 
thee patients are weighted daily, over a period of 5 weeks, resulting in a t ime series 
wit hh T — 35. Given the data of five patients, one may want to know whether the 
t reatmentt has had any effect on the t rend and the covariance structure compared to 

Thiss Chapter has been published: Hamaker. E. L.. Dolan, C. V., and Molenaar, P. M. C. (2003) 
ARMA-basedd SEM when the number of time points X exceeds the number of cases N: Raw data 
maximumm likelihood Structural Equation Modeling, 10, 352-379. 
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thee situation before t reatment. Since the number of variables is larger than the number 
off  subjects, the covariance matr ix is singular. Therefore, it is not possible to combine 
thee data of the 5 subjects and fi t a combined autoregressive latent curve model to 
thee sample covariance matr ix (Curran & Bollen, 2001). On the other hand, if one 
wantss to fit an ARMA model with a t rend using SPSS ARIMA , this results in five 
separatee analyses. Moreover, if T — 35, the series is too short to obtain reliable ARMA 
parameterr est imates in N = 1 analyses (Box & Jenkins, 1976). 

I nn this Chapter, it is demonstrated that stat ionary ARMA models may be fitted 
readilyy when T > N, using normal theory raw maximum likelihood SEM. This Chapter 
iss organized as follows. In the first section the basics of ARMA modeling are briefly 
discussedd for N = 1 and T is large, in part icular the alternative formulations of 
thee likelihood function that can be found in the l i terature. In the second section a 
concisee overview of how SEM has been used to fi t ARMA models to longitudinal data. 
Inn the third section it is shown how raw maximum likelihood SEM can be used to 
obta inn maximum likelihood (ML ) estimates of ARMA parameters. In the fourth section 
simulationn results are presented to show that the estimates obtained with Mx and our 
ownn programs, agree with the ML estimates obtained with SPSS ARIMA , which is 
ann implementat ion of Mélard's algorithm (Mélard, 1984). Also, it is demonstrated 
howw several short series can be analyzed simultaneously in Mx. Where possible, the 
resultss are compared to alternative approaches, such as modeling the toeplitz matr ix 
(Vann Buuren, 1997) and SPSS ARIMA . In the fift h section, some il lustrations are 
givenn based on empirical data. 

3.11 A R M A mode ls and the l ikelihood function 

Thee repeated measurement of a given variable in a single subject gives rise to t ime 
series.. Characterist ic of t ime series is t hat the successive observations are usually not 
independentt of one another. This dependency becomes clear when one looks at the 
auto-covariances.. The auto-covariances of an observed series {yt} are obtained through 

T-k T-k 

wheree T is the length of the series, /J, is the mean of the series and k is the lag 
(Chatfield,, 1989). Note that if the lag is zero, this function results in the maximum 
likelihoodd est imate of the variance of the series a^. When successive observations 
aree independent, all the auto-covariances with k > 0 are zero. Contrary, when the 
observationss are dependent some of the auto-covariances differ from zero. The auto-
correlationss can be obtained through r^ = 7^/70- As with the auto-covariances, the 
auto-correlationss with k > 0 are zero when successive observations are independent. 

T imee series can be analyzed in the t ime domain or in the frequency domain (Chat-
field,, 1989). In the t ime domain ARMA models represent an important general class 
off  models (Chatfield, 1989). We wil l describe the basics of ARMA models below. A 
slightlyy more general class of models are the autoregressive integrated moving average 
modelss (ARIMA) . The integrated part is used to model the trend of a series, but we 
choosee another approach to model the trend. For now we assume that the t ime series 
containss no trend. 

Havingg introduced the basics of ARMA modeling, we wil l focuss on the estimation 
off  parameters in ARM A models by means of the likelihood function. 
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3 .1 .11 Bas ics of A R M A mode ls 

Supposee one has T observations of an univariate strictly stat ionary process, i.e. both 

thee variance and the mean of the series are the same for all t ime points. This process 

{yt}{yt}  — Hi- Hi VT is said to be an ARMA (p.q) process, if 

yytt = c+ Oipt-i H \-0pUt-p + at - 9\at-\ - 9qat-(} . (3.1) 

wheree the parameter c is a constant. The so-called innovation {at} = a\, <i2, -. ., ai is 
aa white noise sequence, with mean zero and variance a\. So contrary to the autocor-
relationss of {yt}. the autocorrelations of {at} all are zero. Because {«/ }  is Gaussian, 
soo is {yt}. 

Fromm Equation 3.1 it is clear that yt is a weighted sum of previous observations, 
goingg back to yt-p, and previous innovations, going back to at-q, and a constant c. If 
qq — 0, Equation 3.1 becomes a pure autoregressive (AR) process of order p. Similarly, 
whenn p = 0, Equation 3.1 becomes a pure moving average (MA ) process of order q. 

Onee aim of t ime series analysis in the case of ARMA models is to estimate the 
ARM AA parameters 4> and 9, and the variance of the innovations a*. To this end. 
Equationn 3.1 is often rewritten, using the so-called backward shift operator B. This 
operatorr is defined by Bsxt = Xt-S- Through moving all the terms containing the ob-
servationss {yt} to the left side of the equation, while leaving the terms with innovations 
{a{att}}  on the right side. Equation 3.1 can be rewritten as 

VtVt - <P\yt-\ 4>Pyt-P - c = at- 6iat-\ Qqat-q 

0(B)y0(B)ytt - c = 9(B)at . 

wheree o(B) is the autoregressive operator of order p defined by o{B) — 1 — 0\B — 
02B02B — • • • — 0pBp. and 9(B) is the moving average operator of order q, defined by 
9(B)9(B) = 1 - 9XB - 92B

2 9qB<i (Box & Jenkins, 1976). 
Wi t hh these basics of ARMA models in place, we wil l turn to the likelihood function 

too obtain the parameter estimates. For a comprehensive introduction into t ime series 
analysiss we refer the reader to Chatfield (1989) and McDowall et al. (1980). 

3.1.22 Formula t ion s of t h e l ike l ihood funct io n of A R M A mode ls: N = 1 

Whenn collecting the observations in a T x 1 vector y = [y\. y<i J/7']', one can think 
off  this observed time series as a single draw from a multivariate normal distr ibution 
wit hh mean ji and covariance matr ix S. Then the likelihood function can be based 
immediatelyy on the multivariate Gaussian density function 

- Q f y - ^ ' E - l f y - J i )) . (3.2) 

wheree the T x l vector fi — [p, p,..., p]' represents the mean of the series y. This 
meann is a function of the AR parameters <fi and constant c in Equation 1, such that 
pp = c/(I — 0i 0i — 02 — • • • — óp). óp). The elements of S are functions of the ARMA parameters 
0,0, 9 and a\. These parameters are collected in the vector 4- and maximizing Equat ion 
3.22 with respect to the elements of £ results in ML estimates of these parameters. 

Thiss formulation of the likelihood function requires that, at each iteration, a T x T 
matr ixx be inverted. This takes a lot of computat ion and storage space, which was 

P(y|£)) = ( 2 7 r r r / 2 | £ r1 / 2 e xp 

file:///-0pUt-p
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practicallyy impossible in the past due to limited capacities of computers and costs 
off  computer t ime. For this reason, alternative formulations of the likelihood function 
weree developed that do not require the inversion of a T x T matr ix (Ansley, 1979: Box 
&&  Jenkins, 1976; Gardner et al., 1980; Mélard, 1984: Newbold, 1974; Pearlman, 1980 
Phadkee & Kedem, 1978). 

Al ll  of these alternat ive formulations of the likelihood function are based upon 
prediction-errorprediction-error decomposition. In prediction-error decomposition, each observation is 
predictedd condit ional on the preceding observations and the difference between the 
observationn and the prediction is referred to as error. This error may be interpreted 
ass the estimated innovation at. The innovations are est imated through the difference 
equations s 

fitfit ~ yt~ E[yt\Yt-i] (3.3) 

== l)t - C - 4>iyt-l (ppUt-p ~ # lGf-1 QqO-t-q , 

wheree Yt-i represent the observations before t ime t. In contrast to the observations 
{yt}-{yt}- the innovations are independently distr ibuted. Thus, the density function of {at} 
iss simply the product of the density functions of the individual at's. that is. 

p{a|£)) = (27r<7a
2r r/2exp 

t-t-

(3.4) ) 

Notee that the transformation in Equation 3.3 has unit Jacobian, hence Equation 3.4 
iss also the likelihood function for {yt}. 

Fromm Equat ion 3.3. i t is clear that these difference equations need to be started 
up.. For example, to predict y\ one needs the p values y}. where j = 0. —1 — p + 1, 
andd the q values at. where / = 0 . -1 —q+1. There are different methods to start 
upp the difference equation, which result in two categories of likelihood functions: the 
condit ionall  likelihood functions, and the unconditional likelihood functions. Condi-
t ionall  likelihood is an approximation of exact likelihood estimation (Box & Jenkins, 
1976).. The term conditional refers to t he fact that the estimation is conditional on 
somee a priori choice of start ing values. One option is to set {y}} and {a,}  equal to 
theirr unconditional expectat ions. Another option is to calculate {dt} from t = p + 1 
forward,, sett ing previous a/'s equal to zero, so only T — p innovations dt are estimated. 

Uncondit ionall  or exact likelihood estimation is not based on fixing {y3} and {d%} at 
somee values prior to est imation. In the l i terature on unconditional likelihood estima-
tionn of ARMA parameters, three methods may be distinguished: (a) back forecasting, 
byy which the prior values{yj}  and {d;}  are est imated, and which is actually an ap-
proximationn of exact ML estimation (Box &; Jenkins, 1976): (b) direct use of the 
differencee equation in vector notation (Box & Jenkins, 1976; Newbold. 1974); and (c) 
Choleskyy decomposit ion of a band matrix (Ansley, 1979; Phadke & Kedem. 1978). We 
discusss the latter, as it lies at the basis of Mélard"s algorithm (Mélard, 1984), which 
iss implemented in SPSS ARIMA . 

Thee Cholesky decomposit ion of a band matr ix has great computat ional advantages. 
Whi l ee the covariance matr ix S of a pure MA process is by definition a band matr ix of 
bandd width 2q + 1. the covariance matrix of a pure AR or mixed process is not. To ob-
tainn a band matr ix in these cases, Ansley (1979) proposed the following transformation 
off  the observed series {yt}, 
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ztzt = 
yt yt ïïtïït = \,. 
(f>{B)y(f>{B)ytt iït = m+l,...,T 

(3.5) ) 

wheree m = max(p,q) in the ARMA {p,q). So for the first m time points, the trans-
formedd series {zt} equals the observed values {yt}- Since 4>(B)yt = 6{B)at, the trans-
formedd series {zt} (for t > m) is a pure MA process of order q. Therefore, the covariance 
matrixx E2 of {zt} is a band matrix with maximum bandwidth 2m + 1 for the first m 
rows,, and bandwidth 2q + 1 thereafter. 

Lett T,z = (TQQZ, and let Qz have the Cholesky decomposition ilz — LL' , where L is 
aa lower triangular band matrix, with bandwidths corresponding to those of S0. Noting 
thee transformation has unit Jacobian, the joint distribution of {yt} can be rewritten 
as s 

P(y|€)) = M - ^ L L T ^ e x p ^ 

( 27 r ) - ^ ( ^ ) - r / 2 | L | -1 e xP P 
l \ e ' e' ' 

( ) Ï Ï 

== (2f f )-^V)- r /2 |L|-1expf-(i)^ | 

== (2*r T/V«2)-r/2 IT -- exp p 
aa t=\ 

wheree e = L'~*z. This sequence e' = (ei ,e2,. .. , er) of independent normal random 
variabless has mean zero and variance o\. Because L is a lower triangular matrix, its 
determinantt is equal to the product of its diagonal elements. The rows of L and the 
solutionss et to the equations Le = z can be determined simultaneously. 

Thee log likelihood function for an ARMA (p, q) may thus be written as 

£(t)£(t) = ~\ log(2tf) - | log[^] - J2 log[/«] 
t = l l 

1 1 
2^ ! ! E«? ? (3.6) ) 

Thiss expression of the log likelihood function can be further simplified, by concentrat-
ingg o2

a out of the log likelihood function (Harvey, 1993). If one takes the derivative of 
Equationn 3.6 with respect to er̂ , sets it equal to zero and solves for er%, the following 
expressionn is obtained: 

<&£00 = ^ £ ' (3.7) ) 

wheree £*  is a vector containing the parameters 0 and 9. Equation 3.7 is the ML 
estimatee for a'^ conditional on a given value of £*. Inserting this expression in the log 
likelihoodd function produces the so-called concentrated log likelihood function, which 

£ ( ^)) = -| l0g(27T + l ) - | l 0 g 
11 T 

j 12.^1 ' ' - l o g g II' . . (3-8) ) 

Thiss function must be maximized with respect to the elements of £*. This is equivalent 
too minimizing the least squares function 
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È'«« E e ' - (3-9) 
I tt is clear that maximizing this formulation of the log likelihood does not require a 
TT x T matr ix to be inverted at each iteration. Hence, maximizing Equat ion 3.8 is 
muchh faster than maximizing Equation 3.2. Mélard (1984) uses Equation 3.9 as point 
off  departure and introduces a fast algorithm based on the Kalman filter to est imate 
thee elements in this expression, known as Mélard's algorithm. 

Soo far we have presented the method of ML estimation of ARMA parameters as 
implementedd in programs like SPSS. Note that ML estimation is a raw data likelihood 
problem,, both in the formulation given in Equation 3.2, which is the mult ivariate 
normall  distr ibution, and in the formulation given in Equat ion 3.8, which is a form of 
prediction-errorr decomposition. In the next section we consider the approaches that 
havee been taken to ARM A modeling in the SEM literature. 

3 .22 T h e u se of S EM t o fit  A R M A m o d e ls 

Usingg SEM to fi t ARM A models to t ime series data, has the advantage that, if one 
iss familiar with SEM, it is relatively easy to apply. Moreover, ARM A models in SEM 
cann be extended to mult i-variate models (see Du Toit & Browne, 2001), and/or mul-
t ipl ee indicator models (see Sivo, 2001), in a straight forward way. I t also includes the 
possibilityy to introduce covariates or check for a seasonal effect (Van Buuren, 1997). 

Inn this section, we start by briefly discussing the basics of SEM. Then we discuss 
thee ways in which SEM has been used to fit ARMA models to t ime series data. 

3.2.11 Bas i cs of S EM 

SEMM software such as LISREL (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 1999) and Mx (Neale, Boker, Xie, 
&&  Maes, 1999) have been developed to analyze the means and covariance structure of 
data.. This means that instead of minimizing the difference between the observed and 
predictedd individual values, as is done in prediction-error decomposition, the difference 
betweenn the observed covariance matrix S and the covariance matr ix predicted by 
thee model ]£ is minimized. When no da ta are missing, the data are multi-normally 
distr ibuted,, and N is large, the summary statistics of means and covariance matrices 
aree sufficient statist ics to obtain ML estimates of the parameters in the model. 

Lett w be the number of observed variables y, and let S be the w x w input matr ix 
wit hh observed variances and covariances and m the w x l vector with observed means. 
Noww the measurement equation is 

yy = r + Ar/ + £. (3.10) 

wheree r is a w x 1 vector with constant intercepts, A is a w x v matr ix with factor 
loadings,, rj is a v x 1 vector with latent factors, and e is a w x 1 vector with measurement 
errors.. The structural equation is 

r}r} = a + Bri  + C, (3-11) 

wheree a is a v x 1 vector with constant intercepts, B is a v x v matr ix with structural 
coefficientss of 77, and £ is v x 1 vector with residuals. Let £ be the w x w structured 
populat ionn covariance matr ix, which is generated by 
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££ = A ( I - B ) - 1 * ( I - B ) - 1 ' A ' + 0 . (3.12) 

wheree *f? is the covarianee matr ix of £, and © is the covariance matr ix of e. Let /J, be 
thee vector with structured population means, which is generated by 

(x(x — T + A E ( J 7) 

== r + A ( I - B ) _ 1 a . (3.13) 

Iff  yi is the it' x 1 vector with observations of subject i. with / = 1 N. the raw data 
logg likelihood function can be defined as 

N N 

CC = ^ log(2ir) - y log | S| - i £ ( y < - p / E " ^ ~ n) • (3.14) 

Notee that this expression is equivalent, to taking the log of Equation 3.2. when N = 
11 and the number of variables it» is the number of t ime points T. If the data are 
multivariatee normally distr ibuted and the observed vectors y^ are independent of each 
other,, the observed covariance matr ix S and the observed means m are sufficient 
statistics,, and the log likelihood function can be reduced to (Bollen. 1989: Jöreskog & 
Sörbom,, 1999), 

F=F=ll-- [log |E| + t r f S E "1 ) - log |Sj - u'] + l- [ (m - ^ " V - M ) ] . (3.15) 

Whenn no means are modeled, the second term of Equation 3.15 is dropped. 
Whenn several independent samples are available, one can use the multi-group option 

whichh optimizes the fit function 

**multi-group**multi-group — / ^ 
N N 

F f l ( S5 . E f l ) .. (3.16) 

wheree F3 ( Sa . Sg ) is as defined in Equation 3.15. with g as the group index (Bollen. 
1989).. The total number of observations is given by N. whereas Ng refers to the 
numberr of subjects in group g. 

3.2.22 W a ys in wh ich S EM has b e en used t o fit  A R M A m o d e ls 

Theree are several ways in which SEM has been used to fit  ARMA models to t ime series 
data.. The first application is used when T is small, usually smaller than 10. and N is, 
say,, larger than 100 (see for model specification Du Toit & Browne, 2001; Jöreskog, 
1971).. In this case, one uses the standard covariance matr ix as the input matr ix and 
minimizingg Equation 3.15 produces ML estimates of the ARMA parameters on a group 
level. . 

AA second application of SEM was introduced to analyze ARMA data when only one 
seriess (Ar = 1) is observed, as in s tandard ARMA modeling. Here, as a rule of thumb. 
TT has to be at least 50. The analysis of such data in SEM is done by modeling the 
toeplitzz matr ix (Hamaker. Dolan, & Molenaar. 2002: Van Buuren. 1997). This method 
cann easily be extended to a multi-subject method, using the multi-group option, where 
eachh group represents a single observed series. The disadvantage of this method is that 
itt does not produce ML estimates, but moment estimates (Hamaker et al., 2002; see 
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Tabl ee 3 .1. 

1 1 

TT < 10 
TT 20 < T < 50 (SPSS) 

TT > 50 SPSS 

N N 
NN < T 

RM M 
(RM) ) 

>> 100 

SEM M 
(SEM) ) 
(SEM) ) 

Tabl ee 3 .1. Methods for fitting ARM A models to time series data. SPSS refers to SPSS ARIMA ; RM 
referss to raw maximum likelihood (e.g., Mx); and SEM refers to standard SEM analyses (e.g., LISREL). 
Methodss between brackets are possible in theory, but not recommendable from a computational or 
statisticall  point of view. The actual numbers (apart from Ar = 1) should be viewed as a rough rule of 
thumb. . 

alsoo Chapter 2). For AR parameters, the estimates are asymptotically distributed as 
MLL estimates, but for MA parameters the estimates are biased and less efficient than 
truee ML estimates. Also. MA analyses often fail in SEM (Hamaker et al.. 2002: see 
alsoo Chapter 2). 

Inn the next section we introduce a method to obtain ML estimates for ARMA 
parameterss through SEM when 1 < TV < T. 

3.33 Raw max imum l ikel ihood in M x 

Soo far, three methods to fit ARMA models to time series data have been discussed: 
onee raw data method, and two SEM methods. The first method, Melard's algorithm 
whichh is implemented in SPSS ARIMA , is appropriate when TV = 1 and say T > 50. 
Inn contrast, the standard SEM method is recommendable if say TV < 10 and T > 100. 
Finallyy when 1 < TV and T > TV the (multi-subject) toeplitz method in SEM could be 
used,, but this results in moment estimates. In Table 3.1 we summarized the relations 
betweenn T and TV, and the method that could be used to fit  ARMA models to such 
data. . 

Forr the RML method, any SEM program that allows raw data likelihood modeling 
cann be used. Raw data likelihood modeling in addition to modeling the covariance 
matrix,, is relatively new and is aimed at modeling incomplete data. One such program 
thatt allows raw data likelihood modeling, is Mx, which is a non-commercial SEM 
packagee that can be downloaded from the internet (Neale et al., 1999). In this section 
wee show the equivalence between the fit function in Mx when raw data likelihood 
modelingg is used, and the likelihood function of an ARMA process given in Equation 
3.2.. Also, we provide SEM model specifications for an ARMA (1,0), (2,0), (0,1), (0, 2) 
andd (1,1). 

3.3.11 Fi t function of RM option in M x 

Thee fit function that is optimized when the raw data likelihood modeling, called the 
RMM option in Mx is used, is 

N N 

RMLL - Y, -wi-wi log(27r) + log |Si| + (y; - At i )'
S

l ^y» - Pi) (3.17) ) 
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Whenn observations are missing, the vectors y, may differ in length, and the appropriate 

meann vector and covariance matr ix are automatical ly created by Mx for each vector 

Yi--
Sincee the first term in both Equations 3.17 and 3.14 is a constant, it does not 

influencee the parameter estimation. Now it is obvious that minimizing Equation 3.17 is 
thee same as maximizing Equation 3.14. Note that if N = 1, Equation 3.14 is equivalent 
too taking the log of Equation 3.2, which is the likelihood function of a single univariate 
t imee series, where the number of observed variables w is equal to the length of the 
seriess T. Hence, the RM option in Mx can be used to find ML estimates of ARMA 
parameterss and this fit  function is actually equivalent to the original expression of the 
likelihoodd function of an ARMA process. 

3.3.22 M o d el speci f icat ion for  R M L m e t h od in M x 

Theree are equivalent ways for specifying the same ARMA processes in SEM. Sometimes 
thee specifications we provide here, differ from earlier model specification used by Van 
Buurenn (1997), Du Toit and Browne (2001) and Hamaker et al. (2002; see also Chapter 
2),, but they are essentially the same. Since the models do not include measurement 
error,, 0 is always a null matrix. 

Forr pure MA models, we use the model £ — A * A ' . We use T 4- q latent variables 
thatt represent the innovations from t ime point 1 — q to T, For an ARMA (0.1) we 
needd the T x (T + 1) matr ix A 

0ii  1 0. 
00 #i 1 . 

andd the (T + 1) x (T + 1) matr ix * = d i a g o n a l ^ ,a \ , 
Forr an ARMA (0,2) we need the T x ( r + 2) matr ix A 

022 01 1 
00 02 01 

022 01 1 

andd the (T + 2) x (T + 2) matr ix * = d i a g ^, a*,..., a*]. 

Too start up a pure AR model, we need extra parameters. The number of latent 
variabless is equal to T, and A is a T x T identity matr ix. Hence the model we use is: 
££ = (I - B ) _ 1 * ( I - B ) - 1 ' . For an ARMA (1,0) the T xT matr ix B is 

BB = 

00 0 0 
011 0 0 
00 4>x 0 

0' ' 
0 0 
0 0 

0ii  o 

Thee T x T matr ix * — diagfcr^ô  <7„] contains the extra parameter a2 to start 
upp the process. This extra parameter can be interpreted as the variance of the series, 
andd should be constrained so that a* = &%/(! — 4>\). 
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Thiss constraint is of vital importance when N is small: If this parameter is not 
constrained,, it is est imated based on the first N observations. When Ar is small, this 
est imatee is very sensitive for sample fluctuations. Given the assumption of ergodicity. 
i.e... sample moments of an observed series converge to the corresponding population 
momentss as T —• oc (Chatfield, 1989). one would expect the variance of the N series 
a tt time point t to be (asymptotically) equal to the variance at time point r (where 
f / r ) .. Through introducing this constraint, this assumption is taken into account. 

Strictlyy speaking, one could introduce this constraint also in the situation tha t 
NN is large and T is small, and one fits an ARMA (1.0) with SEM to the s tandard 
covariancee matr ix , or to the residuals of a level and shape model (Curran hz Bollen. 
2001;; Hamaker, in press; see also Chapter 4). In these cases however, the variance 
iss based on a far larger number of observations (say N > 100). and is therefore less 
sensitivee to sample fluctuations. 

Forr an ARMA (2.0) the T xT matrix B is 

00 0 0 . 
00 0 0 . 

022 01 U

.. 0 

.. 0 

.. 0 

0202 ©I  0̂  

Thee T x T symmetric matr ix \I> contains 2 ext ra parameters to start up the process 

** = 
711 °\ 
oo o oi 

0 0 Oai Oai 

Again,, the parameter a* represents the variance of the series, and in addition the 
covariancee 71 represents the auto-covariance at lag 1. Given ergodicity, both param
eterss should be constrained, so that a\ = (02 — \)o\K and -)i = &\G2

aK. where 

KK = (oi + 6\ + 02o\ - oi - i r 1

Forr an ARMA (1,1), we need the full model £ = A( I - B ) _ 1 * ( I - B ) ^ ' A ' . Here 
2T2T latent variables are needed. The first T x T elements of A form an identity matr ix, 
whereass the second T x T elements are all zero. The 2T x 2T matrix B is then 

BB = 

00 0 0 . . . 0 1 0 0 . . . 0' 
<pi<pi 0 0 . . . O0i 1 0 . . . 0 
00 oi 0 . . . 0 0 0j 1 . . . 0 

0 0 (px(px 0 0 0.. 1 

Soo the first T latent variables represent the observed time series, whereas the last 
TT latent variables represent the innovations, t ha t are identically and independently 
distr ibuted.. Hence, the last T diagonal elements of * are all a\. The process needs to 
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hee started up with one extra parameter in * , that is the first element a*, which can be 
interpretedd as the variance of the observed series, minus the variance of the innovation. 
Thus,, * is a IT x TT diagonal matr ix of the form diag[cr .̂ 0 . .. ., 0, a\ a^]. Again. 

thiss extra parameter must be constrained, so that a'* — —a^(6i + 0 i )2(0j — 1 )_ 1. 
Inn Appendix 3.A we included the model specifications in Mx for an ARM A (2,0) 

andd (1.1). As can be seen, the model matrices are constructed using the Mx script 
language.. This has the advantage that one does not have to type the T x T or 2T x 2T 
matrices,, and the jobs are relatively short. 

3 .44 S i m u l a t i o n s 

Noww that the equivalence between the fit function of the RM option in Mx and the 
likelihoodd function in of an ARMA process is clear, and the model specification we use 
iss presented, we demonstrate the use of the RM option of Mx with two simulations. In 
ourr first simulation we analyze N — 1 series with Mx and compared the results with 
SPSSS ARIMA , which is known to produce ML estimates. In addit ion we used our own 
programm called ARMALIS , which also is a raw data likelihood optimizer. 

Inn the second simulation we demonstrate how Mx can be used to fit  ARMA models 
too univariate t ime series data, where N — 5 and T = 35. We use ARMALI S as a check 
andd compare the results with multi-group toeplitz analyses. 

3.4.11 S imu la t ion 1: N = 1 and T - 100. 

Whenn a single univariate t ime series of T — 100 is observed, it is nonsensical to use Mx 
too analyse these data, as it is much simpler and faster to use SPSS ARIMA . Still, the 
pointt of this i l lustration is to demonstrate that the estimates of ARMA parameters 
obtainedd with the RM option in Mx arc equal to those obtained with SPSS ARIMA , 
andd therefore are in fact ML estimates. 

Forr each of the five ARMA processes, i.e. (1.0). (2.0), (0.1), (0.2). and (1.1). 
wee generated one series with T = 100. using our own MATLA B programs (Fowley 
kk Horton, 1995). These programs product1 T + 20 data points, of which the first 20 
observationss are discarded to avoid the effects, if any, of start ing up the simulated 
sequence.. We analyzed these series with SPSS ARIMA . which is an implementation 
off  Mélard's algorithm and the RM option in Mx. As Mx computes 95% confidence 
intervalss based on the likelihood profile, whereas SPSS ARIM A produces standard 
errors,, we included our own program ARMALIS , which computes standard errors. 

Wee did not obtain confidence intervals for the ARMA (2,0). because Mx had trouble 
invertingg the matr ix (I - B ) . The results are given in Table 3.2. 

Becausee the point estimates from Mx are identical to those from ARMALIS . we 
doo not include the latter. From Table 3.2 it is clear that Mx produces (almost) the 
samee point estimates for the ARMA parameters <p and 0 as SPSS ARIMA . Thus the 
conclusionn is just, that Mx and ARMALI S can be used to obtain ML estimates of 
ARM AA parameters for single subject t ime series data. Also, the standard errors from 
ARMALI SS are (almost) the same as those from SPSS ARIMA . Because Mx does not 
producee standard errors, but instead computes 95% confidence intervals, we used the 
standardd errors from ARMALI S to obtain 95% confidence intervals to compare the 
resultss from Mx with. These results are in agreement. 
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Tabl ee 3.2. 

p.q q 

1,0 0 

c c 
2,0 0 

c c 
0,1 1 

c c 
0,2 2 

£ £ 

1,1 1 

£ £ 

xx true 

e>> .70 
alal 1.00 

cc .00 
(df) ) 

0ii  1.50 
^22 --80 
alal 1.00 

cc .00 

(df) ) 

ee .70 
<ĵ ^ 1.00 

cc .00 
(df) ) 

0ii  1.50 
022 -.80 
c^^ 1.00 

cc .00 
(df) ) 

00 .50 
00 -.30 

alal 1.00 
cc .00 

(df) ) 

SPSS S 
X X 

.5512 2 
.861 1 

.1330 0 
-133.61 1 

1.4953 3 
-.8078 8 
.8854 4 
.1933 3 

-135.92 2 

.7265 5 
1.0246 6 
-.0032 2 

-142.48 8 

1.4847 7 
-.7756 6 
1.0507 7 
.0027 7 

-144.36 6 

.5298 8 
-.1668 8 
.9973 3 
.1283 3 

-140.51 1 

(SE) ) 

.084) ) 

.204) ) 
(98) ) 

.057) ) 

.057) ) 

.302) ) 
(97) ) 

.071) ) 

.029) ) 
(98) ) 

.067) ) 

.069) ) 

.030) ) 
(97) ) 

.134) ) 

.157) ) 

(.245) ) 
(97) ) 

X X 

.5512 2 

.8442 2 

.1330 0 
-133.61 1 

1.4952 2 
-.8078 8 
.8588 8 
.1933 3 

-135.92 2 

.7265 5 
1.0041 1 
-.0032 2 

-142.48 8 

1.4851 1 
-.7766 6 
1.0191 1 
.0027 7 

-144.37 7 

.5298 8 
-.1667 7 
.9674 4 
.1283 3 

140.50 0 

Mx x 
(interval) ) 

(.3855 to .716) 
(.6488 to 1.130) 
(-.2933 to .565) 

(97)) -1 

_ _ 
--
--
--

(96)) -1 

(.5622 to .839) 
(.7700 to 1.344) 
(-.0644 to .060) 

(97)) -] 

1.3355 to 1.604) 
(-.9411 to-.611) 
(.7811 to 1.365) 
(-.0577 to .063) 

(96)) -1 

(.2166 to .760) 
(-.4666 to .138) 
(.7422 to 1.295) 
(-.3866 to .648) ( 

(96)) -1 

ARMALI S S 
(SE) ) 

(.084) ) 
(.120) ) 
(.202) ) 
33.61 1 

(.059) ) 
(.059) ) 
(.122) ) 
(.298) ) 
35.92 2 

(.070) ) 
(.142) ) 
(.028) ) 
42.47 7 

(.062)) ( 
(.079) ) 
(.144) ) 
(.029) ) 
44.36 6 

(.136) ) 
(.161) ) 
(.137) ) 
2410) ) 
40.50 0 

) ) 

(.3866 to .717) 
(.6100 to 1.079) 
(-.2644 to .530) 

(97) ) 

(96) ) 

(.5900 to .839) 
(.7255 to 1.283) 
(-.0599 to .052) 

(97) ) 

1.3633 to 1.608) 
(-.9322 to -.621) 
(.7366 to 1.302) 
(-.0555 to .061) 

(96) ) 

(.2622 to .798) 
(-.4666 to .150) 
(.6999 to 1.24) 

(-.3455 to .602) 
(96) ) 

Tabl ee 3.2. Simulation 1. For each ARMA (p,q) process one series of length 100 was generated, i.e. 
NN — 1 and T = 100. Each series was analyzed using SPSS ARIMA , RM option in Mx and ARMALIS . 
Thee point estimates of Mx and ARMALI S are identical. 

SPSSS ARIM A makes use of the concentrated log likelihood as defined in Equation 
3.8:: The variance of the innovation <j2a is concentrated out of the likelihood function 
andd so this parameter is not estimated. Therefore, SPSS always reports one degree 
off  freedom more than Mx. The reported <J\ from SPSS ARIM A in Table 3.2 is the 
so-calledd variance of the residuals. It differs from the estimates of <J\ obtained with 
Mx ,, but this difference is solved when one calculates [<J\ * rf/)/100, with the a2 and 
dfdf from SPSS ARIMA . 

3.4 .22 S imu la t i on 2: N = 5 and T = 35. 

Noww that it is clear that the estimates obtained with the RM option in Mx are in fact 
MLL estimates, we turn our attention to the situation where 1 < N < T. Wi t h the 
threee existing methods described above, i.e. Mélard's algorithm, standard SEM, and 
modelingg the toeplitz matr ix in SEM, i t is not possible to analyze such data simulta-
neouslyy and obtain ML estimates. However, the RM option in Mx makes it possible 
too analyse mult iple series simultaneously when N < T, and obtain ML estimates. 
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Forr each of the ARMA models we simulated 5 independent series with the same 
parameterr values. Then we analyzed these 5 series simultaneously with Mx and AR-
MALIS .. For comparison we analyzed the same da ta also with the multi-subject toeplitz 
matr ixx method (Van Buuren, 1997; Hamaker et al., 2002). The results are given in 
Tablee 3.3. 

Becausee Mx and ARMALI S produced the same point estimates, we did not include 
thee latter. Again, the 95% confidence intervals from Mx are much like the confidence 
intervalss we computed with the standard error from ARMALIS . The log likelihoods 
fromm these programs are identical. As expected, the point estimates obtained with the 
multi-subjectt toeplitz matr ix method are not ML estimates. Also, the standard errors 
fromm the toeplitz method differ from those obtained with ARMALIS , especially for 
puree MA models. 

Becausee T was only 35, these Mx analyses took considerably less time than the 
analysess reported in simulation 1. and we encountered no computat ional problems. 

Tabl ee 3.3. 

Mxx ARMALI S toeplitz 
p,qq x true i (interval) (SE) (x  1.9645*SE) j ; (SE) 

1. 00  Ó 

al al 
c c 

£(df ) ) 
2, 00 0 i 

<*2 2 

°l °l 
C C 

££ (df ) 
o. ii  e 

°l °l 
c c 

£(df ) ) 
0. 22 0 i 

02 02 

o'l o'l 
c c 

£(df ) ) 
1, 11  0 

9 9 

°l °l 
c c 

£(df ) ) 

.7 0 0 
1.0 0 0 

.0 0 0 

1.5 0 0 

-.8 0 0 

1.0 0 0 

.0 0 0 

.7 0 0 
1.0 0 0 

.0 0 0 

1.5 0 0 

-.8 0 0 

1.0 0 0 

.0 0 0 

.5 0 0 
-.3 0 0 

1.0 0 0 

.0 0 0 

.631 5 5 

1.001 0 0 

.178 1 1 

-249.6 8 8 

1.491 4 4 

-.784 8 8 
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-.313 6 6 

-255.9 1 1 

.755 9 9 

1.017 2 2 

-.002 3 3 

-251.9 2 2 

1.472 7 7 

-.708 8 8 

(.51 88 t o .743 ) 

(.81 77 t o 1.245 } 

(-.22 88 t o .580 ) 

(172 ) ) 

1.40 44 t o 1.575 ) 

(-.86 77 t o -.696 ) 

(.81 44 t o 1.242 } 

(-.83 00 t o .210 } 

(171 ) ) 

(.058 ) ) 

(.107 ) ) 

(.196 ) ) 

-249.6 7 7 

(.042 ) ) 

(.043 ) ) 

(.107 ) ) 

(.260 ) ) 

-255.9 0 0 

(.65 44 t o .830 )  (.0442 ) 

(.83 00 t o 1.265 ) 

(-.04 55 t o .040 } 

(172 ) ) 

1.34 44 t o 1.577 ) 

(-.83 44 t o -.561 ) 

1.278 33 (1.04 3 t o 1.591 ) 

-.024 4 4 

-276.6 9 9 

.337 7 7 

-.461 9 9 

1.056 9 9 

-.071 0 0 

-254.7 8 8 

(-.06 66 t o .017 ) 

(171 ) ) 

(.12 44 t o .537 ) 

(-.63 33 t o -.237 ) 

(.86 33 t o 1.314 ) 

(-.40 99 t o .271 ) 

(171 ) ) 

(.109 ) ) 

(.021 ) ) 

-251.9 2 2 

(.059 ) ) 
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(.020 ) ) 

-276.6 9 9 
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(.113 ) ) 
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-254.7 8 8 
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(-.20 77 t o .56 3 

(17 2 2 

(1.40 99 t o 1.57 4 
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(17 1 1 
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(1.35 66 t o 1.58 9 

(-.84 44 t o -.57 4 

(1.00 88 t o 1.54 8 

(-.06 55 t o .01 6 
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(.13 22 t o .54 4 

(-.65 77 to-.26 7 

(.83 55 t o 1.27 9 

(-.40 00 t o .25 8 

(17 1 1 

.597 6 6 

.996 8 8 

--

1.35 8 8 

-.674 7 7 

1.660 4 4 

--

.872 0 0 

.954 4 4 

--

1.494 3 3 

-.949 0 0 

1.251 1 1 

--

.329 6 6 

.386 4 4 

1.130 4 4 

--

(.062 ) ) 

(.108 ) ) 

--

(.057 ) ) 

(.057 ) ) 

(.180 ) ) 

--

(.748 ) ) 

(.675 ) ) 

--

(1.339 ) ) 

(1.840 ) ) 

(2.196 ) ) 

--

(.114 ) ) 

(.162 ) ) 

(.147 ) ) 

--

Tabl ee 3 .3. Simulation 2. For each ARMA (p,q) process 5 series of length 35 were .simulated, i.e. 
NN = 5 and T — 35. Al l 5 series were analyzed simultaneously with the RM option in Mx and with 
ARMALIS ,, resulting in the same point estimates. For comparison we included the results of the 
multi-groupp toeplitz method. 
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3 .55 I l l u s t r a t i o n s 

Inn this section we provide some illustrations with real data. These il lustrations are 
meantt mainly as demonstrat ions of the kind of hypotheses that can be tested when 
M xx is used in this way. 

Inn contrast to the simulations above, where the mean of the series was zero, these 
reall  series contain a trend. This can be represented as 

j - ,, ^c + f^t + fai2 +yt (3.18) 

ljljtt = QlVt-l H 1- OpjJt-p + (h ~ Q\at-\ ~ Oqdt-q . (3.19) 

wheree c is a constant, 3\ is the linear trend and fa 'lti the quadratic trend. So Xt is 
thee observed series, containing a deterministic trend, and an ARM A process yt, that 
describess the variance around this trend. Although it is often recommended in the 
ARM AA l i terature to detrend first, i.e. est imate the trend and fit an ARMA to the 
residualss in a separate analysis, Harvey (1989) strongly opposes to this practice. Not 
onlyy can the forecasts based on an inappropriate deterministic trend be misleading, but 
thee eovariance structure of the residuals is affected by the detrending procedure. This 
cann lead to spurious inferences about the nature of the underlying process. In Mx it is 
ratherr simple to est imate a deterministic trend and an ARMA process simultaneously, 
ass can be seen below. 

3.5 .11 I l lus t ra t io n 1: Concent ra t ion of lu te in iz in g ho rmone. 

Thee data we use in this i l lustration are published in Diggle (1990). We analyze two 
series,, each of length T — 48. of the levels of luteinizing hormone in blood samples 
takenn from a healthy woman at ten-minute intervals during the late follicular phase 
off  two successive menstruat ion cycles. We want to test if these series are comparable 
wit hh respect to the eovariance structure. The data are presented in Figure 3.1. 

Throughh preliminary analyses with our own MATLA B programs, we concluded 
thatt there was a linear trend, but no higher order polynomial or cyclical component. 
Thenn we fitted an ARMA (1.0). (2.0). (0.1). (0.2) and (1,1) with SPSS ARIM A to 
thee series separately, and compared the information criteria AI C and SBC. and the 
parameterr est imates and their standard errors. WTe concluded that an ARMA (2,0) 
andd constant plus a linear trend was the best model to describe both series. 

Wee carry out two analyses in Mx using the raw data (i.e.. not the detrended data). 
Inn our first analysis, we fit an ARMA (2,0) and a constant plus linear trend simultane-
ouslyy on bo th series, without any constraints on the parameters over the series. In the 
secondd analysis, we fit the same model, but here we constrain the ARMA parameters 
0 i .. Oi and d\ to be equal over the series, while estimating the constant plus linear 
t rendd in each series separately. We chose to let the latter two parameters differ, be-
causee the first analysis showed that the trend in the first series was decreasing, while 
inn the second series it was increasing. This could be due to a slow cyclical trend, that, 
cann not be est imated, since only a part of a cycle is observed. The results are given in 
Tablee 3.4. 

Althoughh the power is likely to be low. we use the statistic — 2(£c — Cu). where c 
s tandss for constrained and u for unconstrained model, to test if the constrained model 
providess an adequate description compared to the unconstrained model. This statistic 
shouldd be x2-distr ibuted with dfc-dfu degrees of freedom. Using the log likelihoods and 
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Firstt and second cycle 

Fig.. 3 .1. Concentration of luteinizing hormone in blood samples taken from a healthy woman at 
ten-minutee intervals during the late follicular phase of two successive menstruation cycles. Straight 
liness represent the fitted linear trends. 

Tabl ee 3.4. 

Noo constraints ARMA parameters constrained 
firstt series second series first series second series 

<j>i<j>i .40 (.13 to .68) .27 (.01 to .54) .33 (.12 to .52) 
022 -.45 (-.71 to-.17) -.37 (-.62 to- .10) -.39 (-.58 to-.21) 
cc 5.25 (4.96 to 5.54) 4.41 (4.08 to 4.73) 5.25 (4.95 to 5.55) 4.41 (4.11 to 4.71) 
33 -.01 (-.02 to -.00) .02 (.00 to .03) -.01 (-.02 to .00) .02 (.01 to .03) 
£(df)) -73.90 (86) -74.91 (89) 

Tabl ee 3.4. Illustration 1. Fitting an ARMA (2.0) and linear trend with Mx to levels of luteinizing 
hormonee in blood samples of a healthy woman during to successive late follicular phases. Data were 
publishedd by Diggle (1990). Parameter estimates are shown with 95% confidence intervals between 
brackets.. First analysis was done without constraints, while in the second analysis the ARMA param-
eterss were constrained over the series, while the constant c and the linear trend parameter 0 was not. 
Att the bottom the log likelihood is given with the degrees of freedom between brackets. 

degreess of freedom from Table 3.4, this statistic equals 2.02 with 3 degrees of freedom 
(p=.57).. Hence we conclude that the covariance structure of the series of luteinizing 
hormonee levels obtained from the same phase of two successive cycles are comparable. 

3.5.22 Illustratio n 2: Employment /population rati o for  4 different groups 

Inn this illustration we used data from the Catalog for Economic Report of the Presi-
dent,, by the University of California.1 The data are the percentages of people employed 
withinn a population per year from 1972 to 1998 (T = 26), for four different groups 
(N(N = 4): white males (WM), white females (WF). black males (BM). and black females 
(BF).. The data are represented in Figure 3.2. 

Dataa were obtained from: http://www.gpo.ucop.edu/catalog/erp99appenb.html 

http://www.gpo.ucop.edu/catalog/erp99appenb.html
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Employmentt percentages 
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Fig.. 3.2. Percentages of people employed in 4 populations. Irregular lines represent the data, whereas 
thee smooth lines represent the fitted trends. Dotted lines at top represent white males, solid lines in 
thee middle represent black males, dotted lines at bottom represent white females, solid lines at bottom 
representt black females. 

Tabl ee 3 .5. 
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Tabl ee 3.5. Illustration 2. Fitt ing an ARMA (2.0) and a constant plus linear and quadratic curve to 
thee percentages of employed people in different populations with an increasing number of constraints. 
Thee data consist of four series: white males, white females, black males, and black females. 

Preliminaryy analyses in MATLA B and SPSS showed that each series was best 
describedd by an ARMA (2,0) and a constant plus linear and quadratic trend. The 
femalee trends were increasing, whereas the male trends were decreasing. We tested if 
thee ARMA parameters for the four series were equal. The results are given in Table 
3.5. . 

Inn our first model, we refer to as the unconstrained model (UCM), there are no 
constraintss over the series. In the second model, the partly constrained model (PCM), 
thee AR parameters <j>\ and 4>2 are constrained over the series, while the variance of 
thee innovation a\ and the trend parameters are not. We chose not to constrain the 
variancee of the innovation, because from the UCM it was clear that these variances 
differedd substantially over the series. The x2-difference between the PCM and the UCM 
iss 1.34 with 6 degrees of freedom, so clearly, the AR parameters may be constrained 
overr the series. 

Inn the fully constrained model (FCM) the variance of the innovation is constrained 
ass well. The x2-difference for this model and the PCM is 32.12 with 3 degrees of 
freedom.. Hence, the variances of the innovations are not the same for the four series. 
Thee variances of the innovation from the PCM are .52 for WM, .14 for WF, 1.48 for 
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BM,, and .63 for BF. This implies that the employment/population ratio for black 
maless is influenced the most by (random) circumstances, while that of white females 
iss the least sensitive for circumstances of all four groups. 

Thee point estimates of the constrained ARMA parameters are .95 for (pi and -.54 
forr fo. The trend parameters for the 4 groups are: for WM the constant is 76.09, the 
linearr trend is -.42, and the quadratic trend is .01; for WF the constant is 39.06, the 
linearr trend is 1.06 and the quadratic trend is -.01; for BM the constant is 65.92, the 
linearr trend is -.79 and the quadratic trend is .03; and for BF the constant is 42.01, 
thee linear trend is .27 and the quadratic trend is .01. 

3.5.33 Illustratio n 3: Perceptual speed in a schizophrenic patient 

Thee data we used in this illustration were published by McCleary et al. (1980). The 
dataa represent 120 daily scores of perceptual speed in a single schizophrenic patient. 
Fromm the 61st day on, the patient is given chlorpromazine. which is a radical tranquil-
izer.. Therefore, the perceptual speed is expected to drop after the 61st day. The data 
aree represented in Figure 3.3. 

McClearyy et al. (1980) tested if this drop was abrupt, or if the impact was more 
gradual.. To this end, they used a transfer model, which contains an autoregressive 
integratedd moving average (ARIMA ) part, and a part to model the level. The level 
waswas set to be constant over the first 60 observation and was then allowed to transfer to 
aa new level after medication is started. They concluded that the impact was gradual, 
andd that 6 days after medication started 98% of the asymptotic change in the level 
hadd taken place. 

Wee take a different approach. We want to test if the covariance structure of the 
seriess prior to medication is generated by the same process as after medication started. 
Whenn looking at the data, we expected an increasing trend during the first 60 days, 
probablyy due to a learning effect. After medication is started, the perceptual speed 

Perceptuall speed scores of schizophrenic patient 
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Fig.. 3 .3. Daily perceptual speed scores of schizophrenic patient. At day 61 the patient is given 
chlorpromazine,, which is expected to slow down perceptual speed. Smooth lines are fitted trends for 
firstfirst 60 days and last 50 days. 
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decreases.. To make sure that we are not obtaining artificial effects due to the gradual 
impactt of medication, we do not use the first 10 observations after medication started. 

Prel iminaryy analyses showed an increasing linear trend plus white noise for the first 
600 observations, while the last 50 observations were best described by an ARMA (1.1) 
andd a decreasing linear trend. This implies two things. First, the maximum impact of 
medicationn on perceptual speed is not reached after 10 days, but the impact is more 
graduall  and the speed continues to drop after 10 days of medication. Second, the auto-
covariancee structure of perceptual speed is different prior to medication compared to 
thee structure during medication. 

Too test whether this is true, we carried out the following analyses. We fitted 3 
modelss containing a constant and linear trend and an ARMA (1,1). These models are 
increasinglyy more constrained. The unconstrained model (UCM) can be writ ten as: 

J"MM  = c\ + iht + ytA 

Vt.,1Vt.,1 =Oy\yt-\.\ -8y\£t-\ + f f (t ~iV(0.erf
2) 

•rt.2•rt.2 = c2 + 32t + ijt.2 

Vt.2Vt.2 = éy2Vt-\,2 - 0y2(it-i + at at ~ N{i),al) . 

wheree xt,\ are the first 60 observations, i.e. prior to medication (t — 1.2 60). 

containingg a deterministic trend and an ARMA (1,1) process in the form of yt,\- The 
lastt 50 observations are represented as xt.2- with t = 1. 2 50. Again this contains a 
determinist icc trend and an ARM A (1,1) process yi$. Both the trend parameters, c and 
3.3. and the ARM A parameters, <t>, 0 and <r2, are estimated for each series separately. 

Thee second model we call the partly constrained model (PCM). The trend param-
eterss are est imated for the series separately, so the expressions for x,t.\ and Xt,2 remain 
thee same as in the UCM, but the ARMA parameters 0 and 6 are constrained over the 
series,, so that the expressions for yt\ and yts can be writ ten as: 

yt.iyt.i = <!>yt-1,1 ~ fet-i + Q ft ~ N(0, cr2) 

Vt.2Vt.2 = Oyt-1.2 ~ 0at-\ + at at ~ A r(0.cr2) . 

Notee that the variance of the innovation is not constrained over the series in this 
model.. Again, we chose this part ly constrained ARMA model, because we wanted to 
takee into account the possibility that these variances differ between the series. In the 
full yy constrained model (FCM) we also constrained the variance of the innovation. 
Thee results of these models are given in Table 3.6. 

Thee x2_difference between the UCM and the PCM is 5.76 with 2 degrees of freedom. 
Hence,, the conclusion is just that the ARM A parameter é and 9 are the same prior 
too medication as after medication is started. These point estimates are Q\ = .85 and 
6\6\ = —.67. The trend parameters are est imated separately for the series. Prior to 
medicationn the constant is 55.78 and the linear t rend is .51. After medication has 
star tedd the constant is 47.20 and the linear trend is -.39. 

Thee ^-di f ference between the PCM and the FCM is 5.06 with one degree of free-
dom,, so the variance of innovation is not equal in these series, and the PCM is the 
modell  that describes the da ta best. In the series prior to medication, the variance of 
thee innovations is 89.48, while this variance during medication is 47.48. 

Wee tested an alternative model (AM) , where the first series is described by a 
linearr trend with white noise. Put differently, the ARMA parameters (py\ and Qyi are 
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Tabl ee 3.6. 

modell  C (df) constrained parameters nesting 

UCMM -384.71 (100) 
PCMM -387.59 (102) <j>vl = <j>y2 a nd 6yl = 8y2 UCM 
FCMM -390.12 (103) <j>yl = <t>y2, 9yï = 0y2 and trf

2 = ol UCM, PCM 
AMM -384.78 (102) <j>yl = 0 and 0tf l = 0 UCM 

Tabl ee 3.6. Illustration 3: Fitt ing an ARMA (1,1) and a constant plus linear curve to the perceptual 
speedd scores of a schizophrenic patient with an increasing number of constraints. The data consist of 
twoo series: one series {yt.i} of 60 observations prior to medication and a second series {yt;i} of 50 
observationss after medication started. 

constrainedd to equal zero. Hence, this model is nested under the UCM, with a y2-
differencee of .14 and 2 degrees of freedom. As the AM and PCM are not nested, we 
cannott test which model fits best. Still , both models have the same degrees of freedom. 
Becausee the AM has a smaller log likelihood, this model should be preferred from a 
statisticall  point of view. This would imply that prior to medication, the perceptual 
speedd scores are best described by a constant plus a linear trend and white noise, 
whilee after ten days of medication the perceptual speed continues to drop, while the 
variancee around this decreasing trend can be described by an ARMA (1,1). Of course, 
onee has to take into consideration the interpretabil i ty of these models from a brain 
functioningg perspective as well, before choosing one model over the other. 

3.66 Conclusion 

Inn this Chapter we have shown the equivalence between Mélard's algorithm which is 
implementedd in SPSS ARIMA , and raw maximum likelihood in Mx for N — 1 data. 
Thee point estimates and the log likelihood are the same for both approaches and 
thee confidence intervals obtained with Mx agree with those based on the standard 
errors.. We have also shown that the ARMA models in Mx can be readily extended to 
multi-subjectt models, and therefore can be used to analyze data where 1 < N < T. 
Moreover,, it is easy to model a deterministic trend and an ARMA process to describe 
thee variance around that trend simultaneously in Mx. An addit ional advantage of the 
RMM option is that the t ime series may differ in length, as can be seen in Il lustration 
3. . 

Sincee the RM option in Mx was introduced to analyze data with missing obser-
vations,, we also used Mx to analyze incomplete t ime series. We compared the point 
estimatess and the log likelihood for an incomplete series, where 5 % of the observations 
weree missing, analyzed in Mx with those obtained with SPSS ARIMA . These were the 
same,, so we conclude that Mx can be used to fit  ARMA models to incomplete t ime 
seriess as well. 

Whenn T is larger than say 50, the RM method in Mx becomes rather time consum-
ing,, especially when an ARMA (1, 1) is fitted, because then a 2T x 2T matr ix has to 
bee inverted at each iteration. For this reason, we had to adjust the workspace of Mx 
forr an ARMA (1,1) in our first simulation where we used N — 1 and T = 100. Also, 
thee computat ion of confidence intervals in Mx is t ime consuming. The reason for this 
iss that Mx is a matr ix interpreter plus a derivative free optimalisator. 
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I nn our i l lustrations with real data, we tested if the ARMA parameters could be 
constrainedd over the series, while the deterministic t rends were estimated for the series 
separately.. In two of the il lustrations, we found that, al though the ARMA parameters 0 
andd 9 could be constrained, the variance of the innovation was not equal for the series. 
Thiss is a form of heterogeneity that can easily be investigated in Mx, as we have 
shownn in our i l lustrations. Such heterogeneity in ARMA parameters is a deviation 
fromm ergodicity. Ergodicity refers, amongst other things, to the fact that the auto-
covariancess within one observed series, equal (asymptotically) the auto-covariances at 
thee same lag in different series belonging to the same populat ion (Chatfield, 1989). 
Iff  one finds heterogeneity in the ARMA parameters, each series separately may still 
bee ergodic, but it indicates that the series do not belong to the same population of 
t imee series. This s tands in stark contrast to fittin g ARM A models to the standard 
covariancee matr ix (i.e., T is small and N is large): In such SEM analyses it is not 
possiblee to introduce heterogeneity in the ARMA parameters. Thus, it is assumed 
thatt the series are all taken from the same populat ion of t ime series. Nesselroade and 
Molenaarr (1999) suggest an a l te rna t ie approach to the investigation of heterogeneity 
basedd on the comparison of the lagged covariance, or toeplitz matrices. This approach 
hass the advantage that it does not require the prior specification of a model (e.g., an 
ARM AA  (p,q)). In addit ion, it may be readily applied to vector valued t ime series. 

Thee focus of the present Chapter has been on the analysis of t ime series using Mx. 
A nn alternative approach to the analysis of t ime series given I < N < T is to use 
thee Kalman filter or Kalman smoother (Durbin & Koopman, 2001; Harvey, 1989). 
Thiss approach has in fact close links with SEM, as demonstrated by MacCallum and 
Ashbyy (1986). A great advantage of using Mx however, is that the model specification 
iss familiar to most SEM users, and Mx has many features, including the facility to 
handlee incomplete data. 

3.77 Append ix 3 .A 

M xx specification of ARM A models using raw maximum likelihood. 

p s = * ,, b e = B, id=I , l y = A in Equation 3.12. 

T i t l ee ARMA(2,0) with a constant plus a linear and a quadrat ic trend, T=27, N = l 

daa n o =l n i=27 ng=2 
recc f i le=datl 
beginn matrices; 
aa full 1 1 free !phil 

bb full 1 1 free !phi2 
cc full 1 1 free !var. innovation 
dd full 1 3 free [constant + linear trend +quadrat ic t rend 

tt id 27 27 fi !id 
uu full 3 27 !for constant + linear trend 
vv sym 2 2 free !for start ing parameters in ps 

ww id 25 25 fi !for rest of ps 

xx zero 25 1 fi  Izeros for ps and be 
yy izero 25 26 fi !for be 

zz zero 2 27 fi !top of be 
endd matrices; 
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matr ixx u 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 

11 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
11 4 9 16 25 36 49 64 81 100 121 144 169 196 225 256 289 324 361 400 441 
4844 529 576 625 676 729 

eqq v 1 1 v 2 2 
beginn algebra: 
e=zz _ ((x | a@y) + (b@y | x ) ) / Imatrix be 
f=(vv | (x' _ x')) _ ((x | x) | (c@w))/ Imatrix ps 
g=(t-e)) / Ünverted id-be 
endd algebra; 

covv g*f*g ' / 
meanss d*u/ 
end d 
tit l ee constraint 
constraint t 
beginn matrices: 
aa full 1 1 = a ( l) 
bb full 1 1 = b ( l) 
cc full 1 1 = c( l) 
vv sym 2 2 = v( l ) 
qq unit 1 1 
endd matrices; 
beginn algebra; 
oo = (-q)*(a*c)*(a*a+b*b+b+a*a*b-b*b*b-q) / 
pp = (b-q)*c*(a*a+b*b+b+a*a*b-b*b*b-q) / 
endd algebra; 
constraintt \vec (v)= \vec ((p | o) _ (o | p ) )/ 
end d 

Tit l ee A R M A ( I J ) with a constant plus linear trend. T=30 N = l 
daa n o =l ni=30 ng=2 
recc file=dat 
beginn matrices: 
aa full 1 1 free !phi 

bb full 1 1 free Itheta 
cc full 1 1 free !variance of innovation 
dd full 1 2 free Iconstant + linear trend 
ee full 1 1 free !variance not due to innovation 
ss full 2 30 !for constant and trend 
tt zero 29 29 fi !for ps 
uu zero 1 29 fi !for ps 
vv iden 60 60 fi !id 
ww zero 1 30 fi !for be 
xx izero 29 30 fi !for be 
yy zero 30 30 fi !for ly ps and be 
zz iden 30 30 fi [identity matr ix for ly ps and be 
endd matrices; 
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matr ixx s 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 

11 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
beginn algebra: 

ff  = z | y / ! lamb da 
gg = ((w _ (a@x)) | (z+(w . b@x))) . (y | y ) / Ibeta 

hh = (v-g) / ünverted id-be 
ii  = (((e | u) . (u- | t)) | y) _ (y | c@z)/ !psy 
endd algebra: 

cavcav f*h*i*h"*f / 
meanss d*s / 
end d 
t i t l ee constraint 
beginn matrices; 
aa full 1 1 = a ( l) 
bb full 1 1 = b ( l ) 
cc full 1 1 = c ( l) 
ee full 1 1 = e( l) 
qq unit. 1 1 
endd matrices; 
constraintt e = (-q)*(a+b)*(a+b)*c*(a*a-q) / 
end d 
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Onn the equivalence between the autoregressive latent 
trajectoryy model with time-invariant autoregressive 
parameterss and a latent growth curve model with 
autoregressivee disturbances 

Inn structural equation modeling (SEM) l i terature, two important classes of models 
too analyze longitudinal panel data may be distinguished. The oldest consists of mod-
elss containing autoregressive relations, such a the simplex model, the quasi-simplex 
model,, the Wiener-simplex model, and the Markov model (Anderson, 1960; Gut tman, 
1954;; Humphreys, 1960; Jöreskog, 1971, 1979). Characteristic of these autoregressive 
modelss is that the current observation is regressed upon the prior observation of the 
samee variable, and the further apart (in time) two observations are, the smaller the 
connectionn between them. Put differently, the correlation structure is characterized 
byy a decrease in correlations as they are further away from the main diagonal. Al -
thoughh not customary, these models can be extended with structured means (Browne 
&&  Du Toit, 1991; Mandys et al., 1994). 

AA more recently developed class of models to analyze longitudinal panel da ta con-
centratess on both the covariance structure and the means. It can be understood as the 
longitudinall  version of the multilevel model and goes by names such as latent growth 
curvee model, level and shape model, latent trajectory model, random effects model, 
andd random coefficients modeling (e.g., Aitki n &; Longford, 1986; Duncan et al., 1999; 
McArdlee & Epstein, 1987; Meredith & Tisak, 1984, 1990; Rovine & Molenaar, 1998, 
2000).. These models are used to describe growth curves while allowing individuals to 
differr from each other with respect to their individual growth curve parameters. What 
iss estimated in these models are the means and (co-)variances across subjects of these 
intraindividuall  curve parameters. 

Currann and Bollen (2001) integrated the latent growth curve model and the autore-
gressivee model in what they called the autoregressive latent trajectory model (see also 
Bollenn & Curran, 2004). This model consists of a standard latent growth curve model 
wit hh autoregressive relationships between the observed variables. This model differs 
fromm a latent growth curve models with autocorrelated disturbances (i.e., errors). Chi 
andd Reinsel (1989) proposed such a model, referring to it as a model for longitudinal 
dataa with random effects and autoregressive errors. 

Thee purpose of the present Chapter is to show that, under certain restrictions, 
thee latent growth curve model with autoregressive relationships between the observed 
variables,, and the latent growth curve model with autoregressive relationships between 
thee disturbances are algebraically equivalent. The necessary restrictions concern the 

Thiss Chapter underlies: Hamaker, E. L. (in press). Conditions for the equivalence of the autore-
gressivee latent trajectory model and a latent growth curve model with autoregressive disturbances. 
SociologicalSociological Methods and Research. 
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invariabilityy of the autoregressive parameter p over time, and limitations on the value 
thatt this parameter can take on, i.e., \p\ < 1. When p is not time-invariant, or when 
\p\\p\ > 1, the equivalence between the models does not hold. Then, a latent growth 
curvee model with autoregressive disturbances with varying autoregressive parameters 
couldd be an interesting alternative to the autoregressive latent trajectory model with 
varyingg p's. 

Inn the first section of this Chapter, the univariate autoregressive latent trajectory 
modell  with time-invariant autoregressive parameters, is presented for the observations. 
Itt is shown how this model can be rewritten, resulting in a linear trend plus autoregres-
sivee disturbances. The role of the parameters in both model formulations is discussed 
andd illustrated with a numerical example. In the second section it is shown how the 
means,, variances and covariances of the parameters in the two representations are 
relatedd to each other. Next, it is shown that the result generalizes to the multivariate 
casee with time-invariant auto- and cross-regression parameters. In the discussion the 
moree general models with time-varying autoregressive parameters are considered. 

4.11 Equivalent representat ions of the same univariat e t im e series of a 
singlee subject 

Inn this section, the univariate autoregressive latent trajectory model of Bollen and 
Currann (2004; Curran & Bollen, 2001) is presented for a single subject. It is shown that 
underr certain conditions this model can be rewritten as a latent growth curve model 
withh autoregressive disturbances. The role that the intraindividual curve parameters 
fulfi ll  in both model formulations is illustrated with a numerical example. 

4.1.11 Autoregressive latent trajector y model wit h time-invarian t p's 

Considerr the specific version of the autoregressive latent trajectory model where the 
autoregressivee parameter p is invariant over time. Using i as the subject index, the 
modell  for the observations is 

Vt,iVt,i = at + tPi + pyt-i,i + €t,i , (4-1) 

wheree t is the occasion (t = — oo, . . ., — 1, 0 , 1 , . . ., oc), Pi is the regression coefficient 
byy which the current y is regressed on time, â  is a constant, p is the autoregressive 
parameterr by which the current y is regressed upon the previous y, and e ĵ is a residual. 
Thee series €t is a white noise sequence, i.e., the innovations e are independently and 
identicallyy distributed, with et ~ N[0, of]. As can be seen from Equation 4.1, the latent 
growthh curve parameters j3 and a contain a subject index, indicating they differ across 
subjects,, whereas the autoregressive parameter p is invariant across subjects. 

Thee model in Equation 4.1 is a recursive expression in that the current y, which 
iss a function of a; and Pi, is also regressed upon the previous y, which is in turn a 
functionn of oti and Pi, and of the y preceding it, and so on. Because of this recursion, 
thee process has to be "started up" if one wishes to use this model in practice. In 
Bollenn and Curran (2004, p.364) it is shown that under the restriction that \p\ < 1 
thee expression for j/o,i is 

\-P\-P \\-py 

file:////-py
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wheree zn,j = 'Yl%=Q(^€-j,ii t n a t ls' 2o,i is a n infinit e weighted sum of previous errors 
e's.. We elaborate on this zo,i below. After the process is started up at t — 0, the model 
definedd in Equation 4.1 can be used for the following occasions (i.e., for t — 1 ,2 , . . . ). 
Thee nonlinear constraints 1/(1 — p) for ô  and p / (l — p)2 for /% at t = 0 may lead to 
computat ionall  problems when SEM software is used to fit this model.1 To avoid the use 
off  these nonlinear constraints, one can treat the first observation yo,i &s predetermined 
(Currann & Bollen, 2001; Bollen &; Curran, 2004). However, as Curran and Bollen 
pointedd out, then the standard latent growth curve model is no longer nested under 
thee autoregressive latent trajectory model. To establish nesting of the latent growth 
curvee model under this predetermined version of the autoregressive latent trajectory 
model,, they proposed to treat the first observation in the latent growth curve model 
alsoo as predetermined. 

4.1.22 A l te rna t i v e e x p r e s s i on 

Heree it is shown that by rewriting the autoregressive latent trajectory model as a latent 
growthh curve model with autoregressive disturbances, the recursiveness is separated 
fromm the trend. The latter implies that the process is much easier to start up. In 
orderr to obtain this alternative expression, we recursively enter the expression of the 
previouss observation2 in Equation 4.1, like so, 

yytt,i,i = Oti + tPi + pyt-id + €t,i 

== <x% + tfa + p(a% + {t- l)(3i + pyt-2,i + e*-i,i j + et,i 

-- oti + pat + tj3i + {t- l)pPi + p2yt-2,i + p€t-i,i + e*,i 

== a{ + pai + 0i + (t- l)pj3i + p2[at + (t - 2) pi + pyt-3,1 + £t-2.iJ + pet-l,i + Q,i 

== oti + pat + p2ai + tfii + (t- l)p(3i + (t - 2)p2di + p3yt-3,i + P2Q-2,i + P^t-i,i + ^t,i 

000 00 OC 

3=03=0 j=0 j=0 

Thee last term in Equation 4.3 may be recognized as a moving average (MA ) process 
off  infinit e order (Box & Jenkins, 1976; Chatfield, 1989; Hamilton, 1994). It is a well 
knownn fact that rewriting a first order autoregressive (AR) process as an MA process 
resultss in such an expression (see also Appendix 4.A). We make use of this result, and 
replacee the last term in Equation 4.3 by 2 ^, which is 

zt,izt,i = pzt-\,i + eu (4.4) 
00 0 

j = 0 0 

11 Such computational problems were encountered in LISREL (Jöreskog h Sörbom, 1999), but not in 
Mxx (Neale et al., 1999). We did not try other SEM-software. 

22 Some readers may feel uncomfortable with the resulting expressions going back in time to minus 
infinity .. However, the alternative expression arrived at in Equation 4.3 is mathematically equivalent 
too the expression given in Equation 4.1. Either expression is only used as a local description of some 
process.. Hence, it is not implied that the actual process follows this description to infinity or has 
beenn following it from minus infinity . 
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wi t hh zt ~ N(0,(T^). Note that as a result of autoregression, these z's are not indepen-
dentt over t. 

Thee expression in Equation 4.3 can be further simplified by use of the geometric 
seriess (see Appendix 4.B) in the following way: 

Vt.iVt.i = Y P*ai + Ö*  ~ J^^1 + Zt-> 
j=0j=0 j=0 

j=0j=0 j=0 

== "i^P* +0i\ ^ V - ^JV [ + zt.i 
j = 00 ^j=0 j=0 ) 

== at J2 P3 ~ & Yl J?* + tl3i Y P3+ Zt-1 

j=0j=0 j=0 j = 0 
OOOO DC OC 

-- azJ2 P1' ~ &P Y i^~X + l^ Y P*+ Zi* 

<*i<*i 3{p Sr 

^^ + t- h ztj I-PI-P (i-Py i-p 
== St + t~fi + zu , (4.5) 

wheree ö{, representing the intercept, can be writ ten as a function of Qj, Si and /?, that 
is, , 

(Xj(Xj Sjp 
44 = -p"MF' (4'6) 

andd 7i, representing the slope, can be wri t ten as a function of 3t and p. that is. 

**  = ê-P- ^ 
Hence,, the autoregressive latent trajectory model as defined in Equation 4.1 is alge-
braicallyy equivalent to the latent growth curve model with autoregressive disturbances 
ass defined in Equat ions 4.4 and 4.5. 

Thee model defined in Equat ions 4.4 and 4.5 separates the recursiveness (Equation 
4.4)) from the t rend (Equation 4.5). To apply this model in practice, the process is 
s tar tedd by use of t = 0 in Equation 4.5, 

mm = h + z0.i . (4.8) 

Notee that this ZQ^ is identical to the one in Equation 4.2, where it was equated to an 
infinit ee weighted sum of previous e's. This relationship between ZQA a nd the previous 
e'ss can be obtained from Equat ion 4.21 in Appendix 4.A, with t — 0.3 From Equation 
4.88 it is clear that to use the model defined in Equat ion 4.4 and 4.5 in practice, one 
doess not need the nonlinear constraints associated with the model formulation given 
inn Equation 4.1 (see Equat ion 4.2), nor does one have to t reat the first observations 
ass predetermined. 

Thee variance across subjects of this zo,i is not the same as the variance of the errors et,t, but this 
relationshipp is a\ = c ? / (l — p2)- Although not necessary, the latter may be used as an constraint 
inn model fitting. This constraint could be used in model specification based on Equation 4.1 and 
4.22 as well as model specification based on Equations 4.4 and 4.5. 
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Tabl ee 4.1. 

Equationss 4.4 and 4.5 Equations 4.1 and 4.2 
<55 = 3 and 7 = .5 a = 1 and 3 = A 

tt e z y y 

0 0 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 
7 7 
8 8 

-1.146505 7 7 
-1.513550 2 2 
0.428117 0 0 
0.466766 3 3 
0.905852 0 0 
0.710275 2 2 

-0.210659 7 7 
2.457462 0 0 

1.124608 8 8 
-0.246818 7 7 
-1.711005 2 2 
-0.940687 1 1 
-0.285783 3 3 
0.677225 3 3 
1.252055 5 5 
0.790984 7 7 
3.090249 8 8 

4.12460 9 9 
3.25318 1 1 
2.28899 5 5 
3.55931 3 3 
4.71421 7 7 
6.17722 5 5 
7.25205 5 5 
7.29098 5 5 

10.09025 0 0 

4.12460 9 9 
3.25318 1 1 
2.28899 5 5 
3.55931 3 3 
4.71421 7 7 
6.17722 5 5 
7.25205 5 5 
7.29098 5 5 
10.09025 0 0 

Tabl ee 4.1. Numeric example showing the equivalence between the two model formulations with p — .8. 
Thee first column indicates time. The second column contains the i.i.d. errors e that, were generated to 
bee used in both formulations to obtain the observed scores y. The first element of columns 3, z» was 
generatedd and used in both formulations. Al l other elements in the third column (i.e.. Zi to 2s). were 
thenn obtained by use of Equation 4.4. Using Equation 4.5 gave the values for y in column 4. The fifth 
columnn contains y based on Equations 4.1 and 4.2, with constant 1 and regression parameter .1. Since 
inn this latter formulation each observation is regressed upon the previous observation, the process 
needss to be started up. To this end we used the same constraints as Curran and Bollen derived for 
tt = 0 (Curran k. Bollen. 2001, p. 118), i.e.. yü = o (l - p ) "1 - 3p/(\ - p)~2 + z0. where we used the 
generatedd Cu from column 3. 

4.1.33 T h e rol e of t h e pa ramete rs a^, /3j, <5i, 7, and p 

Thee algebraic relationships between the parameters a, and ,.?,- in Equation 4.1. and the 
parameterss Sj and 7; in Equations 4.4 and 4.5 are given in Equations 4.6 and 4.7. It 
cann be seen that these relationships are (relatively) complicated. To gain more insight 
intoo the roles that these parameters play in the model, we give a numerical example. 
Wee omitted the subject index 2, as it plays no role here. In Table 4.1 we started by 
generatingg a series ei to e$,. Also, we randomly chose a value for zo and we fixed p at .8, 
Then,, we chose values Q — 1 1 and 0 — .1, and with Equations 4.6 and 4.7 we computed 

55 — 3 and 7 = .5. Then, we calculated the values for IJQ to ys using Equations 4.4 
andd 4.5 (see columns 3 and 4 in Table 4.1). To show that, the model in Equations 4.4 
andd 4.5 leads to the exact same results as the model in Equations 4.1 and 4.2. we 
calculatedd j/n using Equation 4.2 (in order to start up the process), and from there on 
wee calculated values for y\ to j/g using Equation 4.1 (see column 5 in Table 4.1). I t 
cann be seen that these two methods lead to exactly the same values for y. 

Thee values of y are plotted in Figure 4.1 together with the linear trend based on the 
interceptt d — 3 and slope 7 = .5. From this figure it can be seen that the parameters 

66 and 7 describe the deterministic trend around which the observations are scattered. 
Regardlesss of the value of p, these parameters have the same role as the parameters in 
standardd latent growth curve models, i.e., 6 is the individual's intercept and 7 is the 
individual'ss slope. In contrast to the parameter values 6 = 3 and 7 = .5. the parameter 
valuess Q• — 1 and 3 = .1 associated with the da ta plotted in Figure 4.1 do not have 
ann immediate apparent role: Only when p = 0 do a and ii serve as the intercept and 
slope. . 
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F ig.. 4 . 1. Data from Table 1. Dots represent values of y at different occasions, and the straight line 
representss deterministic rend with intercept «5 = 3 and slope 7 = .5. 

Althoughh the autoregressive parameter p is identical in both model specifications, 
itss function differs. In the autoregressive latent trajectory model it serves the same role 
ass in the original autoregressive models: In these models p is the parameter by which 
ytyt is regressed upon yt-i, representing the dependency of the current observation on 
thee previous observation. In contrast, in the latent growth curve model with AR (1) 
disturbances,, p is the parameter by which the current disturbance zt is regressed upon 
thee previous disturbance. This latter role of p may be more difficult to comprehend: 
Thee AR (1) disturbances imply that, although the unconditional expectation of zt is 
zeroo (i.e., E[2t] = 0), the expectation of zt conditional on zt-\ is not zero, but can be 
expressedd as E[«t|z(_i] = pzt-\- From this conditional expectation it can be seen that, 
whenn p > 0 (as is the case in this example), this implies that if the observation at a 
certainn occasion t lies above the deterministic trend (i.e., zt > 0), the value of yt+i 
iss also likely to lie above the deterministic trend, as E[2(+i|z(] = pzt > 0. Similarly, 
iff  yt lies below the deterministic trend, a p > 0 results in the expectation that yt+\ 
wil ll  also lie below the deterministic trend. This is nicely illustrated in Figure 1. If in 
contrastt p < 0, this implies that when yt lies above the deterministic trend (and so 
ztzt > 0), j/(+i is likely to lie below it, as E[zt+i|zt] = pzt < 0, and vice versa. 

4.22 Multipl e subjects 

Inn standard latent growth curve modeling, individuals are allowed to differ from each 
otherr with respect to their trend parameters. One is interested in the means, variances 
andd covariances of these intraindividual trend parameters in the population. Here it 
iss shown how the means, variances and covariance of the trend parameters 7, and 5, 
cann be written as functions of the means, variances and covariance of the parameters 
j3ij3i and Oi from the model in Equation 4.1. The mean (across subjects) of the slope 7, 
cann now be written as 
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PiPi = E M 

== (1 - p)-lE[Pi] 

== ^3 

l - p ' ' 
(4.9) ) 

Thee variance (across subjects) of the slope 7J can thus be written as 

== E[{f t( i - Pr1-Mi-p)" 1} 2] 

== (l-p)-2E[{A--/xj} 2] 

( 1 - P )' ' 
(4.10) ) 

Similarly,, the mean and variance of the intraindividual intercept Si can be expressed 
ass functions of the means and variances of the intraindividual constant at and the 
intraindividuall  regression coefficient 6t: 

PsPs ~ E[Sl 

i(li(l - p)-1 - pft(l - p)-* 

E ^ l - p ^ j - E ^ l - p r r 

( l ^ ^ - ' E N - ^ i - p ) - ^ ^ 
PaPa PP3 

l-pl-p (l-p)2' 
(4.11) ) 

and. . 

GG66 =E\{Si-psy 

=E E 

|| (Q((i - p)-1 - pfui - p)-2) - (//a(i _ p)-' - ppd(i - p)-2) y 

|| (at(l - p)"1 - pa(l - p)-1) - (p.̂ :(l - p)"2 - ppa(l - Pr2) } 

|| ((Qi - p0)(i - p)-1) - ((PA - ppi,)(i - p)-2) y 

| (ai -Ma)( l -p)-1}}  +E | (p^-pp3) ( i -p) -2J 

|(aff - pc)(l - p)-l\Up& - pp,){\ - p)-2} 

; I - P ) 2 ^ ( I - P ) 44 p ( i - p ) ' 5 (4.12) ) 
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Thee covariance between 6{ and ">, expressed as a function of the (co-)variances of 

QiQi and 3j and the AR-parameter p is: 

v-,6v-,6 = E 

== E {;?,(!-p)-11 - / i j ( l - p ) -1 } 

{< < 
E E 

aa i (1-P) ) ̂ - ^ ( l - p r ' j - ^ p a - p ) - 2 2 

{(&&  - //d)(l - p)-1}!(o, - - //0)(1 - p)-1} 

- E E 

-- /'JP(1 

{(. **  - Aij)( l - P)_1}{( ^ - MJV(1 " P)"2} 

( l - p ) - 2E E 

°a3 °a3 

| i 9 i -- / < j | | ö; ~ Pnj 

P°3 P°3 

-p(l-p)-*E -p(l-p)-*E 
> " " 

-- p)-2: '} ] ] 

- ) 1 1 
( l - / ) ) 22 ( 1 - p ) 3 ' 

(4.13) ) 

Fromm Equation 4.12 it can be seen that, even when there is no variation in intraindi-
viduall  constant a; ( that is. er2 = 0 and aaj = 0), this does not imply the individuals 
havee the same intercept <5j, unless the autoregressive parameter is zero (p = 0). and /or 
alll  individuals have the same regression coefficient 3 (i.e.. a'j — 0). Similarly, from 
Equat ionn 4.13 it can be seen that, even when the constant a;: and the regression coef-
ficientficient pi are not correlated (i.e., aag — 0), the intercept 6l and the slope 7, may still 
bee correlated (as long as p and a2^ are not zero). 

Thee results presented in this section regarding the relatedness of the parameters in 
thee two model formulations, may be verified using the Mx-input files given in Appendix 
4.C.. Both model formulations lead to the exact same fit and it can be shown that the 
thee estimates of the parameters pa, p.3, er2, a2

3 and oa3 are related to the estimates 
off  the parameters p$. pn. a2, a2 and er̂  exactly as indicated in this section.4 

4.33 Mult ivar iat e general ization 

Bollenn and Curran also considered multivariate autoregressive latent trajectory models 
(Bollenn and Curran 2004; Curran and Bollen 2001). Using i as subject index, a k-
variatee autoregressive latent trajectory model with time-invariant auto- and cross-
regressivee parameters can be written as, 

Y ,, = A + B t + RY f ! + E , (4.14) ) 

wheree Yt is a k x 1 vector with the observations at occasion t, A is a k x 1 vector 
wit hh constants, B is a k x 1 vector with regression coefficients to regress the current 

observationss at occasion t, t is a scalar indicating the occasion. R is a k x k matr ix 
wi t hh auto- and cross-regression coefficients and E( is a k x 1 vector with residuals. 

Hence,, the model can also be represented as 

Mxx is a SEM-package that can be freely downloaded from the internet at: ht tp: / /www.vcu.edu/mx/. 

http://www.vcu.edu/mx/
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yu yu 
V2,t V2,t 

Vk,t Vk,t 

= = 

Ql l 

Q2 2 

OLk OLk 

+ + 

01 01 
02 02 

Pk Pk 

[t]]  + 

P ill  P12 

P211 ^22 

.Pjfcll  Pfc2 

P i* * 

P2fc c 

PfcJfc. . 

3 /U -l l 

.J/fc.<-l l 

e2,t t 

Recursivelyy entering the expression for the vector Y with previous observations into 
Equationn 4.14 results in 

YYtt = A + Bt + R^A + B[t - 1] + RY t_2 + E*_i) + Et 

-- A + RA + Bt + RB[t - 1] + R2Y(_2 + REt_i + Et 

== A + RA + Bt + RB[t - 1] + R 2 ( A + B[t - 2] + RYf_3 + Ef_2) + RE, i + E( 

== A + RA + R2A + Bt + RB[t - 1] + R2B[ t - 2] + R 3 Y ( 3 + R2Et_2 + REt_x + Ef 

== J2 R i A + E RJB^ ~ Jl + E R J E ^ 
j = 00 j = 0 j=0 

(4.15) ) 

Thee last term in Equation 4.15 may be recognized as a vector MA process of infinite 
order,, which can also be expressed as a first order vector AR process (see Appendix 
4.A).. Thus, the last term can be written as 

ZZtt — RZf_i + Et 

oc c 

== £R J ' E«-;-
j= 0 0 

(4.16) ) 

Usingg the geometric series for matrices (see Appendix 4.B), the expression in Equation 
4.155 can be further simplified to 

Ytt = X>J"A + X>'B[t- j ] + Z( 
3=0 3=0 j=0 j=0 

== ]T RJA - ]T RJRJ + E R B t + Z* 
j = o o 3=0 3=0 3=0 3=0 

== J2 RJ A - J2 jRJ_1RB + J2 R J Bt + Zt 
3=03=0 3=0 3=0 

== (I - R )_ 1A - (I - R ) "2RB + (I - R) JBt + Zt 

== A + r t + z t . (4.17) ) 

Equationn 4.17 combined with Equation 4.16 can be recognized as a multivariate linear 
trendd with first order auto- and cross-correlated errors. The vector with intercepts A 
cann be written as a function of the matrix with auto- and cross-regression parameters 
R,, the vector with regression parameters B and the vector with constants A, like so 

AA = (I - R ) - : A - (I - R ) 2 R B (4.18) ) 

Thee vector with slopes T can be written as a function of the matrix with auto- and 
cross-regressionn parameters R and the vector with regression parameters of the Bollen 
andd Curran formulation B, 
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rr = ( I - R ) - 1 B . (4.19) 

Hence,, if the auto- and cross-regression parameters in R are time-invariant and 
thee eigenvalues of R lie between -1 and 1 (see Appendices 4.A and 4.B), then, the 
mult ivariatee autoregressive latent trajectory model as defined in Equat ion 4.14 is al-
gebraicallyy equivalent to a multivariate latent growth curve model with auto- and 
cross-regressivee disturbances, as defined in Equations 4.16 and 4.17. 

4.44 Discussion 

I nn this Chapter i t is shown that, given certain restrictions, the autoregressive latent 
trajectoryy model formulated by Bollen and Currari (2004: Curran & Bollen, 2001) is 
equivalentt to a latent growth curve model with autoregressive disturbances. In the 
univariatee case, these restrictions are the invariance of the autoregressive parameter 
pp over t ime, and \p\ < 1. In the multivariate case, the auto- and cross-regression 
parameterss in the matr ix R must he invariant over time, and the eigenvalues of this 
matr ixx must lie between —1 and 1. The relationship between the parameters from the 
twoo model formulations has been shown in both the univariate and the multivariate 
case. . 

Formulat ingg the model as a latent growth curve with autoregressive disturbances 
resultss in a separation of the trend from the recursiveness in the model. This has two 
advantages.. First, as long as \p\ < 1, the parameters Si and 7, always have the same 
rolee as t rend parameters in the standard latent growth curve model. That is, Si is the 
individual'ss intercept, and 7*  is the individual's slope. While these parameters describe 
thee deterministic t rend of subject i, the parameter p determines the pat tern by which 
thee values of y are scattered around this trend, as explained in this Chapter. In the 
mult i-subjectt model, one is not interested in the parameters of a particular individual, 
butt in the distr ibut ion of these parameters in the population. Then. p,$ and a& represent 
thee mean and variance of the intraindividual intercepts, p^ and a^ represent the mean 
andd variance of the intraindividual slopes, and <T7<J represents the covariance between 
thee intraindividual intercepts and slopes. In addit ion, the parameter p determines the 
pat tern ingg of observed variables around the intraindividual trends. 

AA second advantage of separating the trend from the recursiveness as is done in a 
latentt growth curve model with autocorrelated errors, is that if one wishes to apply 
thee model, the process does not require to be started up. As a result, it does not 
requiree the nonlinear constraints associated with the model formulation in Equations 
4.11 (see Equat ion 4.2 for the constraints), nor does it require the first observation to 
bee treated as predetermined. 

Inn this Chapter, we concentrated on models where the autoregressive parameter p is 
invariantt over t ime, and lies between — 1 and 1, and on multivariate models with time-
invariantt auto- and cross-regression parameters in the matr ix R which has eigenvalues 
betweenn - 1 and 1. Bollen and Curran (2004) proposed a more general version of the 
autoregressivee latent trajectory model, where the auto- and (in the multivariate case) 
cross-regressivee parameters can vary over t ime. In the univariate case, this model can 
bee obtained from Equat ion 1 by replacing the time-invariant p by pt,t-\, relating yt,t to 
yt-\,fyt-\,f In addit ion, these p's do not have to lie between - 1 and 1. In the multivariate 
case,, this implies that that the auto- and cross-regressive matr ix R gets a t ime index. 
Thiss more general model is not equivalent to a latent growth curve model with auto-
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andd cross-regressive disturbances. The reason for this is that if the p's vary over t ime, 
onee can not use of the geometric series and the expression of a (V)A R (1) process as 
aa (V)M A of infinite order. Both results are essential in establishing the equivalence 
betweenn these models. 

However,, one can also consider a latent growth curve model with auto- and cross-
regressivee disturbances where these auto- and cross-regressive parameters vary over 
t ime.. In the univariate case, such a model can be obtained from the model in Equat ions 
4.44 and 4.5, by replacing the time-invariant p in Equation 4.4 by a time-specific pt,t-i 
whichh relates the distance of the observation yt^ to the deterministic t rend at occasion t 
(i.e.,, zt.i), to the distance of the observation yt-i,i to the trend at the previous occasion 
(i.e.,, 2t-i,z)- In t n e mult ivariate case, this generalization implies that the matr ix R 
wit hh auto- and cross-regressive parameters gets a t ime index. 

Lik ee the latent growth curve models with auto- and cross-correlated errors with 
time-invariantt auto- and cross-regressive parameters as discussed in this Chapter, this 
extensionn with time-varying auto- and cross-regressive parameters does not require to 
bee started up. In contrast, as Bollen and Curran (2004) pointed out, the autoregressive 
latentt trajectory model with t ime varying p's always requires the first observation to be 
treatedd as predetermined. This results in the univariate case in three extra parameters 
thatt must be estimated, i.e., the covariances between y0,i and the parameters a% and 
fa,fa, and the mean of yo,i- Hence, although the autoregressive latent trajectory model 
wit hh time-varying autoregressive parameters and a latent growth curve model with 
autoregressivee disturbances and varying autoregressive parameters are not equivalent, 
thee latter could be considered as an interesting and more parsimonious alternative to 
thee former, in cases where the model with time-invariant p's does not fit . 

4 .55 A p p e n d i x 4 .A 

AA first order AR process can be wri t ten as (e.g., Box & Jenkins, 1976): 

zztt = pzt-i + et, (4-20) 

wheree the innovations e are independently and identically distr ibuted, and p is the 
autoregressivee parameter by which the current z is regressed on the previous z. Such a 
stat ionaryy AR (1) process can be rewrit ten as a pure MA process of infinit e order (Box 
kk Jenkins, 1976; Chatfield, 1989; Hamilton, 1994). This can be shown by recursively 
enteringg the expression of the previous z in the equation, like so: 

zztt = pzt-i + et 

== p{pzt~2 + c t - i) +et = p2Zt-2 + pet-i + et 

== p2(pzt~3 + et-2) + pct-i + ct = P^zt-s + p2e*-2 + PQ-i + £f 

00 0 

== £ > * - ; . (4-21) 
3=0 3=0 

Thee latter is the same as the last term in Equation 4.3. The variance of z can be 

expressedd as a function of the variance of e and the autoregressive parameter p as 

followss (Chatfield, 1989): 
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aa22
zz = o2j(l~p2). (4.22) 

AA first order vector autoregressive process (VAR (1)) can be rewritten as an vector 
movingg average process of infinit e order (VM A (oo)), if the eigenvalues of R lie between 
—— 1 and 1 (Hamilton. 1994). This can shown in the following way: 

Z,, = R Z , _ ! + Ef (4.23) 

== R(RZ (_2 + E,_L ) +E, 

== R Z;_2 + R E( i + Ej 

== R ( RZf_3 + E/_2 J H- REf_i + E( 

== R' Z^_3 + R E;_2 H- R E / _i + E/ 

== ER J E' - i -
j = 0 0 

4 .66 A p p e n d ix 4 .B 

Thee series ^Z^o P3 c a n ^ e shown to converge to (1 — p )_ 1 when \p\ < 1. This can be 
shownn in the following way: 

r>r> n n 

uu - P) Xy = £>'-*> £y 
j=0j=0 j= 0 j= 0 

== (p° + p1 + p2 + p3 + • - • + P
n ) - ( V + p2 + p3 + p4 + • • • + p n + i ) 

== p°-pn+l 

== n — 3C 1

Hence,, it can be seen tha t as n approaches infinity, we have: 

3C C 

Usingg this result, it can be shown t h e series Y^TLQJP^ l converges to (1 — p) 2 

whenn |p| < 1. Star t ing with 

ll + p + p 2 + p3 + p 4 + --- = (1 - p)~l . (4.24) 

andd differentiating bo th sides of this Equation results in 

00 + 1 + 2p + 3p2 + 4p3 + . . . = (1 - p)-2 

ff V- - ^ • (4.25, 
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Withh the geometric series for matrices it can be shown that X ^ o ^ converges to 
(II  — R )_ 1 (where I is an identity matrix of appropriate size) when all eigenvalues of 
RR lie between 1 and -1 (see for example Hamilton, 1994. p. 259). This can be shown 
ass follows: 

nn n n 

( I - R ) £ R >> = IX ;R; -RX;R J 
j= oo j=0 j=0 

== (n° + R1 + R2 + • • • + R n j - ( R 1 + R2 + R 3 + • • • + R n + 1 ) 

== R° - R"+ 1 

—— R ° - T 
— n ^ o cc *»• — •*• • 

Also,, when the eigenvalues of R lie between 1 and -1, the term X^o-JR-"7'-1 c o n" 
vergess to (I — R ) - 2 . This can be shown as follows: 

nn n 

(II  - R)2 Y2 JR-J_1 =(I  + R2 - 2R) J2 JR J _1 

3=03=0 j=0 

^ j R ^^ + R ^ j R ^ ^ R ^ j R ' " 1 

3=03=0 3=0 3=0 

== ( l + 2R + 3R2 + 4R3 +  + nR"- 1) 

++ (R2 + 2R3 + 3R4 + 4R5 + ... 

--  + (n - 2)Rn_1 + (n - 1)R"  + nR" +1) 

-- (2R + 4R2 + 6R3 + 8R4 +  + 2(n - ^R"" 1 + 2nRn) 

=11 + (n - l)R n + nR" +1 - 2nRn 

=11 - (n + 1)R"  + nR" +1 

=n-ooII  (4.26) 

4.77 Append ix 4.C 

Inn this appendix two input files for Mx are given: one based on the model formulation 
inn Equations 4.1 and 4.2, and another based on the model formulation in Equations 
4.44 and 4.5. We used Mx (Neale et al., 1999), as this is a SEM program that can 
handlee nonlinear constraints (which are needed for Equation 4.2) quite well. The data 
comee from Curran & Bollen, 2001 (2001, p. I l l ) , and consist of the covariance ma
trixx and means of four repeated measurements of antisocial behavior with N — 180. 
Bothh model formulations lead to the same results in fit. The parameter estimates of 
thee means, variances and covariance of a and (3 obtained with the first model spec
ification,ification, are related exactly as indicated in this Chapter to the parameter estimates 
off the means, variances and covariance of 5 and 7 obtained with the second model 
specification.. Comments following ! serve as explanation, and may be omitted. 

Title ::  Model based on Equations 4.1 and 4.2 
modell da ni=4 no=180 ng=2 
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cmm sy 

2.9266 1.390 4.257 1.698 2.781 4.536 1.628 2.437 2.979 5.605 
me e 
1.755 1.928 1.978 2.322 
beginn matrices; 

yy di 4 4 fr ! covariance matr ix of errors z at t — 0 and e's for t = 1.2. 3 
bb fu 4 4 fr ! matr ix with autoregressive parameter p 

kk fu 2 1 fr ! vector with /u.Q and fip 
gg fu 4 2 fr ! matr ix with weights for a and (3 
ff  sy 2 2 fr ! covariance matr ix of a and (3 
ii  iden 4 4 
endd matrices: 

covv (i-b) *(g*f*g'+y)*(i-b ) ' / Icovarinace matr ix 
mee (i-b) *g* k / !means 
SPP y 
55 2 2 2 
spp b 
000030000300003 0 0 
m ag g 
00 0 1 1 12 13 
spp g 
100 11 00 0 0 0 0 
spp f 
122 13 14 
spp k 
155 16 
stt .7 b 2 1 
stt 2 y 1 1 y 2 2 
stt 10 k 1 1 
stt .6 k 2 1 
ou u 
T i t l e ::  Non l i near  cons t ra in ts 
con n 
matricess — group 1 
xx fu 1 1 
frr z fu 2 1 
frr j iden 1 1 
endd matrices; 
beginn algebra; 
cc = ((j-x) ) _ (-x* ( (j-x) )*( (j-x) )) / ! both nonlinear constraints 
endd algebra; 
conn z-c / 
e qbb 12 1 x 1 1 ! sett ing the autoregressive parameter p equal to x 
eqq g 1 1 z 1 1 ! using the first constraint for a 
eqq g 1 2 z 2 1 ! using the second constraint for j3 

end d 

T i t l e ::  M o d el based on Equat ions 4.4 and 4.5 
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daa ni=4 no=180 ng=l 
cmm sy 
2.9266 1.390 4.257 1.698 2.781 4.536 1.628 2.437 2.979 5.605 
rae rae 
1.755 1.928 1.978 2.322 
beginn matrices; 
yy di 4 4 fr ! covariance matrix of errors z at t — 0 and e:s for t = 1, 2,3 
bb fu 4 4 fr ! matrix with autoregressive parameter p 
kk fu 2 1 fr ! vector with fig and ^t7 

gg fu 4 2 fi ! matrix with weights for 6 and 7 
ff  sy 2 2 fr ! covariance matrix of 5 and 7 
ii  iden 4 4 
endd matrices: 
covv (g*f*g'+(i-b ) * y*(i-b) ') / 
mee g*k / 
SPP y 
55 2 22 
spp b 
0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 
maa g 
100 1 1 12 13 
spp f 
122 13 14 
spp k 
155 16 
stt .5 b 2 1 
stt 2 y 1 1 y 2 2 
stt 10 k 1 1 
stt .6 k 2 1 
ou u 
end d 
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Statisticall  modeling of the individual: Rationale and 
applicationn of multivariate stationary t ime series analysis 

Psychologicall  research is dominated by interindividual statistical techniques (Danzigor, 
1990:: Hersen &: Barlow. 1976: Lamiell. 1990). These techniques can be divided into 
twoo categories (Allport . 1946): (a) those applied in general psychology, in which the 
meansmeans of groups (i.e., populations), or of the same group at different occasions, or in 
differentt conditions are compared; and (b) those applied in differential psychology, in 
whichh the covariance structure of a group (representing interindividual differences) is 
investigatedd and possibly compared to that of another group, or to that of the same 
groupp at another occasion, or in an other condition. These two categories have been 
integratedd in several ways. For instance, in mult igroup structural equation modeling 
bothh the covariance structure and the means of groups are modeled simultaneously 
(Jöreskogg & Sörbom, 1999). Another way in which means and covariance structure 
modelingg are combined is latent growth curve modeling which can be used to study 
interindividuall  differences in intraindividual change (e.g.. Duncan et ah. 1999: McArdle 
&&  Epstein. 1987). In these models, the means and the covariance structure of the same 
groupp observed at different occasions are used to model the development of the group. 

Thesee techniques have proved very useful in the investigation of means and co-
variancee structures in populations, because the results concerning these structures in 
representativee samples can be generalized readily to the1 population. However, these 
resultss are not necessarily informative if one is interested in psychological processes 
situatedd within individuals. Psychological processes such as conditioning, learning, ha-
bituation,, perception, action, emotions and cognitions, imply some kind of variability 
orr change within individuals over time. This change may take on the form of a (more 
orr less) smooth growth curve, a stage like transit ion, or reversible variability around 
aa constant mean within an individual. It has been noted that these intraindividual 
changess are not necessarily adequately represented by the results found at the in-
terindividuall  level (e.g., Baldwin, 1946: Cattel l. 1966. 1967: Danzigor, 1990; Epstein. 
1980;; Grice. 2004: John. 1990: Lamiell, 1990. 1997: Nesselroade. 2001. 2002: Skinner. 
1938).. For instance. Skinner (1938) pointed out that the averaged growth curve based 
onn interindividual means can differ quantitatively and qualitatively from the growth 
curvess found in individuals. More recently, Heathcote et al. (2000) discussed a similar 
issuee with respect to learning curves. 

Thiss Chapter has been accepted for publication: Hamaker. E. L.. Dolan. C. V.. and Molenaar. P. 
M.. C. (in press) Statistical modeling of the individual: Rationale and application of multivariate 
stationaryy time series analysis Multivariate Behavioral Reasearch, 
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Inn this Chapter we focus on so-called stat ionary psychological processes, that is, 
processess that are characterized by reversible variation around a constant mean. Ex-
ampless of these processes are daily variations in mood, thought, and action. The aim 
off  the present Chapter is twofold. First, we discuss the limitations of results obtained 
inn the analysis of interindividual differences if one actually wants to make informed 
statementss about stat ionary psychological processes situated within individuals. We 
indicatee when generalizations from the interindividual level to the intraindividual level 
(andd vice versa) are valid, and present an analytical condition that must be satisfied to 
alloww such generalizations. Second, we discuss mult ivariate stat ionary t ime series anal-
ysiss as a methodological approach to the investigation of mechanisms and processes 
operat ingg at the level of the individual. It is in essence a single subject approach, but 
i tt may be extended to include multiple subjects as shown in this Chapter. 

Thiss Chapter is organized as follows. In the first section we discuss the rationale of 
usingg intraindividual techniques such as multivariate stationary t ime series analysis in 
psychology.. In the second section we define a stat ionary process. In the third section 
wee discuss a class of t ime series models that we call multiple indicator vector autore-
gressivee moving average models. In the fourth section we il lustrate the use of some of 
thesee models with an empirical example consisting of replicated t ime series obtained 
wi t hh a personality questionnaire (Borkenau & Ostendorf. 1998). In this example we 
showw how one can determine whether there is reason to assume that the interindi-
viduall  differences are indicative of intraindividual processes. In addit ion, we il lustrate 
howw one can establish the structure of intraindividual variation, investigate whether 
thiss intraindividual s t ructure of variation is similar across individuals, and whether it 
iss similar to the interindividual structure of variation. 

5.11 Rat ionale for  s ta t ionary t im e series models in psychology 

Psychologicall  researchers are often concerned with making inferences about a pop-
ulat ionn based on a sample taken from that populat ion. Through the ascertainment 
off  representative samples it is ensured that the results can be generalized from the 
samplee to the populat ion, which implies that the results are indicative of what would 
havee been observed if the complete population would have been studied. But there is 
anotherr way in which researchers may t ry to generalize their results, that is, across 
levels.. We distinguish between the interindividual level or the level of the population, 
andd the intraindividual level or the level of the individual. We call the generalization 
too the populat ion based on results obtained in an individual bot tom-up generalization. 
Conversely,, top-down generalizations consist of making inferences about an individual 
basedd on results obtained in (a representative sample of) the population. The problems 
associatedd with bot tom-up generalization are well understood, and are often advanced 
ass an argument against single subject research methods (Hersen & Barlow, 1976). In 
contrast,, top-down generalization seems quite common in psychological research. 

Thee ubiquity of top-down generalizations in psychology may be due to the desire 
too establish general laws. Interindividual techniques are often referred to as "nomo-
thet ic""  (e.g., Epstein, 1994; John, 1990), implying that these techniques are useful in 
determiningg nomothet ic laws that have universal validity and apply to all individual 
memberss of the populat ion (Lamiell, 1998). Several authors have expressed concerns 
aboutt this believe. They have pointed out that covariances and correlations obtained 
inn a sample are collective measures that provide information on the distr ibution of 
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variabless in the population (Danziger, 1990; Grice, 2004; Lamiell. 1990). Analyzing 
thesee collective measures provides information on what holds in aggregate, that is. 
collectively,, at the level of the population. However, what holds collectively is not 
necessarilyy identical to what holds in general. As pointed out by Lamiell (1990). some-
thingg is true in general only if it is true for each individual separately (see also Grice. 
2004:: Lamiell, 1997). The difference between general propositions that apply to all 
individuall  members of a population, and statistical propositions that apply to some 
aggregatedd measure of the individual members of a population is not always clearly 
madee in psychology (Cowles, 1989). 

Ann example of explicit top-down generalization is the statement made by Mc-
Craee and John (1992): •'Personality processes, by definition, involve some change in 
thoughts ,, feelings and actions of an individual: all these intra-individual changes seem 
too be mirrored by interindividual differences in characteristic ways of thinking, feeling 
andd acting" (p. 199). McCrae and John assume, albeit cautiously, that interindividual 
differencess are indicative of processes operating at the level of the individual. Epstein 
(1980)) occupies a rather different position: ''Too often the highly questionable assump
tionn is made tha t correlations derived from nomothetic studies of groups of individuals 
aree applicable to processes within individuals.'7 (p.803). Since it may not be immedi
atelyy apparent why this assumption is questionable, we derive the condition tha t must 
holdd for the assumption to be tenable. 

Wee use the correlation as a measure of the standardized relationship between vari
ables,, so we can give an analytical expression of the exact relationship between the 
standardizedd relationships at different levels. In Appendix 5.A we derived the intrain-
dividuall and the interindividual correlations. The intraindividual correlation of subject 
ii between variables x and y is 

°~xy,i°~xy,i (x. i\ 
Pxy.iPxy.i — I - (d-l) 

t ha tt is, it is a function of the intraindividual covariance o-xyj
 a n d the intramdividual 

variancess axi and a^. The interindividual correlation between variables x and y is 

^ L + ^ J KK + ^ J 

t ha tt is. it is a function of the means of intraindividual variances and covariances 
(n(n 2 , \L„I and \xa ). and of the variances and covariance of intraindividual means 

xixi j |i l y l 

("/Li'' ffL a n d ^ „ f i ,)• When pxyi = pxy. we say there is homology across levels 
(Hannan.. 1971). which implies tha t all standardized results obtained at one level can 
bee generalized to the other level. The specific circumstances under which Equations 
5.11 and 5.2 are identical are discussed in detail in Appendix 5.A. 

Equationss 5.1 and 5.2 demonstrate tha t there is no direct functional relationship 
betweenn relationships at the interindividual and the intraindividual level: If one knows 
onee of these correlations, one can not determine the other without the use of addi
tionall information. It is possible that the interindividual correlation pxy is positive, 
whilee the intraindividual correlation pxy^ is negative or zero (and vice versa). Thus, 
ratherr than to assume that these correlations are identical, one should investigate em
piricallyy whether the condition of homology is met. To this end, one must compare the 
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est imatee of the intraindividual correlation as defined in Equat ion 5.1 to the est imate 
off  the interindividual correlation denned in Equat ion 5.2. This requires a sufficiently 
largee number of repeated measurements within a single individual i to estimate the 
intraindividuall  correlation, and a sufficiently large number of individuals to have been 
measuredd at least at one occasion to est imate the interindividual correlation. Such 
da taa may be difficul t to obtain, and therefore we derive another condition in our illus-
t rat ionn at the end of this Chapter, which does not require such an extensive data set. 
Th iss derived condition is necessary, though not sufficient for homology to hold, hence, 
i tt can only be used to prove homology is absent. 

Whenn homology does not hold, this implies that not all (standardized) results can 
bee generalized from the interindividual level to the intraindividual level. However, 
somesome results may still be generalizable across levels. Also, even when there are no sim-
ilaritiess across levels, there still may exist interesting similarities across individuals. To 
gainn more insight into these matters, one needs intraindividual techniques that model 
intraindividuall  parameters such as defined in Equation 5.1. An example of such an 
intraindividuall  technique is multivariate stationary t ime series analysis, which can be 
usedd to investigate the structure of variation at the intraindividual level. This structure 
iss indicative of intraindividual psychological processes. In addition, t ime series analysis 
cann be used to investigate to extent to which this intraindividual structure of variation 
iss invariant across individuals. Also, the intraindividual results may be compared to 
interindividuall  results in order to determine possible sources of differences between 
thee levels. Before giving an illustration of such applications of multivariate t ime series 
analysis,, we discuss the characteristics of t ime series (models) in more detail in the 
followingg two sections. 

5.22 Mult ivar iat e stat ionary t im e series 

Thee repeated measurement of a set of variables in an individual gives rise to a multi-
variatee t ime series. In terms of Cattell's data box this implies that the individual and 
thee variables are held fixed, while the occasions are sampled (Cattell, 1978). In mul-
t ivariatee t ime series, observations can depend on prior values of the same and other 
variables.. The former dependency is called auto-covariance and the latter is called 
(lagged)) cross-covariance. In t ime series analysis this lagged covariance structure is 
modeled.. In what follows we discuss the first and second order moments of multivari-
atee time series. This is largely based on Box and Jenkins (1976), Chatfield (1989), and 
Hamil tonn (1994), but may be found in any introductory text on t ime series analysis. 

AA mult ivariate t ime series is strictly stat ionary if all moments are independent of 
t ime,, i.e., they do not change over time. A series is called second-order stationary if 
onlyy the first and second order moments are time-invariant. For Gaussian series, all 
momentss beyond the second order moments are fixed, so that if the series are second-
orderr stationary, this implies that if a series is second-order stationary, it is also strictly 
stat ionary.. If a series is second-order stat ionary we have 

fitfit = M = Et [y ( ] , (5.3) 

wheree Et denotes the expectat ion of y over t ime.1 That is, the mean does not change 
overr time. In addit ion we have 

11 That is, Et[y(.] = limT_3C(2T + l ) - 1y : ^ _T y f 
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£(y<.y,_fc)) = £jt = Et (yt - riiyt-k-»Y • (5.4) 

thatt is. the auto- and cross-covariances do not depend on occasion f, but depend on 
thee lag k only, which is a fixed distance between occasions. 

Lett avu,tk be the elements in row r and column w of matr ix EA-, Then avv.o is the 
variancee of series v and (T,.u,^{o'vv,oO'ww,o)~1^2 is the lagged cross-correlation between 
seriess v and w at lag k. If k = 0, this cross-correlation is identical to the intraindi-
viduall  correlation discussed in Appendix 5.A (see also Equation 5.1). Note that for a 
multivariatee second-order stat ionary process S^ = £'_(,. 

Whenn a single finite multivariate stat ionary time series {yt}f=i in observed and 
centered,, i.e., ft — 0. the estimate of the cross-covariance between variable v at occasion 
tt and variable w at occasion t — k is 

11 X ^ 
&vw.k&vw.k = Tf, l ^ yv.tl/w.t-k • (5.5) T T 

f=fc+l l 

wheree T is the length of the observed series, i.e.. the number of repeated measures.2 

Thiss aVU!,k is the element in row v and column w of the matr ix S^. by which £*. is 
estimated.. If the lag k is zero, this reduces to the covariance between two series v and 
w.w. From the lagged covariances the lagged correlations can be obtained as follows: 
Pvw.kPvw.k — <^vw.k(^vv.oö'ww.o)~l'2• Note tha t if k / 0. <rvw ^ does not necessarily equal 
crcruu..vvy.y. The relation between series v at occasion t and series w at t — k (i.e.. at A" 
occasionss earlier) does not have to be the same as the relation between series v at 
occasionn t and series w at t + k (i.e., at A- occasions later). Pu t differently, the response 
off series v to previous movements in series u' can be completely different from the 
responsee of series w to previous movements in series r (Hamilton. 1994). 

5.33 M u l t i p l e i n d i c a t o r  v e c t or  a u t o r e g r e s s i ve m o v i n g a v e r a ge m o d e ls 

Wee present a multivariate stat ionary time series model that represents an extension 
off the well-known vector autoregressive moving average (VARMA) model (Hamilton, 
1994).. The model presented here may be termed a multiple indicator (MI) VARMA 
model,, and it is a specific case of the more general dynamic factor model (Molenaar. 
1985).. As the latter is beyond the scope of the present Chapter , we refer the interested 
readerr to Molenaar (1985), Molenaar and Nesselroade (2001). Nesselroade (2002). 
Nesselroadee et al. (2002), and Browne and Nesselroade (in preparat ion). 

Thee MI VARMA model can be written as a set of two equations: a measurement 
equationn relating the M observed scores to R latent scores at occasion t. and a sequen
tiall equation relating the latent scores to latent scores at previous occasions. Suppose 
wee have observed an M variate time series of length T denoted as {yt}J=\. where y ( 

representss the observation of the M variables made at occasion t. At each occasion 
aa factor model is fitted to the M observations y ( , with R factors (R < Al). The 
measurementt equation is 

"" Some authors prefer to divide by T — k instead of T. However, as Hamilton (1994) stated, dividing 
byy T results in estimates of the population auto-covariance that approach zero when the lag k 
becomess very large. This is what would be expected of the population auto-covariance, but this 
wouldd not be obtained if one divides by T — k (Hamilton. 1994). Therefore, dividing by T should 
bee preferred. 
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y,, = Ax ( + et , (5.6) 

wheree t = L 2 , . . . , T. The M x 1 vector yt contains the M observed variables at 
occasionn t, and xf is the R x 1 vector with latent variables at occasion t. The M x 1 
vectorr e( contains the measurement errors at occasion t, and these are i.i.d. with 
ett ~ N{0, * ) . where * is diagonal. The MxR matrix A containing the factor loadings 
doess not have a time index, since the factor loadings are constrained to be equal across 
allall T occasions. This matrix determines the number and nature of dimensions with 
respectt to which the individual differs from himself/herself over occasions. 

Att the latent level, the R series xt obeys the VARMA model (Hamilton, 1994), 

X tt = 3> lX ( _i H h * p X É _p + Ut - 0 l U , _ ] - €>qUt-q 

pp Q 

33 = 1 3=1 

wheree ut is a R x 1 vector with random innovations at occasion t, and u( ~ N(0, Au). 
Althoughh not strictly necessary, Au is often constrained to be diagonal.3 The Rx R 
autoregressivee matrices 3>i to 3>p contain the coefficients in the regression of the latent 
scoress X/ on the prior values xf_i to x(_p. The parameters in the autoregressive matri-
cess have to obey certain constraints to ensure the series are stationary (see Hamilton. 
1994,, p.259, for more details). The R x R moving average matrices 0 i to 0 ? con-
tainn the coefficients in the regression of the current multivariate latent scores xt on 
thee previous innovations u( - i to ut-q. The parameters in the moving average matrices 
havee to obey certain rules (analogue to the stationarity constraints), in order to ensure 
thee process is invertible (which is a necessary condition to ensure there is an unique 
solution;; see for more details Chatfield, 1989; Hamilton, 1994; Molenaar, 1999). The 
VARMAA matrices <ï> and 0 are not necessarily symmetric, since the way in which xg 

dependss on previous values and innovations of x^ can be very different from the way 
inn which x^ depends on previous values and innovations of variable xg (where g ^ h). 

Iff  q — 0 and p = 1, the model defined in Equations 5.6 and 5.7 reduces to a 
multiplee indicator vector autoregressive model of the first order, i.e., an MI VAR (1). 
Thiss version of the MI VARMA model is also known as the direct autoregressive 
factorr score model (Nesselroade et al., 2002). If both q = 0 and p = 0, no sequential 
relationshipss are present and this model is equivalent to Cattell's P-technique (PT) 
model.. In our illustration below we compare the MI VAR (1) model to the PT model. 

Thee matrix of factor loadings A indicates the number and nature of dimensions 
onn which an individual differs from himself over time. Given time series of multiple 

33 For the model in Equation 5.7 to be identified, either the vector x ( is not to be regressed upon 
itself,, or the innovations are not correlated, i.e. A u is diagonal. These restrictions are actually 
equivalent,, which can be easily shown. Suppose A u is not diagonal, and let UTlil  be the eigenvalue 
decompositionn of A u , where IT is a diagonal matrix. Multiplyin g u( with the inverse of the matrix 
177 results in a transformed vector of innovations uj which has the diagonal covariance matrix IT. 
Hence,, if both sides of Equation 5.7 are multiplied by f ï _1 this results in: 

pp i 

n_1x (( = ft' 1 ~̂J * 3x t -j  + u*  - ^2 ®JU?-J 

Inn this latter expression, the observations x ( are regressed upon themselves with the parameters 
inn U K Hence, the restriction that x( is not regressed upon itself (i.e., not pre-multiplied by a 
non-diagonall  matrix), and the restriction that A u is diagonal are actually equivalent. 
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individuals,, one can investigate whether these individuals differ on the same dimen-
sions.. This can be done by constraining the factor loadings across individuals. This 
iss analogous to constraining factor loadings to be equal across groups in establishing 
factoriall  invariance across groups (Meredith, 1993). This constraint across individuals 
iss necessary to determine whether qualitatively the same constructs are measured in 
differentt individuals. If this is the case, one can investigate whether the sequential 
st ructuree associated with these latent constructs are identical across individuals by 
constrainingg the <I> and & matrices to be invariant across individuals. If tenable, this 
couldd be called sequential invariance, as it implies that the sequential relationships are 
invariantt across individuals. We elaborate on these forms of invariance across individ-
ualss in our il lustration below. In addit ion we discuss how the intraindividual models 
cann be obtained through exploratory analyses, and how the results may be compared 
too the interindividual structure of variation. 

5.44 I l lustrat io n 

Too il lustrate how time series analysis can be helpful in determining the nature of 
intraindividuall  processes, we analyze the Borkenau-Ostendorf da ta (Borkenau & Os-
tendorf,, 1998). This data set consists of 30 items that are markers of the Five Factor 
Modell  (FFM) of personality (McCrae & John, 1992; Costa & McCrea, 1994): Extraver-
sionn (E), also termed energy or enthusiasm; Agreeableness (A) , also termed affiliation 
orr affection; Conscientiousness (C), also termed constraint or control; Neuroticism (N), 
alsoo termed negative affectivity or nervousness; and, Intellect (I) , also termed open-
ness,, originality, or culture. Each of these factors is represented by 6 items, and these 
weree completed by 22 subjects on 90 consecutive days. The subjects were asked to in-
dicatee how well the words described their behavior that day on a 7-point Likert scale. 
Thus,, these data are measurements of states associated with the personality trai ts of 
thee FFM. 

Wee focus on four questions. The first question is: Is there homology across levels? 
Thiss would imply that the intraindividual structure of daily variation of each individual 
iss identical to the FFM of Personality. As we show that that the assumption is not 
tenablee in this case, we must conclude that the structure of intraindividual variability 
iss not identical to the FFM. Hence, we come to the second question: Wliat is the 
intraindividuall  structure of variation? After we have determined the intraindividual 
structuree of variability, we can focus on a third question: Can these structures be 
interpretedd in a psychologically meaningful manner? And finally we ask: Although 
homologyy is absent, are there still similarities in the structure of variability across 
individualss and are there similarities between individuals' structures and the FFM? 

Forr reasons of space and to ease computations, we focussed on four of the 22 
individuals.. We chose these four from the eight individuals who had approximately 
normallyy distr ibuted scores on all 30 items. The other 16 individuals had one or more 
itemss with either a dichotomous distr ibution or an invariant score. The latter do 
nott contr ibute to the structure of intraindividual variation, and could therefore be 
omittedd from the analyses (see also Hooker et al., 1987, Lebo & Nesselroade, 1978, 
andd Schulenberg et al., 1988). Items with a dichotomous distribution require a different 
approachh which is beyond the scope of this Chapter (but see Durbin & Koopman, 2001: 
Kedemm & Fokianos, 2002). 
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5.4 .11 Tes t ing h o m o l o gy 

Ass discussed above previously, to test whether there is homology across levels, one 
cann test whether the correlations in Equation 5.1 and 5.2 differ significantly from each 
other.. To this end one needs a large number of repeated measures in a single indi-
viduall  to compute the intraindividual correlation (i.e., est imate of Equation 5.1). and 
aa large number of measures from different individuals to compute the interindividual 
correlationn (i.e.. est imate of Equation 5.2). Such data may be difficul t to obtain. How-
ever,, we can derive a condit ion that is necessary though not sufficient, for homology: 
Homologyy across levels can only exist when the intraindividual correlation is invariant 
acrosss individuals, that is. if pxya — pxyj. where i and j are subjects indices and i ^ j . 
Iff  the condition of invariant intraindividual correlations holds, this can be taken as an 
indicationn that there is some universal intraindividual process, which may be referred 
too as a law that holds in general (cf. Lamiell, 1990). This invariance across individuals 
iss a prerequisite for homology. However, further research would be needed to estab-
lishh homology across levels. Nonetheless, if the condition of invariant intraindividual 
correlationss does not hold, we can conclude that homology across levels is absent. 

Sincee 30 variables were measured, we decided to compare the correlation ma-
tricess containing the intraindividual correlations, rather than all the correlations 
separately.44 We used LISREL (Jöreskog & Sörbom. 1999) to test the hypothesis: 
R :: = Rg = R1 3 = R22- where R, is the 30 by 30 correlation matr ix of subject i 
(cf.. Nesselroade & Molenaar, 1999). Comparing this model to the saturated model, 
wheree no constraints are placed on the intraindividual correlation matrices, gives a 
chi-squaree difference of 2151 with 1305 degrees of freedom (p—.00). The root mean 
squaredd error of approximation (RMSEA) of the restricted model is .067. which indi-
catess acceptable fit (RMSEA< .06 is acceptable, see Hu & Bentler. 2000). However, 
thee normed fit index (NFI) is .66 and the nonnormed fit index (NNFI) is .75. which 
indicatee poor fit  (NFI> .9 and NNFI> .9 are acceptable, see Bentler & Bonett. 1980). 
Thee standardized root-mean-square residual (SRMR; Hu & Bentler, 2000) is .18 for 
subjectt 1, .15 for subject 8, .12 for subject 13, and .14 for subject 22. These values 
aree too large (SRMR< .08 for acceptable fit. see Hu k Bentler. 2000). These results 
seemm to imply that the intraindividual correlations are not invariant. This means that 
theree cannot be homology across levels. 

5.4 .22 D e t e r m i n i n g t h e in t ra ind iv idua l s t ruc tu r e of var ia t io n 

Sincee homology is not tenable, we cannot assume the FFM adequately represents the 
structuree of variation at the level of the individual. The illustrative analyses presented 
heree are therefore necessarily exploratory. To determine the intraindividual structure 
off  variability, we closely followed the steps as employed in studies using Cattel l 's P-
techniquee (e.g., Garfein & Smyer, 1991; Hooker et al., 1987; Lebo & Nesselroade, 1978; 
Schulenbergg et al., 1988). In the first step, we determined the number of factors for 
eachh individual separately. Through use of the scree plot of the eigenvalues of the 
300 x 30 matr ix R, we determine the number of factors for each of the four individuals 
separatelyy (Lebo & Nesselroade, 1978; Garfein & Smyer, 1991; Hooker et al., 1987). 

44 Note that we only consider individuals with {approximately) normally distributed scores. The fact 
thatt some individuals had no variation on one or more of the items, implies that for them the 
intraindividuall  correlation between these items and the other items is zero. This implies that unless 
thee corresponding interindividual correlations are zero, there cannot be homology in this example. 
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Inn the second step, we determined the nature of the factors, i.e., this step consisted 
off  determining the (rotated) intraindividual factor structure. Our goal was to obtain 
aa simple structure, which means that each item has only one non-zero factor loading 
whilee all other factor loadings can be fixed to zero. We used the option of factor analysis 
inn SPSS (1997), where we fixed the number of factors according to the number obtained 
inn step one. We chose the option of exploratory factor analysis5 (EFA), with PROMAX 
rotat ion.. Based on the rotated solution we determined the pat tern of factor loadings, 
i.e.,, the pat tern of zero's and non-zero factor loadings. Although we strived for simple 
structure,, we allowed some items to load on two factors because their largest factor 
loadingg and their second largest factor loading were about the same size. The resulting 
pat ternn of free (non-zero) and fixed (zero) factor loadings was used in the next step. 
AA substantive interpretation of these pat terns is given in the next paragraph. 

Thee third step consisted of determining the sequential structure of the intraindivid-
uall  factors. To this end we made use of our own FORTRAN program called MKFM6. 6 

andd fitted several t ime series models to determine the sequential structure of the in-
traindividuall  variability. In each of these models we used the factor loading pat tern 
(withh fixed and free parameters) as obtained in step two. We estimated the free factor 
loadingss along with the other parameters in the model, as the point estimates of the 
factorr loadings are not independent of the latent structure. The time series models 
wee considered in this third step can be divided in two categories: P-technique (PT) 
models,, which consist of (lag zero) correlated factors and no sequential relationships 
(seee Equat ion 5.6 and 5.7 with p — q — 0, so that x^ = U(, and in addit ion A.u is 
symmetric),, and MI VA R (1) models, in which the factors are regressed upon them-
selvess and each other at the previous occasion (see Equat ions 5.6 and 5.7 with p — 1 
andd q = 0, and Au is diagonal). For all individuals a PT model and an MI VA R (1) 
modell  were fitted, after which the non-significant correlations or sequential relation-
shipss between the factors were fixed to zero, resulting in a P T* model and an MI 
VAR**  (1) model. We also fitted a so-called independence (IN) model, where the 30 
seriess are modeled as random error, i.e., they are not correlated with each other nor 
wit hh themselves over time. Because not all of these models are nested, we use Akaike's 
Informationn Criterium (AIC; Akaike, 1973) and Bayesian Information Criterium (BIC; 
Schwarz,, 1978) to compare these models. We strive for parsimony, and therefore we 
focuss primarily on the BIC which is known to favor more parsimonious models. The 
resultss are given in Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3. 

'''' We are aware that in most papers about the FFM of personality and about Cattell 's P-technique 
thee researchers used principal component analysis (PCA). However, EFA is also often used in P-
techniquee analyses (Hooker et al., 1987; Schulenberg et al., 1988; Garfein & Smyer. 1991). PCA 
hass the advantage that it does not require the data to be normally distributed. Although EFA is 
moree limited (since it requires the data to be normally distributed), we have the opinion that EFA 
iss more suited here, because it contains measurement error, which is an important aspect of the 
modelss considered in this Chapter. In contrast, PCA does not include measurement error, which 
makess it theoretically a rather different approach. However, to be sure, we compared the results of 
(rotated)) EFA with those of (rotated) PCA, and based our factor loading pattern on both results. 
Thiss program may be freely downloaded at http://users.fmg.uva.nl/cdolan/. It is a straightforward 
implementationn of Harvey's Kalman filter (1989). The Kalman filter can be used to estimate the 
parameterss in a time series model. Maximization of the log likelihood function of our Kalman filter 
iss carried out by NPSOL, a quasi-Newton optimization routine, using exact gradients (Gill et al., 
1986).. Standard errors of parameter estimates are based on the central differences approximation 
off  the Hessian, using exact gradients (Dolan & Molenaar, 1991). 

http://users.fmg.uva.nl/cdolan/
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model l 

IN N 
PT T 
PT* * 
MII  VAR 
MII  VAR* 

(1) ) 
(1) ) 

Tabl ee 5 .1. 

-22 log L 

2178 8 
953 3 
958 8 
997 7 

1011 1 

## par 

30 0 
72 2 
70 0 
82 2 
69 9 

AI CC BIC x2-dif f df 

22388 2313 
10971097 1277 
10988 1273 4.91 2 
11611 1366 
11499 1322 14.59 13 

P P 

.09 9 

.57 7 

Tabl ee 5.1. Subject 1: fit  indices for independence model (IN), correlated white noise (PT) models 
andd multiple indicator first order vector autoregression (MI VAR (1)) models. Where possible, we 
computedd the chi-square difference (always compared to model on line above). Italics are used to 
indicatee which model has the lowest fit index. 

Tabl ee 5.2. 

modell  -2 log L # par AI C BIC y2-dif f df p 

INN 3638 30 3698 3773 
PTT 2929 64 3057 3217 
MII  VAR (1) 2904 67 3038 3205 
MII  VAR* (1) 2904 66 3036 3201 .44 1 .51 

Tabl ee 5.2. Subject 8: fit indices for independence model (IN), correlated white noise (PT) models 
andd multiple indicator first, order vector autoregression {M I VAR (1)) models. Where possible, we 
computedd the chi-square difference (always compared to model on line above). Italics are used to 
indicatee which model has the lowest fit index. 

Tabl ee 5.3. 

modell  -2 log L # par AIC BIC x2-dif f df p 

63206320 6779 
64011 6746 153.24 36 .00 
64477 6696 106.50 30 .00 

MII  VAR (1): A{22) = A(13) 6166 120 6404 6789 
MII  VAR (1): A{22) = All3\ <P(22) = &{yi) 6273 90 6453 6740 106.68 30 .00 

Mixed:: / 1 ( 2 2 ) = A(l3) 6155 114 6384 6747 
Mixed:: A{22) = / 1 ( 1 3 ) , #( 2 2) = <f(13) 6262 84 6430 6699 107.25 30 .00 
Mixed*:: A(22) = A{13\ ¥22) = >f(13) 6274 76 6426 6669 11.67 8 . 17 

Tabl ee 5.3. Subject 22 and subject 13: fit indices correlated white noise without equality constraints 
acrosss subjects (PT) model, PT with factor loadings constrained over subjects (A*- 1^ = A ( 2 2 )) , and 
multiplee indicator first order vector autoregression (MI VAR (1)) models. Where possible, we computed 
thee chi-square difference (always compared to model on line above). 

PT T 
PT:: A(22) = A°3} 

p T .. ^(22) _ ^(13)^ ^(22) == #03) 

6032 2 
6185 5 
6291 1 

144 4 
108 8 
78 8 
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Subjectt 1 was characterized by a four-factor structure. The BIC favores the P T* 
model,, implying that there are no sequential dependencies among the factors of subject 
1.. Subject 8 was characterized by a two-factor structure. The BIC indicates that the MI 
VAR**  (1) model describes the data best, which suggests there is sequential dependency 
inn the data at the latent level. Subjects 13 and 22 were both characterized by a three-
factorr structure. Their rotated factor structure showed remarkable resemblance, and 
thereforee we decided to investigate their structures simultaneously to test for equalities 
discussedd above. In both the PT model and the MI VA R (1) model, we first imposed 
thee equality of factor loadings, i.e., A'2 2) = A^13'. Then, we equated the variances of 
thee measurement errors, i.e., i l ^ 2 2' = >Jr(13), Because the sequential structure of these 
individualss seemed to differ, we also fitted a mixed model in which subject 13 was 
modeledd in a PT model, while the data of subject 22 was modeled in an MI VA R (1) 
model.. The BIC favors the Mixed*  model. 

5.4.33 In te rp re ta t io n of in t ra ind iv idua l s t ruc tu r e of var iabi l i t y 

Thee intraindividual structure of variability as determined in the previous paragraph 
providess insight into the lawfulness underlying an individual's variability. By interpret-
ingg the intraindividual factors in a substantial manner and by taking the sequential 
relationshipss between them into account, one can obtain insight into the nature of the 
processess that operate within the individual. It is important to realize that the in-
traindividuall  factors pertain to intraindividual variability, i.e., these factors represent 
dimensionss on which an individual differs from himself/herself over t ime. To ease the 
interpretationn of the intraindividual structures of variability, we computed the correla-
tionss for each individual separately between the items and the intraindividual factors 
off  the best fittin g model as determined in the previous paragraph. 

Forr subject 1, the results are given in Table 5.4. Taking the sign of the factor 
loadingss into account, we arrived at the following interpretations of the factors: (1) 
Inconsideratee (6 C items. 6 A items. 1 N item); (2) Neuroticism (6 N items, 2 E items, 
11 C item): (3) Constricted (6 I items, 2 E items, 1 N item): and (4) Extraverted (4 E 
items,, 1 C item). At the bot tom of Table 5.4 the correlations between the factors are 
given.. Because there are no sequential relationships, we can conclude that the behavior 
off  this individual is not influenced by his/her behavior the previous day. 

Thee data of subject 8 was best described by an MI VAR* (1) model. The results are 
givenn in Table 5.5. The factors were interpreted as: (1) Interpersonal Pleasantness (6 A 
items,, 6 N items, 3 E items, 1 C item); and (2) Ineffectiveness (6 C items, 6 I items, 3 
EE items, 2 A items). Below the standardized factor loadings, the (lag zero) correlation 
matr ixx between the factors is given based on their sequential relationships. The latter 
aree represented in the standardized 3» matr ix. From this matr ix we find that the 
scoree on the Interpersonally Pleasantness factor at a certain day depends positively 
onn its score the previous day. Similarly, the score on Ineffectiveness today depends 
positivelyy on itself the preceding day. There is a cross-relationship from Ineffectiveness 
too Interpersonal Pleasantness, implying that the subject 's high Ineffectiveness score 
yesterdayy has a subduing effect on his Interpersonal Pleasantness score today. There 
iss no sequential relationship in the opposite direction from Interpersonal Pleasantness 
too Ineffectiveness. The diagonal elements of the standardized covariance matr ix of the 
innovationss indicate the proportion of variance of the latent series that could not be 
accountedd for by the scores on the preceding day. 
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Tablee 5.4. 

Correlationn between items and factors 
itemss Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 prop, explained var. 

dynamicc (E) 
sociablee (E) 
shyy (E) 
silentt (E) 
livelyy (E) 
reservedd (E) 
irritablee (N) 
emotionallyy stable (N) 
calmm (N) 
bad-temperedd (N) 
resistantt (N) 
vulnerablee (N) 
selfishh (A) 
good-naturedd (A) 
domineeringg (A) 
helpfull  (A) 
obstinatee (A) 
consideratee (A) 
lazyy (C) 
industriouss (C) 
persistentt (C) 
recklesss (C) 
changeablee (C) 
responsiblee (C) 
unimaginativee (I) 
witt yy (I) 

knowledgeablee (I) 
prudentt (I) 
fancilesss (I) 
uninformedd (I) 

.54 4 

.68 8 

.56 6 

.61 1 

.58 8 

.55 5 

.66 6 

.59 9 

.38 8 

.29 9 

.61 1 

.61 1 

.52 2 

--
38 8 
49 9 
--
--
--

87 7 
77 7 
72 2 
32 2 
79 9 
84 4 

--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--

27 7 
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--

--
-.4 5 5 
.4 6 6 

--
--
--
--

-.2 1 1 

--
--
--

--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--

.8 2 2 
-.7 2 2 
-.6 1 1 
-.5 9 9 
.7 9 9 
.6 0 0 

.4 3 3 
--
--

-.7 3 3 
.8 3 3 

-.7 2 2 

--
--
--
--
--

--
--
--
--
--
--
--

.3 2 2 
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--

.1 9 9 

.4 8 8 

.6 3 3 

.5 3 3 

.6 9 9 

.5 2 2 

.7 5 5 

.7 6 6 

.5 2 2 

.5 3 3 

.6 2 2 

.7 0 0 

.4 6 6 

.3 1 1 

.3 7 7 

.3 3 3 

.3 0 0 

.4 4 4 

.3 5 5 

.2 4 4 

.2 2 2 

.3 7 7 

.3 7 7 

.2 7 7 

.6 7 7 

.5 2 2 

.3 7 7 

.3 5 5 

.6 2 2 

.3 6 6 

Correlationn matrix of factors 

Inconsiderate e 
Neuroticism m 
Constricted d 
Extraverted d 

.0 0 0 

.3 9 9 
--
--

1.0 0 0 
.4 0 0 

-.5 4 4 
1.0 0 0 
-.7 1 1 1.00 0 

Tabl ee 5.4. Results for the PT* model obtained with the Kalman filter for subject 1. First four 
columnss contain the correlations between the items and the factors. A dash indicates a factor loading 
thatt was fixed to zero based on the preliminary analyses in SPSS. Last column contains the proportion 
off  variance of an item that is accounted for by the factors. At the bottom the correlations between 
thee factors are given. 
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Tabl ee 5.5. 

Correlationn between items and factors 
items s 

dynamicc (E) 
sociablee (E) 
shyy (E) 
silentt (E) 
livelyy (E) 
reservedd (E) 
irritablee (N) 
emotionallyy stable 
calmm (N) 
bad-temperedd (N) 
resistantt (N) 
vulnerablee (N) 
selfishh (A) 
good-naturedd (A) 
domineeringg (A) 
helpfull  (A) 
obstinatee (A) 
consideratee (A) 
lazyy (C) 
industriouss (C) 
persistentt (C) 
recklesss (C) 
changeablee (C) 
responsiblee (C) 
unimaginativee (I) 
wittyy (I) 
knowledgeablee (I) 
prudentt (I) 
fancilesss (I) 
uninformedd (I) 

Factorr 1 Factor 2 prop, explained 

(N) ) 

Correlation n 

Interpersonall  Pleasantness 
Ineffectiveness s 

Interpersonall  Pleâ  
Ineffectiveness s 

_ _ 
.71 1 

--
-.57 7 
.29 9 

--
-.72 2 
.77 7 
.56 6 

-.73 3 
.70 0 

-.82 2 
-.41 1 
.64 4 

-.10 0 
.3:5 5 

-.22 2 
.58 8 

--
--
--
--

-.55 5 

--
--
--
--
--
--
--

matrix x 

1.00 0 
-.18 8 

Standardizedd A , 

antness s .78 8 

--

-.32 2 

--
.48 8 

--
--

.25 5 

--
--
--
--
--
--

.41 1 

--
--

-.35 5 

--
--

.54 4 
-.51 1 
-.47 7 
.39 9 
.31 1 

-.49 9 
.56 6 

-.39 9 
-.52 2 
-.39 9 
.35 5 
.48 8 

off  factors 

1.00 0 

matrix x 

.75 5 

.10 0 

.50 0 

.23 3 

.32 2 

.08 8 

.06 6 

.52 2 

.60 0 

.31 1 

.54 4 

.49 9 

.67 7 

.40 0 

.41 1 

.03 3 

.27 7 

.05 5 

.34 4 

.30 0 

.26 6 

.22 2 

.16 6 

.46 6 

.24 4 

.31 1 

.16 6 

.27 7 
,15 5 
.12 2 
.23 3 

var. . 

Standardizedd <ï> matrix 

Interpersonall  Pleasantness 
Ineffectiveness s 

.31 1 

--
-.30 0 
.50 0 

Tabl ee 5.5. Results for the two-factor MI VAR* (1) model for subject 8 obtained with the Kalman 
filter.. The first two columns contain the correlations between the items and the factors. A dash 
indicatess a factor loading that was fixed to zero in the Kalman filter, based in the exploratory analyses 
inn SPSS. Last column contains the proportion of variance of an item that is accounted for by the factors. 
Att the bottom the correlations between the factors and the standardized 4> matrix are given. 
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Wi t hh respect to subjects 13 and 22. we concluded that they are characterized by 
thee same factor structure. Hence, the interpretat ion of these intraindividual factors is 
identical:: (1) Bad-tempered (6 A items. 6 N items, 3 C items); (2) Sophisticated (6 

11 items, 4 C items, 1 E item, 1 A item); and (3) Reservedness (5 E items, 3 I items, 

22 C items). The sequential structure is not identical: subject 13 is characterized by a 
PTT model, while subject 22 is described by an MI VA R (1) model. This implies that 
whilee both individuals differ from themselves on qualitatively the same dimensions 
(i.e.,, factors), the do not differ in identical manners. That is, for subject 13 each day 
iss a new day, while for individual 22, the factor scores yesterday influence the factor 
scoress today, indicating that his/her behavior today is influenced by that of yesterday. 
Thesee structures are represented in Figure 5.1. 

Ass a result of the differences in sequential structures, the variances and covariance 
off  the factors differ across subjects 13 and 22. Hence, we have to determine the correla-
t ionss between the items and the factors for each individual separately. In Table 5.6 the 
resultss for subject 13 are given. The results from the MI VAR* (1) model for subject 
222 are given in Table 5.7. The correlation matr ix of the factors is also given. It can 
bee seen that there are no correlations between the latent series at lag zero. This may 
seemm puzzling at first, as there is a cross-relationship modeled from Reservedness to 
Bad-tempered.. However, since Reservedness itself behaves like a white noise sequence, 
thee relationship is limited to lag 1. 

5.4 .44 S imi la r i t ie s across ind iv idual s and across levels 

Wee have shown that the intraindividual correlation matrices are not invariant across 
individuals,, which implies that there is no universal structure of intraindividual varia-
t ionn in this example. This also implies that there is no homology across levels. However, 
theree may still be similarities in variability across individuals and across levels. An ex-
amplee of this is the similarity in factor structure of individuals 13 and 22 as shown 
above.. Another form of similarity in factor structure could stem from a differences in 
correlationss between the factors. If two factors are very strongly correlated, it may 
bee difficul t to distinguish between them. Hence, these factors may turn up as a single 
factorr in one individual, while they form separate factors in another individual who is 
characterizedd by a lower correlation between these factors. 

Inn a similar fashion we can look for similarities across levels. To some extent we did 
recoverr the same factors at the intraindividual level as the factors of the Five Factor 
Modell  (McCrae & John, 1992), that is, the intraindividual factors were often either 
dominatedd by one of the original factors, or seemed to be the sum of two of the original 
factors.. However, all of these intraindividual factors were "contaminated" with one or 
moree items associated with one of the other Five Factors. These "contaminations" 
mayy have been the result of chance, as we employed a highly exploratory approach, 
butt they may also be representative of specific idiographic characteristics. This could 
bee further investigated by comparing the fit of the exploratory models discussed in 
thiss Chapter to the fit  of models in which the Five Factor structure is imposed on the 
individuall  (Hamaker & Molenaar, 2004; see also Chapter 6). 



Fig.. 5 .1. Graphic representations of the latent processes of subject 22 (top) and subject 13 (bottom). 

5.55 Discussion 

Thee major aim of the present Chapter was to point out that the dominant statisti-
call  approach in psychological research, comprising interindividual techniques, is not 
necessarilyy appropriate if one wants to study psychological mechanisms taking place 
withinn individuals. This is an interesting limitation when one realizes that many psy-
chologicall  theories are concerned with, or inspired by, psychological processes situated 
withinn individuals. This is not to say that most psychological theories are based on 
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Tabl ee 5.6. 

c c 
items s 
dynamicc (E) 
sociablee (E) 
shyy (E) 
silentt (E) 
livelyy (E) 
reservedd (E) 
irritablee (N) 
emotionallyy stable 
calmm (N) 
bad-temperedd (N) 
resistantt (N) 
vulnerablee (N) 
selfishh (A) 
good-naturedd (A) 
domineeringg (A) 
helpfull  (A) 
obstinatee (A) 
consideratee (A) 
lazyy (C) 
industriouss (C) 
recklesss (C) 
changeablee (C) 
persistentt (C) 
responsiblee (C) 
unimaginativee (I) 
witt yy (I) 
knowledgeablee (I) 
prudent.. (I) 
fancilesss (I) 
uninformedd (I) 

Bad-tempered d 
Sophisticated d 
Reserved d 

jrrelation n 
Fact t 

(N) ) 

betweenn items 
orr 1 

--
--
--
--
--
--

.77 7 
-.64 4 
-.58 8 
.72 2 

-.77 7 
.72 2 
.55 5 

-50 0 
.69 9 

-.If) ) 
.65 5 

-.51 1 

--
--

.24 4 

.75 5 
-.24 4 

--
--
--
--
--
--
--

Correlation n 
1.00 0 
-.37 7 

--

andd factors 
Kactorr 2 Factor 3 prop. 

.45 5 

--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--

--
--
--
--

.12 2 

--
--

-.54 4 
.62 2 

--
--

.40 0 

.33 3 
-.51 1 
.46 6 
.77 7 
.70 0 

-.20 0 
-.66 6 

-.52 2 
-.68 8 
.70 0 
.76 6 

-.74 4 
.72 2 

--
.02 2 

--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--

-.35 5 

--
--

.31 1 

.31 1 
-.29 9 

--
--

.30 0 

--
matrixx of factors 

1.00 0 
-.25 5 1.00 0 

explained d 
.60 0 
.46 6 
.49 9 
.58 8 
.55 5 
.51 1 
.59 9 
.41 1 
.33 3 
.52 2 
.60 0 
.51 1 
.30 0 
.25 5 
.48 8 
.05 5 
.43 3 
.26 6 
.30 0 
.39 9 
.18 8 
.57 7 
.30 0 
.15 5 
.43 3 
.36 6 
.59 9 
.49 9 
.16 6 
.44 4 

var. . 

Tabl ee 5.6. Results obtained with the Kalman filter for the Mixed*  model, i.e.. a PT* model for 
subjectt 13. A three factor model was fitted. The first three columns contain the correlations between 
thee items and the factors obtained with the Kalman filter. A dash indicates a factor loading that was 
fixedfixed to zero based on tli e preliminary analyses executed in SPSS. Last column contains the proportion 
off  variance of an item that is accounted for by the factors. At the bottom the correlations between 
thee factors are given. 

idiographicc assumptions. Rather the opposite: Many psychological theories are based 
onn the assumption that the psychological mechanisms that they describe are universal 
andd that all individuals are subjected to the same general laws that operate within 
eachh individual. In this Chapter we argued that, the generality of processes (i.e.. the 
intraindividuall  s t ructure of variability) cannot be derived from the analysis of collec-
t ive,, interindividual measures. We introduced the condition of homology across levels, 
whichh is essential for interindividual differences to mirror the intraindividual processes. 
Wee also argued that to study the mechanisms that operate within individuals directly, 
intraindividuall  techniques such as time series analysis are essential. 
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Correlation n 
items s 
dynamicc (E) 
sociablee (E) 
shyy (E) 
silentt (E) 
livelyy (E) 
reservedd (E) 
irritablee (N) 
emotionallyy stable 
calmm (N) 
bad-temperedd (N) 
resistantt (N) 
vulnerablee (N) 
selfishh (A) 
good-naturedd (A) 
domineeringg (A) 
helpfull  (A) 
obstinatee (A) 
consideratee (A) 
lazyy (C) 
industriouss (C) 
persistentt (C) 
recklesss (C) 
changeablee (C) 
responsiblee (C) 
unimaginativee (1) 
wittyy (I) 
knowledgeablee (1) 
prudentt (I) 
fancilesss (!) 
uninformedd (I) 

Bad-tempered d 
Sophisticated d 
Reserved d 

Bad-tempered d 
Sophisticated d 
Reserved d 

Bad-tempered d 
Sophisticated d 
Reserved d 

Fact t 

{* ) ) 

Correh h 

Stan n 

Tabl e e 5.7. . 

betweenn items and factors 
orr 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 prop. 

--
--
--
--
--
--

.53 3 
-.40 0 
-.35 5 
.48 8 

-.54 4 
.48 8 
.33 3 

-.29 9 
.45 5 

-.08 8 
.42 2 

-.30 0 

--
--

-.14 4 
.13 3 
.52 2 

--
--
--
--
--
--
--

.48 8 

--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--

.11 1 

--
--

-.52 2 
.60 0 
.41 1 

--
--

.31 1 
-.51 1 
.46 6 
.75 5 
.68 8 

-.20 0 
-.64 4 

Honn matrix of fa 
1.00 0 
.00 0 
.00 0 

1.00 0 
.00 0 

lardizedd A„  mat 
.56 6 

--
--

Standardize» » 
.59 9 

--
--

1.00 0 

--

-.52 2 
-.63 3 
.65 5 
.72 2 

-.70 0 
.67 7 

--
.02 2 

--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--

-.32 2 

--
.27 7 
.29 9 

-.27 7 

--
--

.27 7 

--
•tors s 

1.00 0 

ix x 

1.00 0 

11 $ matrix 

--
--
--

.30 0 

--
--

explainedd var. 
.50 0 
.40 0 
.43 3 
.52 2 
.48 8 
.45 5 
.29 9 
.16 6 
.12 2 
.23 3 
.30 0 
.23 3 
.11 1 
.09 9 
.21 1 
.02 2 
.17 7 
.09 9 
.27 7 
.36 6 
.19 9 
.12 2 
.27 7 
.17 7 
.35 5 
.29 9 
.56 6 
.46 6 
.11 1 
.41 1 

Tabl ee 5.7. Results obtained with the Kalman filter for the Mixed1* model, i.e.. a MI VAR* model for 
subjectt 22. A three factor model was fitted. The first three columns contain the correlations between 
thee items and the factors. A dash indicates a factor loading that was fixed to zero. Last column 
containss the proportion of variance of an item that is accounted for by the factors. At the bottom the 
correlationss between the factors and the standardized ^-matr ix are given. 
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Thee use of these techniques may result in the conclusion that each individual is 
characterizedd by his/her own process or structure of intraindividual variation. This 
mayy seem to pose a threat to the legitimate scientific goal of identifying regularities 
andd uniformities. This is certainly undesirable and requires a constructive alternative. 
However,, we would like to emphasize that the l imitations of interindividual techniques, 
whichh may be laid bare by adopting intraindividual techniques, should be acknowl-
edgedd (Baldwin. 1946: Danziger, 1990; Epstein. 1980: Lamiell. 1990; Skinner. 1938). 
Ourr standard interindividual techniques do not address intraindividual processes. This 
l imitat ionn is of no consequence as long as one applies them to investigate psychological 
theoryy formulated at the level of interindividual differences. It is the switch from re-
sul tss pertaining to the interindividual domain to the intraindividual domain, which is 
potential lyy problematic. Whether this switch can be made legitimately requires careful 
analysess at the intraindividual level, e.g.. by means of t ime series analyses. If processes 
aree general, implying that all individuals are subjected to the same laws, the use of 
t imee series analysis wil l reveal this uniformity. In contrast, if the use of mult ivariate 
t imee series analysis leads to the conclusion that there is no generality to the processes 
wee are interested in, we should not conclude that the method is inappropriate, but 
ra therr that our theory is inappropriate. 

Iff  we have to conclude that the processes taking place within individuals are not uni-
form,, we need to formulate constructive alternatives that allow us to make meaningful 
quant i tat ivee comparisons between individuals. First, we may look for subpopulations 
withi nn our original populat ion (John, 1990). I t is possible that there is a limited num-
berr of distinct processes so that each individual falls within a certain subpopulat ion of 
individualss that are characterized by the same process. Second, we could concentrate 
onn the amount of intraindividual variation (Fleeson, 2001): Individuals who exhibit a 
relativelyy large intraindividual variation may be more sensitive to temporal and situ-
at ionall  effects, while individuals who exhibit l itt l e or no intraindividual variability are 
lesss influenced by the environmental changes, and can be said to be more "traited'' 
(cf.. Baumeister & Tice. 1988; Bern k Allen, 1974). A third alternative is to consider 
thee complexity of the intraindividual structure: If an individual is characterized by 
ann i?-factor structure, this implies that (s)he differs from herself/himself in an R-
dimensionall  space. An individual with only one intraindividual factor can be said to 
havee a very simple structure of variability, where changes in one aspect of his/her be-
havior,, thoughts or emotions are typically accompanied by changes in all other aspects. 
I nn contrast, if an individual is characterized by multiple intraindividual factors this 
impliess that a change in some aspects of his/her intraindividual system can remain 
locally,, wi thout effecting all aspects of the system. Such a more differentiated pat tern 
off  variability has also been interpreted as a form of stabil ity (cf. Jones & Nesselroade, 
1990).. A fourth alternative involves is the intraindividual means. This mean may be 
interpretedd as an individual's trait score, that is, his/her averaged tendency to behave, 
feell  or th ink in certain ways (Epstein, 1979, 1980: Lord & Novick, 1968). This may 
bee used readily to compare the individual to other individuals and to group norms of 
averagedd tendencies. We develop this proposal into a model in the next Chapter (see 
alsoo Hamaker & Molenaar, 2004). 

Finally,, we want to stress that we do not mean to imply that intraindividual 
techniquess should be favored over interindividual techniques in psychological research 
(orr vice versa, for that mat ter ). Intraindividual techniques are appropriate when one 
wishess to investigate processes operating within individuals, and if one wants to estab-
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lishh the existence of a nomothetic principle (Grice, 2004; Lamiell, 1990). Interindividual 
techniquess are appropriate when intraindividual variability is small (compared to in-
terindividuall  differences), and/or if one is interested in the distr ibution of variables 
inn a population (at a certain occasion), and in comparing this distr ibution to that 
inn other populations (or at other occasions). Both kinds of techniques can be used 
too obtain psychologically relevant information, and they can be used complementary 
too study the same psychological constructs from different angles (Danziger, 1990). 
However,, we want to stress that the choice between these techniques should depend 
onn what kind of knowledge one wishes to obtain, and on the kind of hypotheses one 
wantss to investigate. 

5.66 Append ix 5.A 

Thee intraindividual correlation and the interindividual correlation are not directly 
related.. This can be shown as follows. Suppose one has two variables x and y. The 
scoress of a given individual i at a specific occasion t is denoted as xu and y^. These 
scoress are functions of the intraindividual mean, i.e., the mean within that subject 
overr t ime, and a departure from this mean. So we have: 

JTi.tJTi.t = Vxi + au Et[xu} = fi.xi 

Ui,tUi,t = Vyi + "i. t Et[yitt] = Vyi 

wheree E; denotes the expectation over t ime (while i is fixed). From these we get the 
intraindividuall  variances and covariance: 

E;; [(xu - Mxi)2] = Et [a?,] = a2
xl 

Ett [(l/i. t - Vxi)2\ = Et ]u2
u\ = a2

m 

E(( y{xLt ~ fJ-xi) {Vi,t ~ Hxi)\ = CTxyA , 

andd from these the intraindividual correlation between variables x and y is 

Pxy.iPxy.i — 
°~xi°~yi °~xi°~yi 

Att the interindividual level we have 

Ei[xEi[x ü} = Ei\jixi + au] = Ei[fixi] + 0 = fix 

Ei[yEi[yüü]] = Ei[/jtyi + uu] = Ej[/ij,i ] + 0 = //y . 

thatt is, the expectation over individuals at a single measurement occasion (t is fixed) 
iss equal to the mean of the intraindividual means. Hence, the interindividual variances 
off  x and y are 

E,, \(xu - //x) J = E, ^(nxi + au - Hx) J = Ej [(nxi - fix) J + E*  [a?,] = a2^ + / / ^ 

EiEi [ ( y u - //y)2] = Et \[nyi + ui.t - /xy)
2J = Ei[(tiyi - My)2J + E,- [u2

u] = a2
yt + ^ 

andd the covariance between x and y is 
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E»» [{xi.t - Pr) {yu - Ms,)] = E,; [{pxl + aiA - px) (pyt + uu - / /y) ] 

== E," [(/iw - ^j.) (fiyi - /ij,)J + E,- [a,-.,Uj.,J 

Thus,, the interindividual covariance between variables x and y is the sum of the in-
terindividuall  covariance of intraindividual means, i.e., (Tflrit,ui. plus the interindividual 
meann of the intraindividual covariance. i.e.. PaTyi- The interindividual correlation can 
bee calculated from these variances and covariance. in the following way: 

Thus,, it is clear that tliere is no direct functional relationship between the intraindi-
viduall  correlation pxyA and the interindividual correlation pry. 

Theree are four si tuations in which pxy, — pxy. In the first two situations, the 
intraindividuall  variances and covariances may differ across individuals, as long as the 
correlationss are identical. This implies that only standardized results may be generalized 
acrossacross individuals. Then, to generalize standardized results from the interindividual 
levellevel to the intraindividual level, there are two possibilities. First, the contribution of 
thee covariance of intraindividual means (i.e.. crft r i / Jy () to the numerator of the equation 
off  pxy. and the contr ibution of the variances of intraindividual means (i.e., a2 and 
afaflf/ilf/i)) to the denominator in this equation should be so that pxyA — pxy. In addition, the 
rat ioo of intraindividual variances must be equal to the ratio of interindividual variances. 
AA second si tuat ion in which one may generalize standardized results across individuals 
andd across levels arises when there are no mean differences between individuals (hence 
aav.,v»,v.,v», = tfr, = aly, = 0)- Then. pxyJ = pxy when o1^ = a2.,. 

Inn the third and fourth situations, the intraindividual variances and covariances 
((aairir a'yr a n a' Vxy.i) are the same across all individuals. This means that all unstan-
dardizeddardized results may be generalized across individuals. Then, in the third situation. 
standardizedstandardized relationships may be generalized from one. level to the other if there are 
differencess in intraindividual means, and the contribution of the covariance of intrain-
dividuall  means (i.e.. crfllltlyi) to the numerator of the equation of pxy is equal to the con-
tr ibut ionn of the variances of intraindividual means (i.e.. a1, and a2, ) too the denomi-
natorr in this equation. The fourth and final situation in which pxy_, - pTy arises when 
theree are no mean differences between indiv idua l̂  thus. o-)!r41yi = a1 = a\ = 0). 
Then,, the variances and covariances (i.e.. the unstandardized relationships between 
variables)) at the two levels are necessarilv identical, that is a2, = a2 a2 = a2, and 
o~xy.io~xy.i = o-xy. This is the only situation in which all results (so not. just the standard
izedized results), may be generalized from one level to the other. This situation can be 
recognizedd as ergodicity. which may be heuristically characterized as that the means, 
variancess and covariances at the intraindividual level and the interindividual level 
aree asymptotical ly identical. For a mathematical definition of ergodicity we refer the 
readerr to Petersen (1983). 
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Thee integrated trait-state model 

'Theree is no assurance, however, that the organization of personality variables within the individual 

iss accurately described by the pattern derived from group studies.'— Baldwin, 1946, p.152 

Althoughh a large portion of psychological research has been devoted to the inves-
tigationn of trai ts, there is no universally accepted definition of the term trait (Meijer. 
1994:: Mischel, 1968; Allen & Potkay. 1981; Pervin, 1994; Fiske, 1994; Winter, John, 
Stewart.. Klohnen, & Duncan, 1998). Most definitions refer to a consistent pat tern of 
behaviorr across a range of situations (Mischel, 1968; Pervin, 1994; Goldberg, 1994; 
Johnson,, 1999; Steyer, Schmitt, & Eid, 1999). However, there is no agreement on how 
stablee the pat tern needs to be to justify the usage of this term (Hertzog &c Nesselroade, 
1987:: Pervin, 1994). Some have even argued that consistency in behavior in similar 
situationss rather than cross-situational consistency is the defining feature of t ra i ts 
(Johnson,, 1999). One at tempt to clarify the trait concept has been to contrast t ra i ts 
wit hh states (Eysenck, 1983; Spielberger & Sydeman. 1994). In this contradistinction, 
trai tss are characterized by (temporal) stability, while states are characterized by (re-
versible)) change (Hertzog &: Nesselroade, 1987; Nesselroade, 1988). It has been noted, 
byy Cattell and others, that the differences between individuals at one point in t ime re-
flectt both differences in trait scores and differences in states, as people are observed at 
differentt state levels as well as at their different trait levels (Cattel l. 1966; Cattell, 1967; 
Hertzogg & Nesselroade, 1987; Steyer et al., 1999). This implies that a port ion of the 
observedd differences between individuals reflects stable, trait-l ike differences, whereas 
anotherr port ion of the differences reflects temporal, state-like differences (Hertzog & 
Nesselroade,, 1987). The issue then becomes how to disentangle the trait-l ike propert ies 
fromm the state-like properties in measurements. 

Severall  a t tempts have been undertaken to address this problem. For one, i t has been 
suggestedd to average the scores of an individual obtained at repeated measurements 
inn order to eliminate temporal effects. The averaged score is thus interpreted as (an 
estimatee of) the individual's trait score (Epstein, 1980), while the variation around 
thiss mean is at t r ibuted to states (sometimes called error). Fleeson (2001) proposed 
too consider the amount of variation and the skew of the distr ibution also as trait-
lik ee properties, if they proved stable over time. Another approach to disentangle t ra i ts 
andd states was undertaken in structural equation modeling, where the stable, trait-l ike 
propertiess and the temporal, state-like properties are modeled as separate parts of the 
psychologicall  construct under investigation (Hertzog & Nesselroade, 1987; Schmitt & 
Steyer,, 1993: Steyer, Schwenkmezger, & Auer, 1990). Although these two approaches 
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aree quite distinct, they are both based on the same two assumptions. First, it is 
assumedd that the state st ructure is identical across individuals. This implies that 
alll  individuals differ from themselves over t ime in an identical manner. Second, it is 
assumedd that the t ra it s t ructure and the state structure are identical. This implies that 
thee way individuals differ from each other regardless of t ime is identical to the way 
individualss differ from themselves over time. These assumptions are quite restrictive, 
andd can not be tested with the presently available approaches. 

Inn this Chapter we present a model called the integrated trait-state (ITS) model with 
whichh the tradi t ional t ra it approach (e.g.. McCrae & John, 1992) can be linked to the 
processs approach (e.g., Mischel & Shoda, 1995). Characteristic of the process approach 
iss that an individual's pa t te rn of state-like variability can differ radically from that of 
otherr individuals, and from the pattern of variability found at the level of the popula-
t ionn (the latter being the object of the trait approach). A disadvantage of the process 
approachh is that because of its idiographic nature it may lead to qualitative differences 
betweenn individuals which make the comparison of individuals difficult . However, by 
linkingg the process approach to the t ra it approach, the ITS model accounts for both 
quali tat ivee and quant i tat ive differences between individuals, that is, it combines idio-
graphicc descriptions and nomothetic comparisons of individuals. When compared to 
thee tradit ional t ra it approach and the currently available t ra i t -state models, the ITS 
modell  allows for an unprecedented degree of individual uniqueness. Because the ITS 
modell  is not based on the assumptions underlying other trai t-state approaches, it offers 
thee opportuni ty to investigate these assumptions instead. We show that when these 
assumptionss do not hold, this has far reaching consequences for both psychological 
theoryy and measurement. 

Thiss Chapter is organized as follows. In the first section we discuss three sources of 
interindividuall  differences: t rai ts, trait changes, and states. We present the ITS model 
inn the second section. We emphasize that this model is not based on the assumption 
underlyingg other t ra i t -s tate approaches. In the third section we discuss the implications 
off  applying s tandard factor analysis to data for which the usual assumptions do not 
hold.. The fourth section consists of an il lustration of some of these implications with 
ann empirical example. We end by discussing some addit ional implications of the ITS 
model,, and suggest several ways in which the present model may be extended. 

6.11 Defining trai t s and states 

Thee distinction between t ra i ts and states dates back to the beginning of the Christ ian 
eraa (Eysenck, 1983). I t has been casted in terms of stabil ity versus change (Hertzog 
&&  Nesselroade. 1987), consistency versus change (Cervone, 2004), consistency versus 
discriminativenesss (Funder. 1994), invariance versus variability (Mischel, 2004), dispo-
sitionn versus dynamics (Mischel. 1973), person versus situation (Meijer, 1994; Steyer 
ett al., 1999). and even correlational versus experimental psychology (Buss. 1989), to 
namee a few. These distinctions have led to different definitions. In this section we 
brieflyy discuss several ways, in which t ra i ts and states have been defined, and indicate 
howw these terms are used in this Chapter. 

Althoughh few (if any) wil l hold the extreme viewpoint that a trait never changes 
acrosss the life-span, most wil l probably agree that stabil ity is the most distinctive fea-
turee of a trait. Traits have been defined as relatively stable, interindividual differences 
inn proneness (Eysenck, 1983; Spielberger k Sydeman, 1994), tendency (Spielberger & 
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Sydeman,, 1994), style (Mischel, 1968). or disposition (Block, 1993; Forgays, Forgays, 
&&  Spielberger, 1997) to behave (Block, 1993; Mischel. 1968). feel (Spielberger & Syde-
man.. 1994), or think in certain ways (Goldberg, 1994; Pervin, 1994; Spielberger & 
Sydeman,, 1994). In psychological research the term trait is often used to refer to a 
factorr or dimension, which is useful in describing (relatively) stable interindividual dif-
ferencess (Hertzog & Nesselroade. 1987; McCrae k John. 1992: Meijer, 1994; Mischel. 
1968;; Pervin, 1994). 

Whenn trai ts are defined as invariant over t ime, this implies they give rise to time-
invariantinvariant interindividual differences. Two addit ional sources of interindividual dif-
ferencess may be distinguished. Characteristic of these sources is that they give rise 
too temporal interindividual differences. The first is intraindividual change, which has 
beenn defined as relatively slow changes, reflecting processes such as maturat ion, learn-
ingg and progressive organic damage (Nesselroade, 1991). These changes are (more or 
less)) irreversible, associated with growth and/or decline, and they take the form of 
somee smooth trend, typically an increasing or decreasing slope, or some kind of U-
shapedd form (Cattell, 1966; Nesselroade. 1988: Nesselroade & Boker, 1994), although 
stage-likee transit ions are also possible (Van der Maas & Molenaar, 1992). Intraindivid-
uall  change thus defined has also been called trait change (Cattell, 1978; Nesselroade, 
1991).. Hence, while trai ts themselves are defined as invariant, the concept of trait 
changee makes it possible to account for life-span changes in psychological phenomena 
thatt appear to be stable over shorter intervals. 

AA second source of unstable interindividual differences is intraindividual variability 
(Nesselroade,, 1991). This variability is relatively rapid and reversible, and, as such, 
i tt differs from trait change as described above. Intraindividual variability takes place 
aroundd the intraindividual's mean that represents his/her trai t, or the intraindividual's 
smoothh curve that represents his/her trait change (Nesselroade. 1991: Nesselroade & 
Boker,, 1994). This intraindividual short-term variability has been identified as state-
variationn in the trai t -state distinction (Nesselroade, 2001). Hence, states represent 
dimensionss with respect to which an individual differs from himself/herself over occa-
sions.. States may be associated with situations, which can be exogenous, such as the 
sociall  and physical surroundings of an individual, or endogenous, such as all kinds of 
physiological,, emotional and cognitive processes. In addition, states may also result 
fromm the interaction between individual and situation (Meijer, 1994; Mischel k Shoda, 
1995;; Nesselroade, 1988). In this Chapter we focus on both trai ts and states, but the 
issuee of trait change is taken up in the discussion. 

6.22 Th e IT S model 

Inn this section, we develop a single formal model that accounts both for time-invariant, 
interindividuall  differences, and for rapid, reversible intraindividual variability. To ease 
presentation,, we begin by introducing two parts of the final model separately: a state 
modell  and a trait model. The state model, which is based on existing techniques (Bald-
win,, 1946; Cattell et al., 1947; Nesselroade et a l, 2002), accounts for intraindividual 
variability.. It is a technique to determine the dynamics of intraindividual processes. 
Inn contrast, the trait model accounts for time-invariant, interindividual differences. In 
Appendixx 1 the first and second moments associated with these models are given. 

Thee state model and the trait model are combined in the ITS model. Characterist ic 
off  this new model is that the way individuals differ from themselves is not necessar-
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ilyily identical across individuals, and the way individuals differ from themselves is not 

necessarilynecessarily identical to the way individuals differ from each other independently of 

temporaltemporal effects. 

6.2 .11 T h e s t a te mode l: A n in t ra indiv idua l approach 

Too introduce the state model, we present an example. Suppose that daily for several 
monthss an individual indicates how much (s)he was displaying shy behavior and silent 
behavior.. Both behaviors have been identified as indicative of Introversion (i.e., the 
oppositee of Extraversion. one of the factors of the Five Factor Model (FFM) of per-
sonality:: Borkenau k. Ostendorf. 1998). Such measurements are likely to exhibit some 
dayy to day variability, as the degree to which one is displaying certain behavior is not 
alwayss the same. The intraindividual variability in behavior is indicative of states, e.g.. 
s i tuat ionss in which the individual encountered (Buss <L- Craik. 1983: Reynolds k Kar-
raker.. 2003). and moods experienced by h im/her. Here, we distinguish between two 
kindss of states: states that, influence multiple behaviors, which we call common states. 
andd states that influence onely one behavior, which we call unique states. Suppose our 
individuall  was engaged in a social situation, in which (s)he felt uncomfortable and 
insecure.. As a result. (s)he behaved both shy and silent. Thus, the state (feeling un-
comfortablee in a social situation) influences multiple behaviors (both shy and silent). 
Suchh a s ta te classifies as a common state. In contrast, suppose our individual spent 
mostt of the day writing a scientific paper. Then. (s)he is likely to have behaved silent 
t hatt day, but the amount of shy behavior was not affected by the fact that (s)he was 
workingg on a paper that day. Thus, the state (working on a paper that day) has influ-
encedd only one behavior (i.e.. silent, but not shy). Such a state qualifies as a unique 
state. . 

Iff  we define all states (both common and unique) as deviations from someone's 
meann score, we can view the observation made in a particular individual at a certain 
occasionn as a function of his/her mean and his/her deviation from this mean, which 
iss at t r ibutable to both common state(s) and a unique state, 

observationn — intraindividual mean + common state(s) + unique state. 

I tt is convenient to write the relationships between multiple observed variables and 
(possibly)) multiple common states simultaneously. To this end. we use K to indicate 
thee vector with common states. This vector is weighted with T. which is a matr ix 
thatt contains the regression coefficients in the regression of the observations on the 
commonn states. This weighting is necessary because the effect of a certain common 
s ta tee may be larger on one behavior than on the other. The vector u is used to indicate 
thee unique states. We can write the relationship between the observed variables y of 
individuall  i at occasion t as a function of his/her mean vector, and his/her common 
andd unique states. This results in a s tate model by which the temporal deviations 
fromm the intraindividual mean can be modeled (cf. Baldwin. 1946. Cattell et al.. 1947. 
Cattel l.. 1967, Hooker et al.. 1987). The intraindividual moments associated with the 
s ta tee model are defined in Equations 6.11 and 6.13 in Appendix 6.A. The state model 
forr individual i is 

yaya = Vi + TtKit + vit , (6.1) ) 
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Fig.. 6 .1. Path diagrams of three different intraindividual factor structures. The first individual is 
characterizedd by a single factor structure. The other two individuals are characterized by a two-factor 
structure,, but their nature of their factor structures differs. 

wheree t = . . .. —2, —1,0,1,2,... stands for occasion. By definition the mean of the 
commonn states over time (i.e., E( [KJ ( ] ) and the mean of the unique states over time 
(i.e.,, E([i/;;]) are zero-vectors. Hence, the vector fi% contains the intraindividual means 
off  subject i over time on the observed variables, i.e., Ef[y;j ] = fX{. The matrix I \ may 
bee viewed as a matrix with factor loadings that indicates the number and nature of 
commonn states Kj. The covariance matrix of the common states is Et[K,tn'a} = 11,-. The 
vectorr with residuals vn represent the unique states, i.e., states that are measured by 
onee indicator only. As a result, the covariance matrix of the unique states Et[vitv'it] = 
Hjj  is a diagonal matrix. By definition the common states and the unique states are 
uncorrelated. . 

Thee model matrices associated with Equation 6.1 (i.e., I \ . II , and 2,) contain 
aa subject index, implying that they may differ across individuals. To illustrate the 
implicationss of this, three possible intraindividual state structures are graphically rep-
resentedd in Figure 6.1. Suppose the six observed variables (indicated by squares) repre-
sentt markers of Extraversion and Neuroticism. two factors of the FFM of personality 
(McCraee & John, 1992): the first three observed variables are 'shy', 'reserved', and 
'silent',, which are indicators of Introversion (the opposite of Extraversion), and the 
latterr three are the variables 'irritable', 'vulnerable', and 'bad-tempered', which are 
indicatorss of Neuroticism. 

Individuall  A is characterized by a one-factor model. Assuming that the factor 
loadingss are all positive, this factor could be interpreted as a general negative behavior 
factor.. This implies that individual A is likely to either show all negative behaviors 
together,, or no negative behaviors at all. In contrast, individual B is characterized 
byy a two-factor structure: the first factor K\ consists of the indicators of introversion, 
whilee the second factor K2 consists of the indicators of neuroticism. These factors are 
correlatedd as indicated by 7T2i, which may represent a positive or negative relationship 
betweenn the amount of daily introversion and neuroticism displayed. Individual C is 
alsoo characterized by a two-factor structure, but of a rather different nature. The first 
factorr K\ is comparable to the single common state of individual A. simply implying 
thatt negative behaviors are likely to appear together. But the second factor K2 has as 
itss indicators 'reserved', 'irritable' and 'bad-tempered'. This factor could be interpreted 
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ass a hostility factor. This illustrates that individuals may differ from each other with 
respectt to the number and/or nature of common states, as well as the covariance 
structuress of the common states. Such differences are indicative of different processes 
underlyingg the pat terns of behavior, i.e.. they represent interindividual differences in 
st ructuree of intraindividual variability. 

Thee model in Equat ion 6.1 may be complemented by including sequential rela-
t ionship,, i.e.. relationships between variables at different occasions. For instance, if an 
individuall  displays a vast amount of neurotic behavior one day. (s)he may be more (or 
less)) likely to behave neurotic the following day. Also, the amount, of neurotic behavior 
displayedd one day may have a elevating (or dimming) effect on the amount of introvert 
behaviorr the following day. There are several ways to model such sequential depen-
dencyy (Browne &: Nesselroade. in preparation; Molenaar. 1985; Nesselroade et al.. 
2002;; Nesselroade & Molenaar, 2003). Here, we present a relatively simple sequential 
model,, by which the current common states K,t are regressed upon the previous com-
monn states Ki.t-i. This sequential structure in combination with Equation 6.1 can be 
calledd a multiple indicator first order vector autoregressive (MI VA R (1)) model (also 
knownn as the direct autoregressive dynamic factor model, see Nesselroade et al.. 2002. 
andd as the process factor analysis model, see Browne <k Nesselroade. in preparat ion). 
Thee sequential dependency is modeled as 

KitKit = * i« i . f - i +t>it - (6.2) 

againn for fixed i. The vector in contains residuals, i.e., the part of KU which can not 
bee predicted from K^-I. These residuals are by definition independent of previous 
residualss and common states, and its covariance matr ix Ef[i,f<4] = U* . is a diago-
nall  matr ix. The elements in the matrix 3>; determine the sequential structure of the 
commonn states. 

Too i l lustrate the implications of the sequential relationships defined in Equation 6.2. 
wee give two examples in Figure 6.2. For both individuals 3 occasions are represented, 
i.e.,, occasion t, the previous occasion t — 1, and the following occasion t+ 1. We assume 
thatt the six observed variables (indicated by squares) represent the same variables as 
inn the previous example, i.e., 'shy', 'reserved', and 'silent' as indicators of Introversion, 
andd ' irr i table', 'vulnerable', and 'bad-tempered' as indicators of Neuroticism. Both 
individualss are characterized by the same two-factor model, where Ki represents In-
troversionn and K2 represents Neuroticism. However, they differ with respect to their 
sequentiall  structures. 

Thee first individual is characterized by an absence of sequential relationships, im-
plyingg that, for this individual every day is a new day. and (s)he is not bothered by 
thee amount of introversion and neuroticism experienced the previous day. In contrast, 
thee second individual is characterized by sequential relationships between the common 
states,, implying that his/her current s tate depends to some extent on his/her previous 
state.. It takes this individual longer to "wash out" situational effects. The sequential 
relationshipss may take on different forms. For instance, the amount of neurotic be-
haviorr one day may have a dimming effect on the amount of introvert behavior the 
followingg day (i.e., <pi2 < 0), while the amount of introvert behavior one day has no 
influencee on the amount of neurotic behavior the next day (i.e., 021 — 0). In short, all 
thee sequential relationships between common states at successive occasions (so either 
betweenn the same common state, such as neurotic-neurotic and introvert-introvert, 
orr between different common states at successive occasions, such as neurotic-introvert 



Fig.. 6.2. Path diagrams of two different intraindividual sequential structures of the common 
states.Thee top represents an individual whose state is not influences by previous states, that is, every 
dayy is experienced as a new day. The bottom represents an individual who is influenced by his/her 
statee at the preceding occasion. 
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andd introvert-neurotic) may be positive, negative or zero. These relationships represent 
distinctt intraindividual processes. 

Soo far three kinds of interindividual differences stemming from the state model in 
Equat ionss 6.1 and 6.2 have been discussed: (a) differences in number and nature of 
commonn states, (b) differences in covariation of common states, and (c) differences in 
sequentiall  dependency of common states. These can be summarized as interindividual 
differencess in structure of intraindividual variability. A fourth kind of interindividual 
differencee associated with the state model is the amount of intraindividual variability. 
Thiss may be expressed in any or all model matrices, i.e.. I \ . I I , . 3 ; . U, and/or <!>,. 
Individualss who display littl e intraindividual variability can be said to be "traited", 
i.e.,, their behavior is to a large extent characterized by their trait score (Baumeister 
SzSz Tice. 1988: Bern &: Allen. 1974). In contrast, individuals who are characterized by 
moree intraindividual variability may be more susceptible to situational influences and 
manipulat ionss of states, which Baumeister and Tice called •'untraitedness , ' (Baumeis
terr ic Tice. 1988). However, a large intraindividual variability is not necessarily the 
resultt from untrai tedness. but can also stem from large situational variability, which 
inn turn may be the result of an individual's variation seeking behavior. 

6.2 .22 T h e t ra i t mode l: A n in ter ind iv idua l approach 

Thee state model defined in Equations 6.1 and 6.2 accounts for an individual's temporal 
depar turee from his /her average /x,-. This intraindividual mean is by definition invariant 
overr t ime, and it represents the tendency of an individual to display certain behavior. 
Notee that this mean is obtained for each observed variable separately, in contrast to the 
averagingg previously proposed in psychological l i terature (e.g.. Fleeson. 2001), where 
averagingg takes place at the level of the construct (i.e., the sum score is averaged over 
t ime) .. The implications of this difference are touched upon in the third section, below. 

Becausee the tendency to behave in a certain way is considered a defining feature 
off trai ts (e.g., Spielberger & Sydeman, 1994), //, can be interpreted as the trait score 
off individual i. Differences between individuals in their trai t scores stem from trait 
differences.. We distinguish between two kinds of traits: t rai ts that are measured by 
multiplee indicators, which we call common traits, and trai ts tha t influence only one 
behavior,, which we call unique traits.1 An example of a common trait is Introversion 
whichh is determined by both the average level of shy behavior and the average level of 
silentt behavior. Introvert people tend to behave more shy and silent in most situations 
mostt of the time, resulting in high averaged levels of shy and silent behavior. However, 
aa portion of the difference between individuals with respect to their average silentness 
iss unrelated to their Introversion (and thus unrelated to their average shyness). Some 
peoplee tend to be silent most of the t ime just because they enjoy listening to others. 
Thus ,, averaged silent behavior is only to some degree determined by the common trait 
Introversion.. There is also a part of silentness tha t is unrelated to the other behaviors 
andd this is called a unique t rai t . 

Iff we define all t ra i ts , both common and unique, as deviations from the grand mean, 
i.e... the mean across individuals, then we can write an individual's averaged amount 
off a certain behavior as a function of the grand mean and his/her deviations to it, 

11 Note that our use of the term unique trait is rather different than the use proposed by Allport 
(1946)) and others, where unique trait referred to an individual's characteristic that was not shared 
byy others, such as a six-fingered hand. 
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whichh is at t r ibutable to common trait(s) and a unique trait. 

intraindividuall  mean = grand mean + common trait(s) + unique trait . 

Wee can write the relationships between multiple intraindividual means and multiple 
commonn trai ts and unique trai ts simultaneously. To this end we use (3 to indicate the 
vectorr with (multiple) common trai ts. These are weighted with A . which is a matr ix 
off  factor loadings, i.e., regression coefficients of the regression of the intraindividual 
meanss on the common traits. The unique trai ts represent the parts of the intrain-
dividuall  means that could not be explained by the common traits. Another way of 
conceptualizingg these unique trai ts is as systematic error, as they are measured by a 
singlee indicator, and do not. vary over t ime. 

Thiss results in a trait model with which the interindividual differences in intrain-
dividuall  means can be modeled (i.e.. the time-invariant interindividual moments, as 
definedd in Equations 6.f9 and 6.21 in Appendix 6.A). This trait model2 is 

tntn = n + A/3i + & . (6.3) 

wheree i = 1.2 Note that there is no time index in Equation 6.3. That is. all 
variabless are independent of time. The intraindividual means of individual i depend 
onn a vector with intercepts jx, his/her latent scores /3,-. and his/her residuals £• By 
definition,, Et[/3i] and Ei[£«] are zero vectors, so it follows tha t the vector /x is the 
meann of intraindividual means across individuals, tha t is. E,[/i,] = fx. with elements 
definedd as in Equation 6.19 (Appendix 6.A). The covariance matrix of the common 
trai tss is E,'[/3;/3j] = fï. The covariance matr ix of the unique trai ts . E,-[£,-£j'] = T . is by 
definitionn a diagonal matrix. Also by definition, the common trai ts and unique t ra i ts 
aree uncor rec ted . 

Thee trait model provides insight into the manner in which individuals differ quanti
tativelyy from each other, regardless of temporal interindividual differences. The factors 
tha tt are obtained with the trait model are dimensions on which individuals have dif
ferentt locations. Because the trait model describes how individuals differ with respect 
too their average (i.e.. irrespective of temporal effects), it is a particularly useful model 
iff one wishes to compare individuals and determine their position relatively to a group 
norm,, without the 'contamination' of situational effects. 

6.2.33 T h e IT S model: Comb in in g t h e in t ra ind iv idua l and t h e 
in ter ind iv idua ll  approaches 

Wee propose to integrate the state model (Equations 6.1 and 6.2) and the trait model 
(Equationn refeq6.3) into a single formal model in which the s tandard interindividual 
momentss associated with a single occasion can be described (as defined in Equations 
6.155 and 6.17 in Appendix 6.A). This new model, which we call the ITS model, is 

__ f fi + A/3, + 0 + Ti*it + t/it , 6 n 
II gram! mean + common traits + unique traits + common states + unique states 

wheree * = 1.2. . . . indicates the individual, and t = .... —2. — 1.0. 1. 2 . . . . indicates the 

occasion.. Hence, the vector of observed scores of subject i at occasion t is a function 

22 Cattell suggested this method, which he called averaged R-technique. once (see Cattell. 1967). 
However,, he never developed it into a formal model. 
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off  the grand mean \x (with the elements as defined in Equation 19), the individual's 
commonn trait scores /3Z. h is/her unique trait scores £,-, his/her common state scores 
KiKitt at occasion f, and his/her unique state scores va at occasion r. 

Inn Figure 6.3 a graphic representation of the ITS model is given. Assume the six 
observedd variables are the same as in the examples above, i.e.. the first three variables 
aree 'shy', 'reserved', and 'silent' as indicators of Introversion, and the latter three 
variabless are ' irr i table', 'vulnerable', and 'bad-tempered' as indicators of Neuroticism. 
Thee top part represents the state model of a part icular individual i, and it may differ 
fromm that of other individuals. This person is characterized by an intraindividual two-
factorr model identical to that of individual C in Figure 6.1. Hence, the first common 
sta tee K\i represents a general negative behavior factor and the second common state 
K'2.,K'2., can be interpreted as a hostility factor. The bot tom part of Figure 6.3 represents 
thee trait model that describes time-invariant interindividual differences. In this case, 
thee trait model is a two-factor model, where the first common trait p\ represents 
thee tendency to behave introverted and the second common trait 82 represent the 
tendencyy to behave neurotically. This part of the ITS model can be used to compare 
individualss quanti tat ively to each other. For instance, if one wants to determine who 
off  a pair of individuals tends to behave more neurotically than the other. Also, it can 
bee used to compare an individual to a norm, for instance, if one wants to determine 
whetherr a part icular individual is more likely to behave introverted than the norm 
inn the populat ion. It is important to realize that all these comparison pertain to the 
average:: It does not imply that if an individual has the tendency to behave more 
introvertt than is custom in the population, (s)he wil l always and in every situation 
behavee more introvert. 

Thee s ta te structure of individual i in Figure 6.3 does not coincide with the trait 
s t ructuree that describes the time-invariant differences between individuals. This im-
pliess that the way in which this individual differs from himself/herself is not identical 
too the way individuals (in the population that individual i belongs to) differ from each 
otherr when temporal effects are eliminated. Even when all individuals prove to have 
thee same state structure, and we could suffice with one general state model, this is 
nott necessarily identical to the trait model. For instance, it is possible that all individ-
ualss differ from themselves over time on the six variables identical to our individual 
C.. Then, we conclude that the state model in Figure 6.3 is universal. However, this 
inn no way implies that the trait structure is of the same nature: The trait structure 
couldd be identical, but it could just as well be of a different nature, for instance, the 
two-factorr s t ructure as indicated at the bot tom of Figure 6.3, or any other factor struc-
ture.. The fact is that in the ITS model, the trait structure and the state structure are 
independentt of each other: Knowing one does not imply knowledge about the other. 

6.33 The IT S model and standard factor  analysis 

Factorr analysis is a technique that is often used to investigate the trait structure, 
whichh is determined by the general dimensions underlying interindividual differences 
t hatt are t ime-invariant. An assumption underlying the use of this technique is that 
intraindividuall  variability behaves like random error when averaged across individuals 
(Lordd & Novick, 1968: Meijer, 1994). In this section we show what happens when 
d a taa generated by the ITS model are analyzed with standard factor analysis. The 
centrall  issue here is. what determines the factor structure in ordinary factor analysis 



Fig.. 6 .3. Path diagram of an ITS model. Top represents the state model of a fixed individual i. 
Bottomm represent the trait model. Although both the state model and the trait model have the same 
numberr of factors, their nature differs. This is characteristic of the ITS model 
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whenn data are generated by the ITS model? Is the factor structure determined by 
thee trait structure, the (averaged) state structure, or some combination of these? We 
discusss several specific variants of the ITS model and indicate what happens when the 
observationss generated by these variants are analyzed in standard factor analysis. 

Inn standard factor analysis (cf. Jöreskog k Sörboni. 1996). the model that is fitted 
is s 

yytttt = at 4- AfTiit 4- e,t . (6.5) 

Althoughh not customary, we include the time index t to point out that it is the structure 
att a single measurement occasion. The observation of a subject i at occasion f is 
modeledd as a function of the grand mean (across subjects) at occasion / (i.e.. at). 
off  his/her factor scores at occasion t (i.e.. rjn). and his/her residuals at occasion t 
(i.e... en). By definition the mean factor scores and the mean residual scores across 
subjectss at occasion t. i.e.. E,[ï7,f] and E;[e! f ] are zero vectors, and the eovariances 
betweenn the factors and the residuals are zero. The covariance matr ix of the common 
factorss at occasion t is E,-^,^, ' ,] = ^t and the covariance matr ix of the residuals. 
Ei[eiEi[eitte'e'jtjt]] = &t- is a diagonal matrix. It follows that the covariance structure is 

£ ,, = A , * , A {  + 0 , . (6.6) 

Basedd on the ITS model in Equation 6.4. it can be shown that the covariance 
matr ixx of yit at one occasion (i.e.. f is fixed) across subjects, can be expressed as (see 
Appendixx 6.B. for the derivation of this expression) 

£ ,, = A f i A ' + T + E ^ n . - r ; ] + S*  . (6.7) 

wheree E,- indicates the expectat ion across subjects, and E, is the mean across subjects 
off  the intraindividual residual covariance matr ix E,. Thus, the covariance structure 
acrosss subjects at an occasion is determined by both the covariance structure of stable, 
trait- l ikee differences between them (i.e.. the first two expressions on the right-hand 
side),, and some average of their state-like covariance structures (the last two expression 
onn the r ight-hand side of Equat ion 6.7). 

Noww we have two expressions for the covariance matr ix "Et- one based on the stan-
dardd factor model (Equation 6.6). and one based on the ITS model (Equation 6.7). If 
wee equate these, we get 

A ^ A ;; + e, = ArjA' + T + E,- [r,n,r;] + s». (6.8) 

Inn standard factor analysis, it is assumed that the factor model represents the trait 
s t ructure.. From Equat ion 6.8 it can be seen that this would imply A ?* ( A {  = AS IA ' . 
Th iss follows from the assumption that, although state fluctuations may be generated 
byy a common factor structure at the intraindividual level (i.e.. r , n , T ' ). they behave 
lik ee random error in a large group (Lord k Novick. 1968: Meijer. 1994). Put differently, 
i tt is assumed that S*  = E, [ r , I I ,T j ] +E* . is a diagonal matrix. As a result. &t — T + S* 
iss a diagonal matr ix, with T as the systematic error, also called specificity (Lord k 
Novick.. 1968). and S* behaving like random error. 

Becausee E; is defined as a diagonal matr ix for all i. E*  is necessarily diagonal too. 
However.. E, [ r jTI ;T •] will only be a diagonal matr ix if for each pair of variables, the 
to ta ll sum across individuals of intraindividual eovariances is zero. Thus, the covariance 
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betweenn variable g arid variable h for a fixed individual / may differ significantly from 
zero,, but the expectation over subjects must be zero, i.e., Ej [(T,-,s/,] = Ü (where cr,.9/, 
iss the covariance for subject i between variables g and h. with g / h. see Equation 
6.13,, with k — 0). However, there are many situations in which this assumption is not 
tenable.. For instance, if we look at two items of a questionnaire, say 'nervous' and 
' j i t tery',, we expect that most individuals at most occasions wil l behave more j i t tery 
whenn they are more nervous, and vice versa. Thus we expect to find a positive int rain-
dividuall  covariance for most individuals. But then the expectation across individuals 
off  this covariance wil l be positive too. Hence, the assumption that the mean across 
individualss of the intraindividual factor structures wil l result in a diagonal matr ix is 
nott tenable: Although it may be t rue that, in specific cases, the intraindividual state 
variationn behaves like random error when averaged across individuals, we can certainly 
nott assume this is always the case. 

Iff  the term E; [ r ^ n ^ r ' ] does not result in a diagonal matrix, it wil l add to the factor 
structure.. That is. Xt^tX\ is not only determined by the trait structure1 A fJA ' . but 
alsoo by the average (across individuals) of the state structure E , [ r , T I , r - ] . To what 
extentt it represents the one or the other, depends on the amount of (co-)variance that 
iss accounted for by either structure. In the next section we show how one can determine 
too what extent the interindividual differences represent stable, trait-like differences, 
andd to what extent they represent temporal, state-like differences. 

Thee expression in Equation 6.7 can be further simplified by assuming the state 
structuree is the same for all individuals, thus Ti = Tj = T, This could be called the 
ITSITS model with a general state structure. This implies that the way individuals differ 
fromm themselves is identical across individuals, and there is a universal state model. 
However,, this general state model does not have to be identical to the trait model, 
thatt is. the way individuals differ from themselves is not identical the way they differ 
fromm each other irrespective of temporal effects. The ITS model with general state 
structuree is 

£,, - AftA '  + T + rri tr '  + E* . (6.9) 

wheree I I *  — E,[II, ] . If the model in Equation 6.9 holds, and standard factor analysis 
iss used, the resulting factor structure is determined by the trait structure and the 
generall  state structure, i.e.. A f * f A' , = AHA'  + TEUT'. 

AA further simplification arises if the general state structure1 is equivalent to the 
traitt structure, i.e.. T = A . This could be called the ITS model with identical trait 
andand state structures. If such a model is true, this implies that individuals differ from 
eachh other irrespective of temporal effects along the same dimensions as they differ 
fromm themselves over time. This model is 

£ (( = A f i A ' + T + A n , A ' + 3 , 

== A ( f t + n * ) A ' + T + E, . (6.10) 

Inn this case, standard factor analysis would result in Af = A , $>t — S~2 + II* , and 
&t&t = T + E». that is. the variance of the factors contain both trait-like variance (ft) 
andd state-like variance (II*) , and the measurement errors contain systematic error 
( T )) and random error (E*) . This version of the ITS model with identical trait and 
statee structures is in line with the structural equation modeling approaches by Hertzog 
andd Nesselroade (1987) and Steyer et al. (1990; Schmitt & Steyer. 1993). which are 
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alsoo based on the assumptions that the state structure is invariant across individuals, 

andd that it is identical to the trait structure. However, it is clear that this is a very 
restrictedd version of the ITS model. 

6 .44 I l l u s t r a t i o n 

Too il lustrate some of the points made above, we include an empirical example based 
onn the Borkenau-Ostendorf da ta set. This da ta set came about through the repeated 
administrat ionn (90 days) of the same questionnaire to the same 22 individuals. The 
questionnairee consists of 30 markers of the FFM (6 items per t ra i t ). The individuals 
weree instructed to indicate on a 7-point Likert scale how true the description was for 
theirr behavior that day. The day to day intraindividual variation in behavior can be 
interpretedd as state-like variability. By averaging the daily displayed behavior of an 
individuall  the tendency to behave in a certain way can be determined. This tendency 
mayy be interpreted as the individual's trait score. 

Inn this section we begin by showing how much of the total observed interindividual 
variancee is at t r ibutable to trait differences, and how much is caused by temporal, 
state-likee differences. Next, we determine the trait structure, using the intraindividual 
means.. We end by investigating whether the state structure is identical to the trait 
structure. . 

6.4 .11 Sources of var iance 

Too get an impression of the degree to which the differences between individuals repre-
sentt state fluctuation, and to what extend they represent trait-like differences between 
individuals,, we decomposed the variances of all 30 items separately. We calculated 
threee kinds of variation measures that follow^ from the definitions of trait and state as 
employedd in this Chapter. First, we calculated a measure of total variance. This con-
sistss of determining the across individual variance at every occasion separately (i.e.. 
t hee standard interindividual variance, see Equation 6.18 with g = h and t — r ) . and 
thenn averaging it across occasions.3 Second, we calculated a measure of state variance. 
Thiss was obtained by determining the intraindividual variance for each individual 
separatelyy (see Equat ion 6.14 with g = h and k — 0), and then averaging it across 
individuals.. Third, we calculated a measure of trait variance. This was obtained by 
determiningg the variance of the intraindividual means (see Equation 6.21. with g = h). 
Notee that we limi t ourselves to the investigating of variances, but the same procedure 
couldd be followed to investigate the covariances, i.e., when g ^ h. 

Fromm Figure 6.4 i t is clear that the total variance is the sum of the state variance 
andd the trait variance (i.e., the left bar is the sum of the middle and the right bar). 
I tt can be seen that state accounts for more of interindividual variance than trait does 
forr most variables. This implies that these FFM indicators in combination with a 
s ta tee instruction result in measurements of interindividual differences that represent 
moree state-like differences than trait-like differences. I t is important to realize that 
thiss result applies to the averaged state variance: Given the relatively large standard 

33 Another measure of total variance could have been obtained by calculating the variance across 
individualss and occasions. However we chose to calculate the mean (across occasions) of total 
variancee across individuals, as one usually obtains an interindividual variance associated with only 
onee occasion. 
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Extraversion n Neuroticism m 
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Agreeableness s 
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Conscientiousness s 
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Fig.. 6.4. Total variance per item divided into state variation and trait variation. Left bar repre-
sentss mean (over time) of interindividual variance, i.e.. the total variance. The standard deviations 
(overr time) is also given. Middle bar represents mean (over individuals) of intraindividual variance, 
i.e... the state variance. The standard deviations (across individuals) is also given. Right bar rep-
resentss variance (across individuals) of intraindividual mean, i.e., the trait variance. Abbreviations 
fromm the extraversion factor stand for: DY=dynamic, SO=sociable, SH=shy, SI=silent, Ll=lively , 
RE=reserved.. Abbreviations from the neuroticism factor stand for: IR=irr i table. EM=emotionally sta-
ble,, CA=calm, BA=bad-tempered, RE=resistent, VU=vulnerable. Abbreviations from the agreeable-
nesss factor stand for: SE=selfish, GN=good-natured, DO=dominering, HE=helpful, OB=obstinate, 
CO=considerate.. Abbreviations from conscientiousness factor stand for: LA=lazy, IN=industrious. 
PE=persistent,, REC=reckless, CH=changeable, RES=responsible. Abbreviates from the intellect 
factorr stand for: UNIM=unimaginative, WI=witty , KN=knowledgeable, PR=prudent, FA=fanciless, 
UNIN=uninformed. . 

deviationss of the intraindividual variances, we can conclude that there are individuals 
whosee intraindividual variability is smaller than the trait variability. 

6.4.22 Investigating the interindividua l trai t structur e 

Too investigate the interindividual trait structure we need to submit the intraindividual 
meanss to a factor analysis. However, since only 22 subjects were observed, while there 
aree 30 variables, the standard covariance matrix of these intraindividual means would 
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nott be positive definite and thus would not be fit for factor analysis. In such cases a 
proceduree based on suggestions made by Theil and Laitinen (1980) can help to obtain 
aa robust est imator of the covariance matr ix. We used our own FORTRAN program 
basedd on Theil and Laitinen (1980). and obtained an estimate of the covariance matr ix 
whichh was positive definite. We used this covariance matr ix in an explorative five-factor 
analysis,, to determine the trait structure. We applied oblique Procrustes rotation to 
thee 5 factor solution based on the FFM. The solution is represented in Table 6.1. Al l 
factorr loadings smaller than .35 were omitted to ease presentation. 

Tab lee 6 . 1. 

Fivee Factors 

Extraversion n 

Neuroticisin n 

Agreeableness s 

Conscientiousness s 

Intellect t 

item m 

dynamic c 
sociable e 
lively y 
sin--
silent t 
reserved d 

irritable e 
bad-tempered d 
vulnerable e 
emotionallyy stable 
resistent t 
calm m 

good-natured d 
helpful l 
considerate e 
.selfish h 
doniinering g 
obstinate e 

industrious s 
persistent t 
responsible e 
lazv v 
reckless s 
changeable e 

witty y 
knowledgeable e 
prudent t 
unimaginative e 
faiiciless s 
uninformed d 

1 1 

.55 5 

.64 4 

.88 8 

-.62 2 
-.62 2 

.51 1 

.42 2 

.46 6 

-.39 9 

F F 
2 2 

.62 2 

.53 3 

.81 1 

.64 4 

.72 2 

.44 4 

«• tor r 

3 3 

--

.37 7 

.72 2 

.94 4 

.49 9 

4 4 

.43 3 

.44 4 

.61 1 

.55 5 

.92 2 

.59 9 

5 5 

.45 5 

.60 0 

.43 3 

.36 6 

.42 2 
53 3 

.45 5 

.45 5 

.45 5 
-.79 9 
-.88 8 
-.63 3 

Tabl ee 6.1. Solution after oblique Prorrust rotation of FFM on covariance matrix of intraindividual 
means.. All factor loadings smaller than .35 in absolute value where omitted. 

Ass can be seen from Table 6.1, the pat tern resembles the FFM structure to a 

reasonablee degree. Bearing in mind t ha t this is a solution based on the covariance 
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matr ixx of only 22 individuals, we interpret this result in support of the FFM as the 
t ra itt structure. 

6.4.33 Inves t iga t ing t h e in t ra ind iv idua l s t a te s t ruc tu r e 

Too investigate whether the state structure is identical to the trait structure, we se-
lectedd eight individuals (from the total of 22). These individuals had scores that were 
approximatelyy normally distr ibuted for all 30 items.4 For each individual we fitted 
aa series of models, start ing with the independence model, where all the covariances 
betweenn the variables are fixed to zero. This is the model one would expect if the 
fluctuationss over time within an individual are just random error. The other models 
wee fitted can be divided into two classes: models based on the FFM, and models that 
weree based on exploratory analyses. The exact procedure of the latter is described in 
Hamaker,, Dolan, and Molenaar (in press; see also Chapter 5). In both classes we fitted 
modelss without sequential relationships (analogue to the model in the top of Figure 
6.2)) and with sequential relationships (analogue to the model at the bot tom of Figure 
6.2). . 

Too fit these models we used our own FORTRAN program,5 which is a straight-
forwardd implementation of Harvey's Kalman filter (1989). Because not all of these 
modelss are nested, we used Akaike's Information Criter ium (AIC; Akaike, 1973) and 
thee Bayesian Information Criterium (BIC; Schwarz, 1978) to compare them. In Table 
6.22 we present the results of these intraindividual analyses. 

Fromm Table 6.2 we conclude that there is no general state structure and that the 
statee structure and the trait structure (as presumed, based on the FFM) are not 
identical.. There are two out of eight individuals (i.e., subjects 2 and 13) who's s tate 
structuree is better described by a model based on the FFM than an individually 
developedd model (although they differ in the number of significant covariance between 
thee five common states). Four individuals (7, 8. 14, and 22) are clearly characterized 
byy sequential relationships between their state, implying that their behavior today is 
too some extend dependent on their behavior yesterday. Three individuals (1 ,2 and 13) 
doo not show such sequential relationships, and for one individual (19) the AI C and 
BI CC give mixed results concerning the sequentiality. For none of the individuals is the 
independencee model the best model, indicating that the intraindividual variability can 
nott be casted away as random error. 

6.4.44 Conc lus ion 

Thee organization of variables within individuals is not adequately represented by the 
interindividuall  structure (cf. Baldwin, 1946; Epstein, 1979; Galtung, 1967). While 
somee individuals' state structures correspond to the trait structure, most individuals 
weree characterized by common states that clearly differed in number and nature from 
thee common trai ts. Given the pat tern of their factor loadings, these state factors 
couldd not be interpreted as the fusions of two (or more) of the original FFM factors. 
Thus,, we conclude that there was no evidence found for the assumption that daily 

44 The other subjects either showed littl e variation, a very skewed distribution, or a dichotomous 
distributionn on at least one of the items. Although each of these results can be dealt with, the exact 
maimerr in which this should be done is beyond the scope of this thesis. 

'' This program may be freely downloaded at http://users.fmg.uva.nl/cdolan/ . 

http://users.fmg.uva.nl/cdolan/
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Tabl ee 6.2. 

individuall  model 

1 1 

2 2 

7 7 

8 8 

13 3 

14 4 

19 9 

22 2 

IM M 
FFM-P P 
FFM-VAR R 
IN-P P 
IN-VA R R 

IM M 
FFM-P P 
FFM-VAR R 
IN-P P 
IN-VA R R 

IM M 
FFM-P P 
FFM-VAR R 
IN-P P 
IN-VA R R 

IM M 
FFM-P P 
FFM-VAR R 
IN-P P 
IN-VA R R 

IM M 
FFM-P P 
FFM-VAR R 
IN-P P 
IN-VA R R 

IM M 
FFM-P P 
FFM-VAR R 
IN-P P 
IN-VA R R 

IM M 
FFM-P P 
FFM-VAR R 
IN-P P 
IN-VA R R 

IM M 
FFM-P P 
FFM-VAR R 
IN-P P 
IN-VA R R 

22 log L p AIC BIC 

21788 30 2238 2313 
9866 66 1118 1283 

11066 65 1236 1398 
9588 70 1098 1273 

10111 69 1149 1322 

15488 30 1608 1683 
6144 64 742 902 

--
6888 63 814 972 
6888 63 814 972 

33388 30 3398 3473 
23355 70 2475 2650 
24900 61 2612 2764 
22600 68 2396 2566 
22566 68 2392 2562 

39388 30 3698 3773 
29688 70 3108 3283 

--
29299 64 3057 3217 
29044 66 3036 3201 

42966 30 4356 4431 
34466 66 3578 3743 

--
34522 65 3583 3745 
34699 64 3597 3757 

64844 30 6544 6619 
38155 70 3955 4130 

--
33388 89 3516 3739 
33122 90 3492 3717 

42899 30 4349 4424 
29177 68 3053 3223 
31688 61 3290 3443 
28233 78 2979 3174 
28433 72 2987 3167 

33833 30 3443 3518 
27422 63 2868 3026 
27988 63 2924 3081 
26966 62 2820 2975 
26744 63 2800 2958 

Tabl ee 6.2. Results from state structure analyses of 8 individuals. We fitted a series of models to the 
dataa of each individual separately. The first model is the independence model (IM) . This serves as a 
basee line model, in which the intraindividual variability is modeled as random error. Then we fitted 
severall  models based on the FFM, and several individually developed models (IN). In these models, 
thee factors were either correlated within a measurement occasion (analogue to the model at the top 
off  Figure 6.2), or contained sequential relationships (analogue to the model at the bottom of Figure 
6.2).. If these correlations or sequential parameters were not significantly different from zero, we fixed 
themm to equal zero. For each model the minus two times the log likelihood (-2 log L) and the number 
off  parameters estimated in the model (p) are given. In addition, the AIC and the BIC were calculated 
(A IC= == -2log{L) + 2p and BIC=-21og(L) + log(T)p, where T is the length of the series, in this case 
90).. Models with lower AI C or BIC should be favored over models with higher AI C or BIC. Italics 
indicatee which model described the data best for an individual according to the AIC or BIC. 
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intraindividuall  variability necessarily takes place along the same dimensions as the 
oness that describe trait differences between individuals. In addition, no indication 
wass found that individuals differ from themselves in an universal way. Therefore, we 
concludee that there is no general state model. Put differently, in this case the ITS 
modell  defined in Equation 6.4 can not be simplified to the more restricted versions in 
Equationss 6.9 or 6.10. 

6 .55 D i s c u s s i on 

Thee ITS model presented in this Chapter offers a method with which trai ts and states 
cann be linked, both analytically and theoretically. Contrary to presently available 
models,, it is not based on the assumptions that there is a universal state structure and 
thatt this state structure coincides with the trait structure. Some of the consequences 
stemmingg from this have been discussed and il lustrated above. Here, we discuss several 
addit ionall  implications of the ITS model. Also, we discuss how the ITS model may be 
extendedd to include trait change, and how it can help to bridge the gap between the 
trai t-mindedd and the process-minded in personality psychology (Meijer. 1994). 

6.5.11 Quan t i t a t i v e and qua l i ta t iv e in ter ind iv idua l di f ferences 

Wee distinguished three kinds of interindividual differences in intraindividual structure 
off  variability stemming from the state model defined in Equations 6.1 and 6.2. Of 
these,, differences in intraindividual factor loading matr ix Tt have the most far reaching 
consequences.. If I \ differs across i, this means that measurement invariance (Meredith, 
1993)) across individuals is absent/' so that same observed scores are not associated 
wit hh same latent scores. To il lustrate this, we look at individuals A and B in Figure 6.1: 
Individuall  A has a one-factor structure, while individual B has a two-factor structure. 
Thus,, for individual A we obtain one common state score at a particular occasion, 
whilee for individual B we obtain two common state scores. I t is clear that the states 
off  individuals A and B can not be compared in a quanti tat ive manner. 

Whenn r z differs across individuals, this implies that these individuals differ from 
themselvess over t ime on qualitatively different dimensions. Thus, the ITS model allows 
individualss to differ both quantitatively and qualitatively from each other. In differen-
tiall  psychology it is customary to assume that individuals are entities of the same kind, 
att least with respect to the variables involved (Boker & Nesselroade. 2002: Nesselroade, 

bb Measurement invariance is normally used in the context of comparing groups rather than individu-
als.. Another term that could be used to refer to measurement invariance across individuals is local 
homogeneityy (Borsboom, Mellenbergh, k: Van Heerden, 2003; Elli s & Van den Wollenberg, 1993). 
However,, Ellis and Van den Wollenberg use the expression local homogeneity for constructs that are 
traits,, defining trait scores as fixed over time. Thus, they assume that variation over time within an 
individuall  is measurement error only, in which case the intraindividual covariance structure would 
bee a diagonal matrix, and hence it would not be possible to estimate IV In contrast. Borsboom et 
al.. proposed to use the expression local homogeneity when the standard cross-sectional structure 
andd the intraindividual structure proved identical (Borsboom et a t, 2003). In the ITS model this 
wouldd imply that \ t = T, for all i (see Equation (i.8). To this end, either A = 0. that is, there is no 
traitt structure, or A = A( = r \ , that is, the trait structure and the state structure are identical to 
eachh other and to the cross-sectional factor structure. If we understand local homogeneity to mean 
thatt individuals with the same latent scores have the same expected observed scores, we can suffice 
withh the ITS model with general state structure as defined in Equation 6.9. 
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2002).. This assumption is considered essential if one wishes to make meaningful quan-
t i tat ivee comparisons between individuals (Elli s k Van den Wollenberg. 1993: Galtung. 
1967).. However, the ITS model allows individuals to be considered part ly as unique 
entit ies,, resulting in quali tat ive differences between them, while simultaneously allow-
ingg quanti tat ive comparisons to be made between them to the extent that they are 
entit iess of the same kind. 

6.5 .22 A n e x t e n s i on of t h e trai t concept 

Thee application of the trait concept in latent variable models (such as the factor 
model)) is usually restricted to a latent quanti tat ive dimension on which individuals 
cann be ordered or ranked (Elli s fc Van den Wollenberg. 1993: Hertzog k Nesselroade. 
1987:: Lord k Noviek. 1968: Steyer et al.. 1990). Alternatively, Fleeson (2001) proposed 
too use the term trait to refer to all sorts of intraindividual distributional parameters, 
suchh as means and variances of the constructs, providing these proved stable over 
t ime.. Here we propose to take Fleeson's suggestion one step further, and to consider 
stablee intraindividual pat terns of covariation as a trait-like property. This structure is 
representedd by I7,-. TI, and 4>,. The intraindividual factor loading matr ix T, and the 
covariancee matr ix of the common states IT, are indicative of the individual's pattern 
orr organization of behavior, thoughts and feelings. It provides a picture of what behav-
iors,, thoughts and feelings typically go together, which are exclusive of each other, and 
whichh are independent of one another for a particular individual. Because this pattern-
ingg may differ across individuals, it may serve as a defining feature of an individual. 
Similarly,, individuals may differ with respect to the sequential dependency of their 
states,, represented by <!>,. This implies that some individuals may be characterized 
byy the fact that they vary rapidly and are not influenced by situational aspects for a 
longg period of t ime. Other individuals may take longer to overcome situation effects, 
andd this inertia results in sequential dependencies between their states at successive 
occasions.. Clearly, such differences may be termed trait-like properties, as these are 
characteristicc features of individuals and do not vary over time. 

6.5 .33 Trai t change 

Thee ITS model presented in this Chapter accounts for trait-like and state-like proper-
tiess of interindividual differences. A third source of interindividual differences that we 
definedd is trait change. The IT S model can be extended in three ways to incorporating 
t ra itt changes. First, the model may be extended to include changing intraindividual 
means.means. This implies that an individual shows a certain behavior more (or less) often. 
Forr instance, as a child matures (s)he may show a decrease in behaviors associated 
wit hh tant rum fits, and an increase in behaviors associated with compromising. These 
changess may happen gradually, in the form of some smooth trend (Nesselroade & 
Boker.. 1994). or suddenly, in the form of phase transit ions (Van der Maas k Mole-
naar,, 1992). Another category of intraindividual mean changes are cyclic trends, for 
instance,, seasonal depression or effects of the menstruat ion cycle. However, one could 
alsoo argue that these reversible changes as very slow state variability. Of particular 
interestt could be the combination of the ITS model and the popular latent growth 
curvee model (Raudenbush, 2001: Raudenbush k Bryk. 2002). The latter can be used 
too model interindividual differences in intraindividual growth curves, and as such it 
couldd account for trait changes that, are not equal for all individuals. 
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AA second conceptualization of trait change consists of a changing intraindividual 
structure.structure. For example, a person first characterized by an one-factor model may even-
tuallyy be characterized by a two-factor model as a result of maturat ion and differen-
tiation.. Also, intraindividual sequential relationships may change, as the result of a 
successfull  intervention (Molenaar, 1987) or as the result of learning. A third kind of 
traitt change is a change in the amount of intraindividual variability; A decrease in 
variancee may be associated with being more stable, while an increase in variance may 
bee associated with an increased flexibility . Al l of these changes may be termed trait 
changess because they are associated with changes in individual characteristics that 
aree slow7 and (more or less) irreversible, and/or t ime invariant before and after that 
change. . 

6.5.44 Br idg in g th e gap b e t w e en t ra i t s and p rocesses 

Personalityy psychologists have been divided in those who view personality in terms of 
broadd trai ts that apply to everyone, and those who concentrate on processes. While 
thee former emphasize consistency over time and situations, the latter emphasize vari-
abilityy associated with situational features. Among those who strive to combine both 
consistencyy and variability in a single personality theory are Mischel and Shoda (1995) 
andd Cervone (2004). Mischel and Shoda indicated that two individuals who are char-
acterizedd by the same amount of (for example) assertive behavior across situations, 
theyy are not necessarily characterized by the same amount of assertive behavior in 
aa specific situation (cf. Bern &z Allen, 1974). This implies that, although they have 
thee same intraindividual mean score over situations, they have different "if .... then 
...*11 profiles (Mischel & Shoda, 1995). A more idiographic approach to determine the 
relationshipss between personality and situations comes from Cervone (2004). Cervone 
pointedd out that the "if .... then ..." study done by Mischel and Shoda (1995) is based 
onn the assumption that the situations and the responses that the investigators selected 
aree relevant to the personality of each individual. Cervone indicated that this assump-
tionn may not hold, and he proposed a highly individual approach to determine which 
behaviorss and situations are relevant to a particular individual. While both approaches 
accountt for variability and consistency, it is difficul t to see how they are related to the 
tradit ionall  trait approach (e.g., McCrae & John, 1992). 

Thee ITS model is an at tempt to integrate consistency and dynamics in a single 
formall  model in such a manner that both the tradit ional trait approach and the 
intraindividuall  dynamics are accounted for. The trait part of the model is analogue 
(thoughh not identical) to the standard trait approach. w7here dimensions are sought 
thatt are useful in describing quanti tat ive and enduring differences between individuals. 
Thee state part of the model represents the pat tern of thoughts, feelings and behavior 
off  an individual, that is, it gives an impression of the organization of variables within 
thee individual. The ITS model can be extended to include measurements of situational 
aspectss that can be linked to state fluctuations in behavior, thoughts and feelings in an 
•'iff ..., then ..." manner (Mischel & Shoda, 1995; Shoda, Mischel, & Wright, 1994). The 
ITSS model with situational features is not as idiographic as the approach suggested 
byy Cervone (2004). However, when a particular situational feature is of no relevance 
too an individual, it will not show any relatedness to behaviors, thoughts, and feelings 
off the individual. Tha t is, if there is no significant covariation between the situational 
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featuress and the behavior displayed by the individual, no such relationship wil l show-
upp in the ITS model. 

Thee ITS model presented in this Chapter is an at tempt to integrate two branches of 
psychologyy (Epstein. 1994; Meijer. 1994: Mischel. 2004): a psychology concerned with 
global,, nomothet ic t ra it descriptions, and a psychology emphasizing the dynamics of 
individuall  processes that may or may not be idiographic. By incorporating both, the 
IT SS model may help bridging the gap between the trait-minded and the process-
mindedd researchers. 

6 .66 A p p e n d i x 6 .A 

Inn this Appendix the parameters of intraindividual and interindividual distributions 
aree defined. We assume all variables are inultinormally distr ibuted, so that first and 
secondd order moments describe the distributions exhaustively. The intraindividual dis-
t r ibut ionn can be interpreted as the distribution of states. Wi t h respect to the interindi-
viduall  distr ibution we distinguish between two kinds of interindividual moments: stan-
dardd interindividual moments associated with a specific measurement occasion, and 
t imee invariant interindividual moments. The latter can be interpreted as the distribu-
tionn of t ra i ts, while the former is a combination of both state and trait distr ibutions. 
Wee use ? as subject index, g and /; as item indices, and t and r as occasion indices. 
Whenn dealing with estimates, we have a time series (i.e.. repeated measures) of finite 
lengthh T observed in one subject, or a finit e sample of N subjects. 

I n t ra ind iv idua ll  m o m e n ts 

Whenn the measurements of a single subject are involved, generalization is not done over 
subjectss (as we are accustomed to do in psychological research), but over occasions. 
Thiss implies that the subject index i is fixed. To indicate the difference between indices 
thatt are fixed and those that indicate randomness, we place the former in brackets. 
Wee assume the data are stationary, which implies that the moments do not change 
overr t ime (Box & Jenkins. 1976; Hamilton. 1994). The first moment of subject i on 
variablee g is also called the intraindividual mean, and it is equal to the expectation 
overr t ime, that is: 

fiig*fiig* = Ef [j/(i fl)tj • ( 6 -H) 

wheree E ( indicates the expectation across occasions, while i and g are fixed. The 
subscriptt * indicates tha t the expectation has been taken over this source of stochas-
ticity.. For reasons of presentation simplicity, we do not use this explicit and extended 
notat ion,, but suffice with the notation ^ig — Et[yigt}, indicating that /^g is the ex
pectat ionn over t ime of the scores y of subject i on variable g. The estimation of this 
intraindividuall mean over t ime is: 

11 T 

t=\ t=\ 

Withh respect to the second moment around the mean, we make use of a general 
formulationn tha t can represent the variance of a variable, the covariance between two 
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variabless h and g, and lagged covariances. The latter are covariances between two 
variabless at different occasions. The distance between these occasions is called the lag 
tt — T — k. We need to define these lagged cross-covariances. as they are distribution 
characteristicss that play an important role in certain intraindividual approaches, which 
wee discuss later. Thus we have 

<y<yughugh,,kk = Et y{yigt - mgKvihT - / ^ / j j < (6.13) 

wheree t — r = k > 0. U k = 0, this reduces to the covariance between variable g and 
h,h, which may be denoted as cr^gh- If hi addition g = h, this becomes the variance 
off  variable g. which is denoted as af . If g — h and k > 0, Equation 3 represents 
thee lagged auto-covariance, that is the covariance between variable g and itself at k 
occasionn earlier, denoted as als_k- Finally, if g ^ h and k > 0. we have the lagged 
cross-covariancee between variable g and h. Note that for these lagged covariances, we 
havee Vi.gh.k T^ ai.hg.k- That is, the way in which scores of variable g depend on scores 
off  variable h at k occasions earlier, can be very different from the way in which scores 
off  variable h depends on scores of variable g at k occasions earlier. The estimate of 
thee lagged cross-covariance is: 

11 T 

°i,gh.k°i,gh.k = T _ 5Z YVigt ~ Mg^yihT ~ &ft) ] • (6.14) 
t=k+l t=k+l 

Thiss may reduce to estimates of the variances, covariances, lagged auto-covariance 
andd lagged cross-covariances in similar ways as described above for the expectation. 
Notee tha t there are only T — k pairs of observations tha t can be used to determine 
thiss covariance. Although there are T — k pairs of observations, it is customary to 
dividee by T — X instead of T — k — X. The reason for this is tha t one would expect 
thee covariances to decrease as k increases, but the use of T — k — 1 could result in 
largee covariances as k gets large due to sample fluctuations. Therefore, often T — 1 is 
preferredd (cf. Chatfield, 1989; Hamilton, 1994). 

In te r ind iv idua ll  m o m e n ts 

Ass stated above, we distinguish between two kinds of interindividual moments: the 
s tandardd interindividual moments and the time invariant interindividual moments. 
Mostt readers will be familiar with the s tandard interindividual moments, but we dis
cusss them for the sake of completeness. The time invariant interindividual moments 
aree of importance to the study of trai ts , as we show later. 

StandardStandard interindividual moments 

Ourr presentation of the s tandard interindividual moments differs slightly from the 
usuall presentation, as we include a time index t. Although this t is fixed and therefore 
couldd be omitted, we include it to remind the reader tha t these are moments associated 
withh a certain occasion t. in contrast to the interindividual moments discussed later. 
First,, the expectation across subjects of variable g at occasion t is the mean, that is 

lt*gtlt*gt = Ei[yi(pt)j • ( 6- 1 5) 
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wheree E, indicates the expectat ion across subjects while t and g are placed between 
bracketss to indicate they are fixed. Again, we simplify this notation to \igi — E;[y,y], to 
indicatee the expectat ion is taken across subjects at a specific occasion t for a certain 
variablee g. The est imate of this interindividual mean in a sample of N subjects at 
occasionn t is 

11 V ^ 
iiiigtgt = ^z^yist • (6-16) 

Thee covarianee between two different variables g and /; at different occasions t and r 

cann be expressed as 

Ogh.trOgh.tr = Ei\{yigt ~ 1'yt ) {Vihr^hr ) \ • (6-17) 

Again,, this expression can be used to reduce to many different kinds of second mo
ments .. Tha t is, if g — h. it is the covarianee across individuals between repeated 
measuress of the same variable, denoted as <rgjT. When in addition t — r, we have the 
variancee of variable g at occasion t. i.e.. cr^t. If in contrast g ^ h. but t — r . we have 
thee covarianee between variable g and variable h at occasion t. i.e.. dgh.t- When both 
gg y£ h and t ^ T. this is the covarianee between variable g ad h at different, occasions. 
Notee that crgi,jT ^ <Jhg.tr hut tha t agt,.tr = &hy.Tt- The estimate of this covarianee is 

11 V 

Vgh.trVgh.tr = v _ 1 Yl [(yW ~ MiVihT ~ £/IT)J • (6-18) 
i = l l 

Thiss may reduce to est imates of the variances and covariances, either at the same 
occasionn or at different occasions. 

Time-invariantTime-invariant interindividual moments 

Thee interindividual moments discussed above are associated with particular occasions. 
Ass stated before, the differences between individuals at. a particular occasion reflect 
bo thh trait-like and state-like differences between individuals (Cattell. 1966: Cattell. 
1967;; Hertzog & Nesselroade, 1987: Steyer et al., 1999). We present distribution char
acteristicss associated with stable trait-like differences between individuals here, and 
calll them time invariant interindividual moments. They are baaed on the intraindivid-
uall means as defined in Equat ion 6.11. The time-invariant interindividual moments 
describee the distribution of these intraindividual means. The first t ime invariant in
terindividuall moment of variable g is t he expectation across subjects of their intrain
dividuall means, i.e.: 

figfig = Ei^fiig^ . (6.19) 

Thiss mean can be interpreted as the mean trait score across subjects on variable g. 

Thee estimation of this t ime invariant interindividual mean is: 

11 N 

^ = ; j s r 5 > p -- (6"20) 

77 = 1 

Thee second t ime invariant moment is t h e variance of intraindividual means, i.e.. 

http://Ogh.tr
http://Jhg.tr
http://Vgh.tr
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o<jho<jh = E; [(iHg - fig) (na,. - Hh)\ • (6-21) 

Thiss eovariance between variable g and /; may be interpreted as the eovariance of trait 
scoress between individuals on these variables. If g — h this reduces to the variance 
acrosss subjects of trait scores on a variable, denoted as a2

g. This is an indication of how 
muchh trait-like variation there is between individuals. Because this is a t ime invariant, 
moment,, no lagged relationships exist. The estimate of this moment is 

11 A' 
&&shsh = J7~[ Yl [(&(<H - A* ff.) (/*i(ft* ) - A*/..)] • (6.22) ) 

Thiss concludes our presentation of intra- and interindividual moments. 

6 . 77 A p p e n d i x 6 . B 

Inn this Appendix the interindividual eovariance matrix based on the ITS model is 
derived.. We use Freeman's theorem in the same way as proposed by Lord and Novick 
(1968;; Freeman, 1963). Lord and Novick used this theorem to show tha t the variance 
acrosss subjects of a variable that has an intraindividual distribution (not necessarily 
invariantt across subjects), is equal to the sum of the mean across subjects of this 
intraindividuall variance, and the variance across subjects of intraindividual means. 
That.. is. 

Ei\(yiEi\(yiggtt - Ei[yigt}) J = E, Et{(yigt-Et[yigt]) j + E, |E,[y i f f ,] - E, [Et{yigt}] j 

E,-[4]+E,-- {t*ig{t*ig -Ei[flig\y 

wheree the first term on the right-hand side is the mean (across individuals) of the in
traindividuall variance, i.e., the average s tate variance1, and the second term represents 
thee variance (across individuals) of intraindividual means, i.e.. the trait variance. 

Too find an expression for the eovariance matrix Sf in terms of the matrices asso
ciatedd with the ITS model, wre start by expressing the vector with population means 
andd the population eovariance matrix at occasion t. as functions of the model matrices 
inn Equation 6.4. The vector with population means at occasion f can be expressed as: 

VtVt =E j [ y i , ] 

== Et [p, + A/3, + £ + TiKit + i/,-,] 

== Et [/i] + E, [A/3,-] + E, [<,] + E(- [TiKit] + E, [uit] 

== ^ + A E , [ft] + Ei [Cj + E, [TiKu] + Ei [uit] . (6.23) 

Byy definition E,[/3,] and Et[C,i\ are both null-vectors. To find the expectations of the 
lastt two terms, we follow Lord and Novick (p. 35. 1968): 

Ei[i/i,]=E,-[E,[i/rt]]] =E , [ 0 ] = 0 , 

andd shnilarlv: 
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EilTiKit]EilTiKit] = E, [E t [ I>„] ] = E, [l\E ([K i t ] ] = Ei[Ti * 0] = 0 

Therefore,, the expectation of y,-; across subjects at occasion f results in the vector 
withh interindividual means, i.e., //. 

Thee covariance structure is: 

Sff = Ej (y,-, - Ei[yit])(yit - Ej[y«])' 

== E,- [(A/3, + Ci + TiKit + vit){APi + £t + TiKit + i/ it)'] 

== E, [AfrftA'} + E; [CiC'i] + Ei [i> i f «;(r;] + E,- [i/.xj 
== AE, [&#] A ' + E,- [CC'] + Et [ i w ^ r y + E, [vitI/ü] 
== Af t A ' + T + E, [T^K^T',} + E, [uitu'it] . (6.24) 

Thee first two elements in Equation G.24 represent trait-like differences between indi-
viduals.. The last two elements are more difficult to describe. They represent differences 
betweenn individuals with respect to their states at a certain occasion t. However, it is 
moree than that their state-scores differ: The actual state-structure may differ. That is. 
thee number of state-dimensions may differ, the nature of the state-dimensions (repre-
sentedd as the pattern and size of factor loadings, i.e., T,) may differ, the covariation, 
orr sequential dependency of the states may differ, i.e.. II j may differ, and the amount 
off  variation in states as well as the residuals may differ across subjects Ej. 

Too simplify the last two expressions in Equation 6.24, we make use of Freeman's 
theoremm (1963: see also Lord & Novick, 1968). With respect to the last term we get: 

Ei[uitu[Ei[uitu[tt}} = Ei[E([i/ i t i^] ] +Ei [ {E ( [ i / i , ] } {E i K]} / ] 

== E, tal + 0 

sincee E( [^] = 0 for all i. Thus, the covariance matrix across subjects of the intrain-
dividuall  unique states va at a single occasion, is the mean across subjects of their 
intraindividuall  covariance matrix 5;. Since H, is diagonal for all i, this mean must be 
diagonall  too. 

Applyingg Freeman's theorem to the third term of Equation 6.24 results in: 

Ei[i\K«< tr;]]  = Et[Ef[r,;^<r^]] + El[{E ([r>^]}{E,.[i> ït]}' ] 

== E . f r ^ ^ y r ; ] +E1[{TlEt[Klt}}{r!Et[K1t}}' 

== Et [i\n,r'l + o, 

sincee E( [K^ ] = 0 for all i. Because I\ may differ across subjects (not just the values its 
elementss take on, but also the dimensions of the matrix, and the same applies to ITj), 
thee expression can not be further simplified. Hence, Equation 6.24, i.e., the covariance 
matrixx across subjects at a single occasion t, can be written as: 

E(( = AHA ' + T + E, [r^T'A + S, . 
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Nederlandsee samenvatting (Dutch summary) 

7.11 Algemeen 

Err bestaat een opvallende tegenstelling tussen het niveau waarop veel psychologische 
theorieënn zijn geformuleerd en het niveau waarop het meeste onderzoek binnen de psy-
chologiee wordt uitgevoerd. Een groot deel van de psychologische theorieën is gericht op 
processenn die zich binnen het individu afspelen over de tijd: leren, coping, habituat ie, 
informatiee verwerking, emotie regulatie, en probleem oplossen zijn voorbeelden van 
psychologischee processen die gekenmerkt worden door veranderingen binnen het indi-
viduu over de tijd. Het psychologische onderzoek is echter vrijwel uitsluitend gebaseerd 
opp grote, representatieve steekproeven, waarbij wordt gekeken naar statistieken zoals 
hett gemiddelde, de variabiliteit, en de samenhang tussen twee of meer variabelen bin-
nenn de steekproef. De resultaten die in een dergelijke steekproef worden gevonden 
kunnenn vervolgens naar de populatie gegeneraliseerd worden. Dat wil zeggen dat de 
steekproefresultatenn indicatief zijn voor wat geobserveerd zou worden indien men de 
volledigee populatie zou onderzoeken. Het is echter niet vanzelfsprekend dat die resul-
tatenn ook naar een individu kunnen worden gegeneraliseerd. 

Inn dit proefschrift wordt de discussie vooral toegespitst op de wijze waarop meerdere 
variabelenn met elkaar samenhangen (d.w.z.. de covariantiestructuur). De belangrijkste 
boodschapp is dat de samenhang die men vindt in een steekproef weliswaar informatief 
iss wanneer men geïnteresseerd is in de samenhang in de populatie, maar dat dit niet per 
see indicatief is voor de samenhang tussen variabelen binnen het individu over de tijd. 
Di tt is een belangrijke constatering, omdat hieruit volgt dat het standaard onderzoek 
gebaseerdd op grote steekproeven niet zondermeer leidt tot kennis over processen die 
zichh afspelen binnen het individu. 

Eenn methode waarmee naar de samenhang tussen variabelen binnen het individu 
kann worden gekeken is tijdreeksanalyse. Tijdreeksanalyse bestaat uit het analyseren 
vann een groot aantal herhaalde metingen (meestal meer dan 50) gedaan bij een enkel 
individu.. Zodoende kan de structuur die onderliggend is aan de veranderingen over 
dee tij d binnen een specifiek individu worden onderzocht en gemodelleerd. Tijdreeks-
analysee biedt dus de mogelijkheid om het individu (in plaats van de gebruikelijke 
populatie)) als onderwerp van psychologisch onderzoek te beschouwen. 

Inn dit proefschrift worden verschillende onderwerpen ten aanzien van ti jdreeksana-
lysee besproken. In de hoofdstukken 2. 3 en 4 wordt een aantal technische aspecten be-
handeldd zoals het implementeren en specificeren van tijdreeksmodellen, en het schatten 
vann de parameters. De hoofdstukken 1. 5 en 6 zijn gericht op de toepasbaarheid, inter-
preteerbaarheidd en liet gebruik van tijdreeksmodellen binnen de psychologie. Voordat 
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vann ieder hoofdstuk een korte beschrijving wordt gegeven, wordt eerst het onderscheid 
tussenn stat ionaire en niet-stationaire tijdreeksmodellen toegelicht. 

7.22 Stat ionaire t i jdreeksmodel len 

Tijdreeksmodellenn kunnen worden ingedeeld in stationaire en niet-stationaire model-
len.. Stationaire processen worden gekenmerkt door de afwezigheid van structurele ve-
randeringen:: het gemiddelde, de variabiliteit, en de samenhang tussen verschillende 
variabelenn van dergelijke processen blijven gelijk over de tijd. Een voorbeeld van 
eenn psychologisch proces dat zich stationair gedraagt is stemming: Hoewel stemming 
vann dag tot dag fluctueert, vinden er geen structurele veranderingen plaats zolang 
err geen ingrijpende gebeurtenissen plaatshebben. Niet-stationaire modellen daarente-
genn beschrijven structurele veranderingen in het gemiddelde, de variabiliteit en/of de 
samenhangg tussen variabelen. Dergelijke veranderingen kunnen geleidelijk zijn (line-
airee modellen) of plotseling (niet-lineaire modellen), en kunnen omkeerbaar zijn of 
niet.. Deze niet-stationaire modellen kan men gebruiken om bijvoorbeeld leerprocessen 
enn ontwikkeling te beschrijven. In deze dissertatie wordt vrijwel uitsluitend naar sta-
tionairee ti jdreeksmodellen gekeken. In enkele gevallen wordt het stat ionaire model 
gecombineerdd niet een lineaire of kwadratische trend tot een niet-stationair model. 

7.33 Hoofdstukken 

I nn hoo fds tuk 1 wordt een eerste inventarisatie gemaakt van de problemen die 
onts taann wanneer men op grond van dergelijke steekproefresultaten uitspraken probeert 
tee doen over processen die zich afspelen binnen individuen. Allereerst wordt een be-
knoptee historie van de psychologie als zelfstandige wetenschap gepresenteerd. Hieruit 
wordtt duidelijk dat bij aanvang drie stromingen naast elkaar bestonden, die elk geken-
merktt werden door een ander onderzoeksonderwerp. De experimentele psychologie van 
Wundtt was gericht op universele processen die onderzocht, werden middels de zoge-
naamdd single-subject benadering: deze psychologie had als onderwerp de algemene 
menselijkee geest. De klinische psychologie van Charcot richtte zich op de kenmerken 
vann hysterie en hypnose: hier stond de psychologisch gestoorde geest centraal. De 
toegepastee psychologie van Galton en Pearson richtte zich op de verdeling van trek-
achtigee eigenschappen (d.w.z.. eigenschappen van individuen die niet variëren over de 
t i jd )) in de populatie: het ging hierbij dus om kenmerken van de populatie, niet om 
hett individu. Di t historische overzicht maakt duidelijk dat er geen vanzelfsprekend 
onderwerpp is binnen de psychologie, en dat het dus ook niet vanzelfsprekend is dat er 
naarr populatiekenmerken wordt gekeken. 

Inn dit hoofdstuk wordt tevens aangegeven dat niet name de maatschappeli jke bruik-
baarheidd van de toegepaste psychologie ervoor heeft gezorgd dat de derde stroming 
uiteindelijkk dominant is geworden binnen de psychologie. Hoewel de universele ken-
merkenn van de menselijke geest (Wundts onderwerp) en de psychologisch gestoorde 
geestt (Charcots onderwerp) nog steeds legitieme onderwerpen zijn binnen de psy-
chologie,, is vrijwel al het huidig psychologisch onderzoek gebaseerd op technieken die 
binnenn de derde stroming zijn ontwikkeld. In hoofdstuk 1 wordt aangegeven dat het 
gebruikk van deze technieken leidt tot kennis over de verdeling van variabelen binnen 
dee populatie waaruit de steekproef afkomstig is. Terwijl de verdeling in de populatie 
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(ofwel:: de inter'mdïviduele verdeling) van belang is wanneer men geïnteresseerd is in 
trekken,, d.w.z.. kenmerken van individuen die niet veranderen over de tijd. is het de 
verdelingg binnen de persoon (ofwel: de mira-individuele verdeling) welke relevant is 
indienn men geïnteresseerd is in psychologische processen. Om inzicht te krijgen in de 
verdelingg binnen de persoon kan men gebruik maken van tijdreeksanalyse. Er wordt in 
hoofdstukk 1 ook een korte beschrijving gegeven van enkele belangrijke tijdreeksmodel-
lenn en hun toepassing binnen psychologisch onderzoek. Daarnaast wordt aangegeven 
welkee onduidelijkheden nog bestaan met betrekking tot, de verschillende methodes om 
parameterss te schatten, het analyseren van multi-subject tijdreeksen, en de precieze 
relatiee tussen interindividuele en intraindividuele analyse technieken. 

Dee meest bekende klasse van stationaire modellen is het zogenaamde autore-
gressievee moving-average (ARMA ) model. Veel van de meer complexe mult ivariate 
modellenn die in deze dissertatie worden besproken zijn uitbreidingen van dit univari-
atee model. Hoo fds tuk 2 is gericht op het gebruik van de zogenaamde toepl i tzmethode 
omm ARMA modellen te passen op tijdreeksen. Hoewel deze methode als voordeel heeft 
datt het in ieder structural equation modeling (SEM) programma kan worden uitge-
voerd,, is het niet geheel duidelijk wat de aard van de parameterschatt ingen is die 
hiermeee worden verkregen. Uit eerder simulatieonderzoek was al gebleken dat. de pa-
rameterschatt ingenn geen maximum likelihood schattingen zijn. In hoofdstuk 2 wordt 
zowell  algebraïsch als met behulp van simulaties aangetoond dat de parameterschatt in-
genn die met de toepli tzmethode verkregen worden momentenschatt ingen zijn. Hoewel 
dezee in sommige gevallen sterk lijken op de maximum likelihood schattingen, levert 
hett in andere gevallen sterk afwijkende resultaten op. Er wordt aangegeven in welke 
gevallenn de toepli tzmethode beter niet gebruikt kan worden. 

Inn hoo fds tuk 3 wordt een alternatieve toepassing van SEM programmatuur voor 
hett passen van ARMA modellen voorgesteld. Hieruit wordt duidelijk wat het verband 
iss tussen standaard SEM analyses (met een groot aantal subjecten) en tijdreeksa-
nalysee gebaseerd op data van een enkel geval (X—1). Dit alternatieve gebruik van 
SEMM programmatuur is gebaseerd op het feit. dat. een tijdreeks opgevat kan worden 
alss één realisatie van een multivariaat proces. Uitgaande van normaliteit van de data 
iss de likelihoodfunctie gelijk aan de multivariate, normale verdeling, welke met de 
ruwee data optie in SEM programma's geoptimaliseerd kan worden. In deze methode 
iss het ook eenvoudig om lineaire trends en hogere orde polvnomen te combineren 
mett de stationaire ARMA modellen. Tevens worden uitbreidingen naar multi-subject 
modellenn besproken en geïllustreerd aan de hand van empirische data. Hieruit wordt 
duidelijkk hoe men overeenkomsten tussen de onderliggende processen van afzonderlijke 
tijdreeksenn kan onderzoeken en toetsen. 

Hoo fds tukk 4 vormt een uitstapje naar de meer gebruikelijke longitudinale SEM 
toepassingen,, met veel subjecten en een klein aantal herhaalde metingen. Het model 
datt hier wordt bekeken is een combinatie van het. populaire latente groei model (latent 
growthh curve model, latent trajectory model, level and shape model, random effects 
model)) en het veel oudere simplex model (autorgressive model). In liet latente groei 
modell  kunnen individuen van elkaar verschillen met betrekking tot de parameters die 
hunn groei beschrijven. Wanneer alleen lineaire groeicurven worden beschouwd, kun-
nenn individuen dus van elkaar verschillen met betrekking tot hun intercept en hun 
richtingscoëfficiënt... In latente groei modellen worden niet de individuele parameters 
geschat,, maar de gemiddeldes, variabiliteit en de samenhang van de individuele param-
eters.. In het simplex model wordt de variatie rond een niet veranderend groepsgeluid-
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deldee gemodelleerd door een observatie te regresseren op de voorgaande observatie. 
Dee regressieparameter die zodoende wordt geschat beschrijft de stabiliteit van de in-
dividuelee scores in de groep. 

Inn recent verschenen artikelen worden deze modellen gecombineerd zodat de autore-
gressievee relaties tussen de geobserveerde variabelen zijn gemodelleerd. In hoofdstuk 4 
wordtt uitgelegd dat de recursie in dit model dusdanig is dat het moeilijk is om de rol 
vann verschillende aspecten van het model te bepalen. Om hier verbetering in te bren-
genn wordt een alternatieve formulering afgeleid die ervoor zorgt dat de autoregressive 
relatiess tussen de afwijkingen tot de lineaire trend worden gemodelleerd. Dit heeft als 
voordeell  dat de lineaire trend en de recursie van elkaar gescheiden worden, waardoor 
hett gemakkelijker is om te zien welke rol de trendparameters spelen in het model. 
Tevenss voorkomt men de opstartproblemen die geassocieerd zijn met de recursieve 
formulering.. Het resultaat wordt ook gegeneraliseerd naar het multivariate geval. 

H o o f d s t ukk 5 is gericht op multivariate, multi-subject t i jdreeksdata. Eerst wordt 
eenn rationale gegeven voor het gebruik van ti jdreeksanalyse binnen de psychologie. 
Enkelee zaken die in hoofdstuk 1 zijn aangeroerd, worden hier verder uitgediept. Zo 
wordtt algebraïsch vastgesteld wat de relatie is tussen de interindividuele correlatie 
(welkee de basis vormt voor veel standaard psychologisch onderzoek) en de intra-
individuelee correlatie (waar tijdreeksanalyse op gebaseerd is). Wanneer deze correlaties 
aann elkaar gelijk zijn betekent dit dat de resultaten zonder problemen van het ene 
niveauu naar het andere niveau gegeneraliseerd kunnen worden. De conditite van gelij-
kee inter- en intra-individuele correlaties wordt homologie tussen niveaus genoemd, en 
blijk tt alleen onder heel specifieke omstandigheden te bestaan. Er wordt geconcludeerd 
datt indien homologie afwezig is en men toch uitspraken wil doen over processen op 
intraindividueell  niveau, alternatieve technieken gebruikt moeten worden zoals tijd-
reeksanalyse. . 

Err wordt in hoofdstuk 5 een klasse van multivariate tijdreeksmodellen besproken die 
eenn subklasse vormt van het meer algemene dynamische factor model. Het gebruik van 
dezee modellen wordt geïllustreerd met empirische data. Hieruit wordt ook duidelijk hoe 
overeenkomstenn tussen personen met betrekking tot hun intra-individuele dynamiek 
onderzochtt en getoetst kunnen worden. Wanneer individuen blijken te verschillen met 
betrekkingg tot hun intra-individuele structuur moeten er alternatieven gezocht worden 
omm een zinnige kwantitat ieve vergelijking tussen personen mogelijk te maken. Hier 
wordtt een aantal suggesties voor gedaan. 

Eénn van deze suggesties wordt in hoo fds tuk 6 verder uitgewerkt. Het model 
datt hier wordt ontwikkeld is gebaseerd op het idee dat de score van een persoon 
opp een i tem is opgebouwd uit een trekscore die onafhankelijk is van het moment, 
enn een toestandsscore die varieert over de tijd. Er wordt aangenomen dat de tijde-
lijk ee toestanden soms tot een hogere en soms tot een lagere geobserveerde score lei-
den.. Het ligt dan voor de hand om het intra-individuele gemiddelde op te vatten als 
dee trekscore. De intra-individuele variantie kan dan op de al eerder besproken wij -
zee worden geanalyseerd met tijdreeksmodellen. wat resulteert in een toestandsmodel. 
Dee intra-individuele gemiddeldes kunnen vervolgens gebruikt worden om de struc-
tuurr van tijdsonafhankelijke verschillen tussen individuen te bepalen, wat resulteert 
inn een trekmodel. Het toestandsmodel en het trekmodel worden vervolgens gecombi-
neerdd tot het geïntegreerde trek-toestand (integrated trai t -state. ITS) model. Met dit 
IT SS model kunnen zowel intra-individuele variabiliteit als tijdsonafhankelijke interindi-
viduelee variabil iteit gemodelleerd worden. Het ITS model biedt dus de mogelijkheid 
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omm de invloed van idiografische kenmerken van individuen die aanleiding geven tot 
kwalitatievee verschillen tussen mensen te scheiden van de invloed van kwantitatieve 
verschillenn tussen mensen op dezelfde dimensies. 

Inn hoofdstuk 6 wordt ook op algebraïsche wijze aangetoond wat er gebeurt indien 
menn een standaard factor analyse uitvoert op data die gegeneerd zijn door het ITS 
model.. Hieruit wordt duidelijk dat bepaalde aannames die onderliggend zijn aan het 
factorr model (zoals de aanname dat intra-individuele variabiliteit slechts random error 
is,, of dat het zich in ieder geval zal gedragen als random error wanneer men middelt 
overr individuen), niet vanzelfsprekend zijn. Er wordt aangetoond dat de factorstruc-
tuurr niet een pure weergave is van de trekstructuur, maar dat de structuur van intra-
individuelee toestandsfluctuaties ook van invloed is op de gevonden factorstructuur. 
Hett ITS model wordt vervolgens toegepast op een empirische dataset. 

Tenslottee wordt aangegeven dat het ITS model op verschillende manieren kan 
wordenn uitgebreid. Zo zou het ITS model gecombineerd kunnen worden met niet-
stat ionairee tijdreeksmodellen waarmee men structurele veranderingen (ofwel: trekveran-
deringen)) als gevolg van ontwikkeling zou kunnen modelleren. Een andere uitbreiding 
diee wordt besproken bestaat uit het combineren van gedrags- en stemmingsmetingen 
mett metingen van relevante omgevingskenmerken. Dit zou kunnen resulteren in het 
bepalenn van individu-specifieke 'als..., dan....' relaties die kenmerkend zijn voor intra-
individuelee psychologische processen. Dergelijke uitbreidingen kunnen helpen om meer 
inzichtt te krijgen in psychologische processen op zich. maar ook in de verschillen tussen 
mensenn met betrekking tot psychologische processen. 
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